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Abstract
Ultracold atoms have proven to be a powerful platform for studying many-body
physics. However the inhomegeneity of atomic clouds induced by potentials commonly
used to trap the atoms constitutes a limitation for studies probing large length scales.
Here we present the implementation of a new versatile setup to study two-dimensional
Bose gases, combining a tunable in-plane box potential with a strong and efficient
confinement along the third direction. We study different excitations of the system,
either of internal degrees of freedom of the atoms with light scattering, or of their
collective motion with phonon propagation.
The slab geometry is particularly well suited for light scattering studies. It allows one
to probe high atomic densities, leading to strong induced dipole-dipole interactions,
while keeping a good enough light transmission for measurements. We monitor
the deviation from the single atom behavior for near resonant light by varying the
atomic density. We additionally monitor the spreading of photons inside the slab by
injecting light only at the center of a disk of atoms.
We also investigate collective excitations of the atomic gas. We measure the speed
of sound which is linked to the superfluid density of the cloud and compare our
results to a two-fluid hydrodynamic model predictions. Using a relevant geometry,
we additionally study how an isolated system goes back to equilibrium. This is done
by imaging the phase of the resulting Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) after merging
up to twelve BECs.
Résumé
Les atomes ultrafroids constituent depuis une vingtaine d’années un domaine fructueux
pour l’étude de la physique à N corps. Cependant l’inhomogénéité des nuages atom-
iques, induite par les méthodes de piégeage utilisées habituellement, constitue une
limite pour les études portant sur de grandes échelles de longueur. Nous reportons
ici la mise en place d’un nouveau dispositif expérimental, combinant un potentiel
modulable à bords raides et fond plat dans le plan atomique, avec un confinement
versatile dans la troisième direction. Nous nous intéressons à différentes excitations du
système, premièrement des degrés de liberté internes des atomes via leur interaction
avec la lumière, puis deuxièmement de leur mouvement collectif avec la propagation
de phonons.
La répartition des atomes dans un plan est particulièrement adaptée aux études de
diffusion de la lumière. Elle permet en effet de sonder de fortes densités atomiques,
entraînant de fortes interactions dipôle-dipôle induites, tout en gardant un signal
transmis suffisant pour effectuer des mesures. Nous avons mesuré la déviation au
comportement d’un atome isolé pour de la lumière proche de résonance lorsque la
densité atomique est modifiée. Nous avons également étudié la diffusion de photons
dans un disque d’atomes en injectant de la lumière seulement au centre du disque.
Nous nous sommes ensuite intéressés aux excitations collectives du gaz. Nous avons
mesuré la vitesse du son dans le milieu, qui est liée à la fraction superfluide du
système, et comparé nos résultats aux prédictions d’un modèle hydrodynamique
à deux fluides. En utilisant une géométrie adaptée, nous avons en outre étudié
la dynamique de retour à l’équilibre d’un système isolé, en imageant la phase du
condensat de Bose-Einstein résultant de la fusion de jusqu’à douze condensats.
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Introduction
The invention of lasers has had a huge impact in many sections of modern society.
They can be found for example at home in optical disk drives, in medicine for
laser surgery, or in the industry for cutting or welding materials. They furthermore
improved the internet transmission system with fiber-optic communication. Their use
is also fruitful on atomic physics. They allow to act mechanically on atoms, slowing
them down to speeds of a few millimeters per second, corresponding to temperatures
a few hundreds of nanokelvins above absolute zero. Since the first demonstration of
the mechanical action of light on atomic beams by R. Frisch in 1933 [1], atoms are
now routinely trapped and can even be individually manipulated. This cooling down
of atoms led to advances in the understanding of quantum mechanics. One root of the
theory is that matter exhibits wave-like properties. This is not visible in our everyday
life because the energies are usually too high, leading to too small wavelengths for
these wave properties to become apparent. With atomic cooling techniques however,
it is possible to reduce so much the temperature and thus the energy of the atoms
that the wavelength associated with the particles becomes of the order of the distance
between atoms. This corresponds to the regime of quantum degeneracy, and for
bosonic atoms leads to the phenomenon of Bose-Einstein condensation predicted in
1924 [2], and corresponding to a macroscopic accumulation of bosons in the lowest
energy state of the system. This was observed in dilute atomic vapors in 1995 [3, 4, 5],
opening the way to a wide domain in atomic physics.
Before that, for a long time, the only experimental manifestation of Bose-Einstein
condensation was in superfluid 4He. But when its condensed fraction was measured in
1979 [6], it was found to be only 10%, whereas the whole system is superfluid. This is
due to the very strong interactions between particles in the system, which is different
from the situation of non-interacting bosons considered in [7, 2]. Interactions in dilute
atomic vapors are usually small, making these systems much closer experimental
realizations of the initial idea.
A good quantitative description of these systems is provided by considering an
average effect of the interactions between atoms, ie using a mean-field theory. The
gas is then well described by a single wavefunction, whose behaviour is governed by
a nonlinear Schrödinger equation: the Gross-Pitaevskii equation [8, 9]. During the
years following 1995, the research was mainly directed towards the exploration of
phenomena well described within this framework. The ondulatory nature of the Bose-
Einstein condensate (BEC) was demonstrated through matter-wave interference [10].
The long range coherence of this system (observed in [11]) led to the experimental
realization of a atom lasers [12, 13, 14]. The excitation spectrum of a BEC predicted
by the Bogoliubov theory [15] was measured [16]. The superfluid character of the
BEC was demonstrated through the observation of vortices [17, 18], and of their
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arrangement in Abrikosov lattices [18, 19]. Only four years after the observation of
a BEC, Fermi gases (the only other type of quantum statistics available in nature)
were also brought to degeneracy with similar experimental techniques [20, 21, 22].
In this case it is of course not a BEC which is observed, as Pauli exclusion principle
prevents the particles from occupying the same state, but the atoms occupy the
ladder of available energy states starting from the lowest one, up to a maximum
value (the Fermi energy). This has many realisations in nature, such as for example
electrons in a ordinary metal and white dwarfs or neutron stars.
The cold atoms toolbox: studying many-body physics
The domain of cold atoms could have stayed limited to systems of almost non-
interacting particles, as it is expected for dilute gases. But major developments
considerably enlarged the range of physics accessible with these systems, allowing
the study of strong-correlation aspects [23], ie phenomena that are not captured by
weak-coupling descriptions like the Gross-Pitaevskii or Bogoliubov theory, and are
much more involved to solve numerically.
One development is the ability to tune interparticle interactions for certain atomic
species using Feshbach resonances [24]. It allows to access strongly interacting
regimes for bosons [25] and fermions [26]. In Fermi gases, Feshbach resonances led
to the observation of the crossover from a BEC of weakly bound molecules to a
superfluid of Cooper pairs [27, 28], as described by the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer
theory of superconductors. These correspond to short-range interactions, but long-
range interactions such as dipolar magnetic ones are also available for cold atoms.
It requires working with species having an important magnetic moment, such as
Chromium, Erbium or Dysprosium for example, which have now been brought to
quantum degeneracy.
A second development is the ability to tune the potential felt by the atoms. This
allows to study low-dimensional physics by confining the gas strongly in one or two
directions. An interest of this type of physics is that in reduced dimensions such as
for 2D and 1D systems, the thermal and quantum fluctuations are very important
and destroy long-range order [29, 30, 31]. Confining a Bose gas in 1D traps, the
Tonks-Girardeau regime was realized [32, 33], and in a two-dimensional trap the
famous Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition was observed [34]. As the
study of this transition constitutes an important part of this thesis we will come
back to it later, and first briefly describe a type of potential which led to a lot of
important results: the optical lattices.
It is possible to use interfering light beams to force the atoms to arrange themselves
periodically. This constitutes a very pure realization of the Bose and Fermi-Hubbard
models [35], the fermionic case describing electrons in condensed matter systems. It is
very easy with cold atoms to obtain information about their momentum distribution
and coherence properties by probing the gas after time-of-flight. This led to the
observation of the quantum phase transition between a superfluid and a Mott
insulating phase in bosonic systems [36, 37, 38, 39], and to the observation of a
crossover with fermions [40, 41]. Different lattice geometries have been engineered
[42, 43, 44, 45, 46] showing the variety of potentials which can be realized. One
step further was realized with the “quantum gas microscopes”, a new generation of
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experiments in which it is possible to image individual atoms from different sites of
a lattice. Even the spin of the atoms can be read from these microscopes [47, 48].
A limitation of cold atoms could be that their charge neutrality prevents a direct
application of the Lorentz force, making out of reach the study of some strongly
correlated states such as quantum Hall states, which require the implementation of a
large magnetic field. Solutions to overcome this problem are now being developed,
to engineer artificial magnetic fields which mimic the effect of real magnetic fields
[49, 50, 51, 52, 53].
Cold atoms are also suitable for performing precision measurements and can be used
for example to realize very sensitive gravimeters [54]. Some companies even start to
emerge using them in this direction. Today’s most stable atomic clock [55] uses a
degenerate Fermi gas in a 3D optical lattice, and has a precision of 5 10−19 in one
hour of averaging time. This offers amazing perspectives by providing new ways to
study many-body physics but also other types of physics by measuring tiny shifts of
frequency.
A natural extension of these works done for systems at equilibrium is the study of
out-of-equilibrium physics. In cold atoms systems all energy scales are low, meaning
that their evolution is slow, on the order of milliseconds to seconds, which is easily
tractable in an experiment. They in addition are well isolated from perturbations from
the environment. We just give here some examples such as the study of supercurrents
in rings in the presence of a weak-link [56], the study of prethermalization in one-
dimensional systems [57], or transport experiments [58, 59, 60, 61]. The dynamical
study of atoms in tailored optical potential has led to a whole new field called
“atomtronics” [62], aiming at creating atom analogs of electronic materials, devices
and circuits.
About the 2D Bose gas
A part of this thesis focusses on properties of 2D Bose gases. A major interest
of these systems is the existence of a superfluid BKT phase, supporting a quasi
long-range coherence. This is microscopically enabled by the pairing of topological
defects (called vortices) in the gas. The transition from a normal state to this state
does not rely on the breaking of a symmetry, making all thermodynamical variables
continuous at the critical point. For this reason the transition is said to be of infinite
order.
This transition has been observed through the analysis of the contrast in the in-
terference patterns of atoms emerging from two traps as a function of the spatial
range in [34]. The authors identified a sudden decrease in the degree of phase order,
indicative of a jump in the superfluid density at the transition temperature. They
observed simultaneously the appearance of dislocation lines, corresponding to the
presence of isolated vortices. Below Tc, the vortices are expected to group in close
pairs, thus conserving the phase order. These thermally activated vortex pairs have
been observed in [63], but the authors have to apply a radial compression to the gas
before releasing it to be able to observe these pairs.
Other previous experimental investigations of this subject led to the following results.
The equation of state has been measured [64, 65] and its approximate scale-invariance
in the weakly interacting regime has been experimentally verified [66]. The “pre-
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superfluid” or “quasi-condensate” state required for the BKT transition to occur has
been studied in [67, 68, 69], and the quasi-condensate density measured in [66]. They
had to take into account the finite imaging resolution of their system, as explained
in [70], where they also measure the static structure factor of the gas in different
regimes. Density and phase fluctuation scalings within the critical region were also
investigated [71, 72].
All these experiments were performed in harmonically trapped gases, and their
results were linked back to the homogeneous system by considering the gas as locally
equivalent to a uniform one (local density approximation). In this thesis, a Bose gas in
a flat-bottom box-like potential is realized, avoiding the need for this approximation.
This should also enable us to measure correlations in the gas which are blurred in
harmonically trapped systems [73, 74].
Studying light scattering
Another part of this thesis focusses on the study of light scattering. This might seem
less linked to what was described until here, but cold atoms offer a very interesting
platform for this kind of studies. The understanding of some of these phenomena
is furthermore required to properly characterize the trapped gases. It is indeed not
obvious from absorption imaging, the usual way of probing cold atoms, to infer
correctly the number of atoms in the image.
The study of light scattering is also an extremely interesting topic in itself. A broader
introduction to the subject will be done in chapter 3, but the main idea is that due
to the important cross-section that the atoms have with resonant light, “simple”
descriptions, either with a mean-field refractive index or by random walks of photons
break down for samples in which the distance between scatterers is comparable
with the light wavelength. This allows the study of interesting effects such as
superradiance, corresponding to the emission of light by a collection of scatterers
faster than for a single scatterer, or coherent backscattering, the manifestation of a
robust interference effect of light propagating backwards. Atoms furthermore have
the advantage of being non-absorptive materials, ie all photons entering the sample
have to be re-emitted. This is in contrast with solid state materials in which some
might be absorbed by the sample, which complicates the interpretation of results.
For systems of molecules as well, some energy might be transferred to excitation of
rotational levels.
The ability to tune the geometry is an important tool for these studies as well.
A particularly interesting one is the slab geometry, as is realized in this work. It
indeed has the advantage of keeping a high density for the scatterers, while the
light propagates for only a short distance in the material, thus having its intensity
not too reduced. Atomic densities up to 1014 cm−3, ie an average atomic distance
≈ λoptical/10, can be reached in our samples, making them dense even if much less
dense than condensed matter systems.
Thesis outline
This thesis is organised in three parts. The first part contains two chapters.
Chapter 1 describes the theory of the 2D Bose gas and contrasts it with the 3D
case. The notions of superfluidity and superfluid fraction will be introduced, and
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the classical field formalism explained. It allows a description of the gas at finite
temperature, and thus beyond Gross-Pitaevskii. The experimental setup to create a
dense and thin slab of atoms is described in Chapter 2, with the first tools we had
to characterize the gas.
The second part of the thesis is about light scattering in a gas of cold atoms. It is
of importance here as in dense samples as we have, induced dipole-dipole interactions
modify deeply the response of the gas compared to the single atom case. To correctly
measure the atom number in the gas, some effects had to be understood. Chapter 3
is an introductory chapter for the projects of chapter 4 and 5. It introduces different
notions relevant for the description of light scattering, and briefly reviews different
regimes probed in cold atom experiments. Chapter 4 studies the absorption of close
to resonance light by the slab. The density is varied in a controlled way and allows to
probe the response of the gas from a dilute regime where it is close to the single-atom
case, to a dense regime where the behaviour is very different. Another experiment is
described in chapter 5, investigating the propagation of photons in the slab thanks to
fluorescence imaging. A focused beam in the center of the slab is a source of photons
which then propagate in it. The study is done varying the density and the detuning
of the light.
The third part of the manuscript presents experiments probing superfluid aspects
of the gas. Chapter 6 studies how the phase of a system put out of equilibrium
relaxes. Several independent condensates are realised and merged together in a ring
geometry, from which the phase is inferred through interferometric measurements.
The expected distribution of supercurrents is recovered and a timescale for this
homogeneisation is measured. Chapter 7 describes better characterizations of the
gas, which are useful for the next chapter. Chapter 8 studies sound propagation in a
2D Bose gas, aiming at implementing the proposal [75].
Finally, chapter 9 concludes this work and discusses prospective experiments. It also
tries to give a broader view of the remaining topics to be studied in the 2D Bose gas.
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Overview of the two-dimensional Bose gas
The two-dimensional Bose gas is a rich system in the sense that it can undergo more
complexe phase transitions than in the three dimensional case. It has already been
reviewed for example in [76, 77], but in this chapter we will explain and contrast
different selected notions and important features that will be used in the following
of this work. The intention is to give an overview of the two-dimensional Bose
gas to the reader, without aiming for exhaustivity. We will focus only on the now
experimentally available uniformly trapped systems.
We first have to address a very important point which is the definition of condensation.
Einstein’s argument for BEC [2, 7] requires to know what is the lowest single-particle
energy eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. But an effect of the interactions is to modify
the eigenstates of the system, which are no longer the ones of the single-particle
Hamiltonian. This rises the fundamental question of what does Bose-Einstein
condensation then mean.
A generalized criterion has been proposed by Oliver Penrose and Lars Onsager in
1956 [78], initially in the context of the study of liquid Helium. Their idea is to
use the reduced von Neumann’s statistical operator [79] which will be described
later. The criterion for Bose-Einstein condensation to occur is then that the largest
eigenvalue of this operator has a finite value when taking the thermodynamic limit,
ie N →∞ with N/V being kept constant. We will see how condensation is recovered
in our finite-size samples according to this generalized criterion.
The chapter is articulated as follows. Starting with the ideal case, the infinite
uniform two-dimensional Bose gas does not condense. Indeed, except at exactly zero
temperature, thermal fluctuations kill any long-range order [80, 81, 82]. This will
be the object of the first section. The second section will describe theoretical ways
to model the interacting 2D Bose gas, and some simplified descriptions such as the
classical field formalism. In the third section we will describe how density fluctuations
tend to be reduced by the interactions, giving rise to quasi-condensates [83, 84, 85].
These do not directly allow to recover a phase coherence in the system, but are
required for another type of transition to occur: the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless
(BKT) transition [86, 87, 88], which tends to extend further the correlations. It is
also a transition to a superfluid regime and will be described in the fourth section.
Analytical calculations nevertheless do not allow to calculate the full equation of state
of the gas, and Monte Carlo simulations are required to compute it quantitatively.
We thus describe the principle of these simulations and their results on important
quantities in the fifth part, and finally describe the equation of state in the last part.
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1.1 The ideal uniform Bose gas in three and two dimensions
1.1.1 Does condensation occur?
Bose-Einstein condensation occurs because of the saturation of the number of bosons
which can occupy the excited states of a system at thermal equilibrium. Its derivation
for the 3D ideal gas is derived in numerous statistical physics books. We will
nevertheless rederive it here in the case of a uniform system with periodic boundary
conditions to contrast it with the 2D uniform case. We also derive the coherence
length, which will be an important quantity in the following. More general derivations
in other potentials can be found in [89].
3D case
Consider N non-interacting bosons of mass m in a cubic box of side L. The
Hamiltonian is then simply composed of the kinetic energy, and the eigenstates for
periodic boundary conditions are the plane waves of momentum p:
ψp(r) = eip·r/~, p =
2π~
L
n, n = (nx, ny, nz) ∈ Z3. (1.1)
The energy of a plane wave of momentum p is Ep = p2/2m, and the Bose-Einstein
(BE) law gives the mean population of a state ψp in the grand canonical ensemble:
Np =
1
e(Ep−µ)/kBT − 1 , (1.2)
where we introduced the thermodynamic variables T and µ, respectively the temper-
ature and chemical potential. The total atom number N is then simply the sum of
these populations over all states
N =
∑
p
Np. (1.3)
One important property of the distribution (1.2) is that all Np have to be positive,
thus imposing µ < E0. Taking E0 = 0 we thus have µ < 0. It is then useful to
separate the sum (1.3) in two parts, the first being the fundamental state p = 0 and
the second all the excited states p 6= 0:
N = N0 +Nexc, N0 =
z
1− z , Nexc =
∑
p6=0
Np, (1.4)
where we introduced the fugacity z = eµ/kBT which is thus bounded between 0 and 1.
As the Np are increasing functions of µ, the sum Nexc is maximal for µ = 0 ie z = 1.
As we will see just after, switching to a continuous momentum distribution, the sum
always converges for a finite box of size L. This is the famous saturation of the
excited states giving rise to the accumulation of atoms in the fundamental state once
the saturation number is reached.
We have to check that the saturation holds in the thermodynamic limit, meaning:
L→∞, N →∞, ρ(3D) = N
L3
= constant. (1.5)
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The useful quantity is now ρ(3D)exc = Nexc/L3. It can be computed substituting the
sum by an integral according to
∑
p
...→
(
L
2π~
)3 ∫
d3p ... (1.6)
This gives
ρ(3D)exc =
1
(2π~)3
∫
d3p zep2/2mkBT − z , (1.7)
which can be rewritten for z < 1, and after inverting the sum and the integral
ρ(3D)exc =
1
(2π~)3
∞∑
n=1
zn
∫
d3p e−np2/2mkBT . (1.8)
As the integral is over the three directions of momenta, it can be decomposed into
three 1D gaussian integrals. This leads to
ρ(3D)exc = λ−3T Li3/2(z), (1.9)
where we introduced the thermal wavelength λT and the polylog function Liα:
λT =
h√
2πmkBT
, Liα(z) =
∞∑
n=1
zn
nα
. (1.10)
It is then convenient to use the phase-space density of the excited states D(3D)exc =
ρ(3D)exc λ
3
T :
D(3D)exc = Li3/2(z). (1.11)
The important result of Einstein’s derivation is that this polylog saturates at a
certain value when the fugacity z goes to 1:
D(3D,max)exc = Li3/2(1) = 2.612... (1.12)
To describe the total atom number, one must then separate two cases depending if
the condensation threshold has been reached or not:
D(3D) =
Li3/2(z) if D(3D) < D(3D,max)excD(3D)0 + Li3/2(1) if D(3D) > D(3D,max)exc , (1.13)
where D(3D)0 corresponds the bosons accumulated in the lowest energy state, which
form the condensate.
2D case
The difference in the 2D case is that this saturation, even at the thermodynamic
limit, does not occur. The derivation is very similar, except that the substitution of
the sum by an integral is now
∑
p
...→
(
L
2π~
)2 ∫
d2p ... (1.14)
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which makes the equation (1.8) become
ρ(2D)exc =
1
(2π~)2
∞∑
n=1
zn
∫
d2p e
−np2
2mkBT . (1.15)
The integral now decomposes only into two 1D gaussian integrals, leading to, with
D(2D)exc = ρ(2D)exc λ2T the phase-space density in 2D
D(2D)exc = Li1(z) = − ln(1− z). (1.16)
In this case D(2D)exc is not bounded when z goes to 1. There is no saturation of the
excited levels and thus no Bose-Einstein condensation. As the atom number in the
ground state never becomes macroscopic, one can approximate D(2D) ' D(2D)exc and
we have the equation of state for the 2D ideal Bose gas:
D(2D) = − ln(1− z). (1.17)
The fact that a uniform 2D Bose gas cannot undergo Bose-Einstein condensation
is actually a special case of the Mermin-Wagner-Hohenberg theorem [80, 81, 82]
that states that in a 2D system with contact interaction, it is not possible to have
long-range order provided by the breaking of a continuous symmetry.
1.1.2 Coherence length
We now look at the effect of Bose-Einstein condensation on another observable than
the population of the lowest single-particle energy eigenstate which corresponds to the
historical definition of condensation by Einstein. We consider the coherence length
of the gas, which is more linked to the Penrose-Onsager definition of condensation.
We will adopt the broader formalism of density operators to be able to generalize
later the results to the case of an interacting gas.
The density operator of the gas at thermal equilibrium is in the canonical ensemble
ρ̂ = 1Ze
−Ĥ/kBT , (1.18)
with Z = Tr(e−Ĥ/kBT ) the partition function. This operator corresponds to the von
Neumann’s statistical operator [79]. Let’s now define the one-body density operator,
obtained by taking the partial trace on N − 1 particles:
ρ̂1 = N Tr2,...,N(ρ̂). (1.19)
It corresponds to the reduced von Neumann’s statistical operator used by Penrose
and Onsager for their new definition of condensation [78]. It is also used to define
the first-order correlation function [90]:
G1(r, r′) = 〈r| ρ̂1 |r′〉 , (1.20)
which can be rewritten in our case taking advantage of the translational invariance
with u = r − r′
G1(u) = 〈r| ρ̂1 |r′〉 . (1.21)
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Noting that
N(p) = 〈p| ρ̂1 |p〉
=
∫∫
〈p|r〉 〈r| ρ̂1 |r′〉 〈r′|p〉 d3r d3r′
=
∫
e−iu·p/~ G1(u) d3u, (1.22)
where the integration is over the volume L3 and we used the translational invariance,
writing G1(u, 0) = G1(u). The correlation function G1 is thus the Fourier transform
of the momentum distribution. We note that this result is independent of the
dimension. And as we did not use the fact that we supposed the gas ideal, this will
hold when we add interactions.
On can then obtain G1 as the inverse Fourier transform of the momentum distribution.
Following the same spirit as in the beginning of this chapter, we can rewrite it as an
infinite sum. This gives in the 2D case:
G1(r) =
1
(2π~)2
∫
eir·p/~ N(p) d2p (1.23)
= 1
λ2T
∞∑
n=1
zn
n
e−πr2/2nλ2T . (1.24)
In the 3D case we have to separate the macroscopically occupied lowest state:
G1(r) =
N(0)
L3
+ 1(2π~)3
∫
eir·p/~ N(p) d3p (1.25)
= N(0)
L3
+ 1
λ3T
∞∑
n=1
zn
n3/2
e−πr2/2nλ2T . (1.26)
A natural way to normalize this correlation function is [90]:
g1(r) =
G1(r)√
G1(r)
√
G1(0)
. (1.27)
We can then compare the behaviour of the g1 functions in the 3D and 2D cases. The
result is shown figure 1.1.
Qualitatively, we see that for a high enough D(3D), the limit where r →∞ of g1 is
finite in the 3D case. This is an important result because it means that the atomic
field has correlations for any two points separated in space. This property is called
off-diagonal long-range order and as can be seen taking the thermodynamic limit
in equation (1.26) fulfills the condensation criterion of Penrose and Onsager. This
first-order correlation function for a uniform 3D gas has been measured with Bragg
beams in the group of Zoran Hadzibabic [91].
In the 2D case we recover the fact that there is no condensation as g1 goes to 0 when
r → ∞. But the asymptotic behaviour in the degenerate case is still interesting.
We first go back to the BE distribution (1.2) to identify two limits of the mode
populations when one compares E − µ and kBT (see also figure 1.2):
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1 – Behaviour of the normalized g1 fonctions for different
values of the phase-space density D: 0.1, 0.3, 1, 3 and 10. (a) shows the
results in the 3D case and (2) in the 2D case. The sums are computed up
to n = 104.
• If E − µ kBT , we find that the population of the mode of energy E is
N(E) ≈ e−(E−µ)/kBT , (1.28)
corresponding to the Boltzmann’s law. Looking back at (1.2), this limiting
case implies that the exponential is bigger than the one at the denominator,
meaning that this limit corresponds to N(E) < 1.
• If E − µ kBT , we find that the population of the mode of energy E
N(E) ≈ kBT
E − µ
, (1.29)
and N(E) > 1. This will correspond to the domain of validity of the classical
field approximation that we will use later.
The high energy states correspond to the first limiting case. They will thus always
lead to a gaussian decay of the first order correlation function. When z is close to
one, the occupation numbers of the low energy states however correspond to the
second limiting case
Np =
kBT
Ep + |µ|
= 4π
λ2T
~2
p2 + p2c
, (1.30)
where pc =
√
2m|µ|. The correlation function g1(r) is then bimodal. At short
distances up to r ' λT corresponding to high energy states, the correlations are
gaussian, and at larger distances r  λT the Lorentzian form of equation (1.30)
corresponds to an approximately exponential decaya
G1(r) ∝
1√
|r|
e−|r|/`, with ` = ~
pc
. (1.31)
aMore precisely the Fourier transform of the 2D Lorentzian distribution is proportional to the
Bessel function of imaginary argument K0(kcr), whose asymptotic behaviour is e−kcr/
√
r.
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Figure 1.2 – Distribution of Bose-Einstein of the atoms in green solid
line. The dotted blue line is the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The
dashed line corresponds to the distribution for a classical field. We already
see here that this distribution goes more slowly to zero than the BE distri-
bution. This will lead, as explained later in the text, to the introduction
of a cutoff, shown here as a vertical black line.
This is very important because when D(2D) > 1, the correlation length ` ∝ eD(2D)/2
grows exponentiallya. When its size becomes of the order of the size of the sample,
the atomic field shows correlations over the whole sample. This corresponds to a
macroscopic value for the largest eigenvalue of the position representation of the
reduced statistical operator, and the Penrose-Onsager criterion for condensation is
fulfilled. This is also visible figure 1.1, where for D(2D) = 10, the coherence is still
very high after several λT .
A threshold for this finite-size condensation to appear can be estimated, with L the
linear size of the sample as
` ≥ L → eD(2D)/2 ≥ L
λT
, or equivalently, D(2D) ≥ ln
(
L2
λ2T
)
. (1.32)
A more rigorous calculation for a square and a circular box can be found in [92],
which shows that the formula above gives a good estimate of when this “transition”
occurs. We will now see that interactions tends to make the coherence length decay
even slower, achieving a quasi-long-range order.
1.2 The weakly interacting 2D Bose gas: fundamental equations
To go further than the ideal case which shows only a transition driven by bosonic
statistics, we need to take into account interactions between atoms. As we will now
consider only the 2D case, we now use the notation n for the atom number density.
aThis result is obtained using equation (1.31), the definition of pc and the limiting case z ≈ 1
of the EoS of the ideal 2D Bose gas.
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1.2.1 Adding interactions
In 3D and at low densities, the interaction between two bosons described by their
positions ri and rj is well described by [93]:
U(ri − rj) = g(3D)δ(3D)(ri − rj), (1.33)
where g(3D) = 4π~2a/m is the coupling strength, which is characterized by the s-wave
scattering length a = 5.3 nm for 87Rb [94]. This simple expression comes from the
fact that the scattering amplitude f3D(k) characterizing the scattering state between
two particles with relative wave vector k tends towards a constant for low energy
collisions.
When treating the scattering problem in a 2D geometry, the scattering amplitude
f2D(k) keeps a dependence in k at small wave vectors. However in the case of the quasi-
2D regime which is relevant for us and which will be described later, the scattering
amplitude can be approximated by a constant to a very good approximation.
1.2.2 From the quantum Hamiltonian to classical field
Let’s consider a fluid composed of identical bosons with binary interactions U(ri−rj).
These bosons are trapped in the potential:
V
(3D)
trap (r) = V
(1D)
trap (z) + V
(2D)
trap (x, y), (1.34)
where
• The strong confinement along the z axis V (1D)trap (z) freezes the motion along this
axis and makes the gas bi-dimensional.
• The confinement in the plane is, for example, a hard-wall confinement in a
flat-bottom box of size L× L.
The Hamiltonian of the system can then be written in the formalism of the first
quantification:
Ĥ =
N∑
j=1
(
p̂2j
2m + V
(3D)
trap (r̂j)
)
+ 12
∑
i 6=j
U(r̂i − r̂j), (1.35)
or in the second quantification:
Ĥ =
∫ ( ~2
2m∇Ψ̂
†(r) · ∇Ψ̂(r) + Ψ̂†(r)V (3D)trap (r)Ψ̂(r)
)
d3r
+ 12
∫∫
Ψ̂†(r)Ψ̂†(r′)U(r − r′)Ψ̂(r′)Ψ̂(r) d3r d3r′, (1.36)
where Ψ̂(r) is a field operator destroying a particle at position r and its hermitian
conjugate Ψ̂†(r) creates one at this point.
According to the previous paragraph, we would like to treat the interaction between
atoms as a contact interaction: U(r) = U0δ(r). The problem with this Hamiltonian
is that in two and three dimensions this leads to mathematical inconsistencies in
the quantum framework. An advantage of the classical field formalism used in the
following is that this problem does not arise.
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1.2.3 Classical field formalism
A N -body quantum system is described by its wave function Φ(r1, ..., rN) or more
generally by its density operator ρ̂. The idea of the classical field formalism is to
approach this quantum state by a statistical mixture of states characterized by a
field ψ(r), which is the same for all particles:
Φ(r1, ..., rN) ≈ ψ(r1)...ψ(rN). (1.37)
This is called the Hartree’s ansatz. The problem is then to find a distribution of
probabilities P [ψ] which reproduces as nicely as possible the state Φ or the density
matrix ρ̂. This means that for any observable Â we would like to have, using the
functional integral formalism for the field ψ,
Tr(Âρ̂) =
∫
〈ψ(r1)...ψ(rN)| Â |ψ(r1)...ψ(rN)〉 P [ψ]d[ψ]. (1.38)
This treatment is not exact as it is not always possible to find such a distribution of
probabilities (for a counterexample, and to see how this treatment falls down when
the granularity of the field has to be taken into account, see [77], chapter 3). In fact,
the range of validity of this approximation is when the populations of the modes
considered are much bigger than one particle. In this case, as was shown in equation
(1.29), the population of the mode is well approximated by
N(E) ≈ kBT
E − µ
. (1.39)
This will be used for example in our Monte Carlo simulations.
It may seem weird to simulate quantum phenomena with classical fields. However
it is not the particles that are modelled as classical here, but the field. This is
deeply different because we keep the fundamental ingredient of quantization of the
circulation, which is enough to derive all behaviours obtained here. This is analogous
to the classical field study of light, with the Maxwell equations, which gives the
correct behaviour of electro-magnetic fields for all phenomena which do not require
to take the “granularity”, ie the photons into account.
1.2.4 Factorization of the “frozen direction”
We now use this approximation for the Hamiltonian (1.36). We call ψ3D the wave
function for the Hartree ansatz. We compute the energy E(ψ3D) from 〈Φ| Ĥ |Φ〉 by
injecting ψ3D in it. We also replace the interaction term by the contact interaction
of (1.33):
E(ψ3D) =
∫ ( ~2
2m |∇ψ3D(r)|
2 + V (3D)trap |ψ3D(r)|2 +
g(3D)
2 |ψ3D(r)|
4
)
d3r . (1.40)
To take into account the frozen movement along z, we use an additional ansatz :
ψ3D(r) = ψ(x, y) χ0(z), (1.41)
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where χ0(z) is the ground state of the motion of one particle along z
− ~
2
2m
d2χ0(z)
d2z + V
(1D)
trap χ0(z) = ε0χ0(z). (1.42)
This factorization ansatz is valid if the interaction and thermal energies are both
small compared to the difference of energy between the ground state and the first
excited level of the trapping along z. This is the condition to experimentally realize
a two-dimensional gas.
We get for ψ (up to a meaningless additive constant):
E(ψ) =
∫ ( ~2
2m |∇ψ|
2 + V (2D)trap |ψ(r)|2 +
g(2D)
2 |ψ(r)|
4
)
d2r, (1.43)
with
g(2D) = g(3D)
∫
|χ0(z)|4 dz. (1.44)
In the case of a harmonic vertical confinement ωz, this leads to g(2D) = ~2
√
8πa/m`z,
with the harmonic oscillator length `z = (~/mωz)1/2 which constitutes an additional
characteristic length to the problem. This will lead to the scale invariance of the
system as we will see later in this chapter.
We can wonder if we could not make a better choice for χ0(z). We indeed expect
that when the interaction energy g(2D)n is not negligeable compared to ~ωz, different
levels of the vertical harmonic oscillator will be populated. This has been analytically
solved in a self-consistent manner in [95], section 4.4.2, and led to the conclusion
g(2D) ≈ g(2D)n=0 (1− 1.39 a `z n), (1.45)
where n = |ψ|2 is the 2D atomic density. As we will see, n can reach up to
50 atoms/µm2 for the vertical confinement ωz = 2π × 4.0 kHz, which leads to a
reduction of g(2D) of 5 %.
1.2.5 The quasi-2D regime
The change of the interaction parameter from g(3D) to g(2D) is a bit more complicated
than the heuristic derivation we made just above. This comes from the fact that
contrarily to f(3D)(k), f(2D)(k) does not tend towards a constant at low k.
To be more rigorous we need to distinguish two different regimes, depending on the
thickness of the system `z:
• The true 2D regime for which the motion of the atoms is strictly confined to
the xy plane. This occurs when the effective range of the interaction potential
Re, which is very close to a in our case, is much bigger than the length of the
harmonic oscillator along z. In this case the scattering amplitude is energy-
dependent, and there is no additional constant characteristic length in the
system.
• The quasi-2D regime where the microscopic motion of the atoms along z is
still possible, which corresponds to `z  Re. This is the case relevant for us
because Re ' a  lz. We note that the term “quasi-2D” in the cold atom
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domain also has another meaning. It sometimes refers to the fact that kBT
is usually not so small compared to ~ωz the vertical confinement, meaning
that some atoms are in the excited levels of the harmonic oscillator in the z
directiona.
In this second regime, the interactions can be expressed as a contact potential
U(ri − rj) = g(2D)δ(2D)(ri − rj), (1.46)
with a two-dimensional coupling constant derived by Petrov et al. [85, 96]:
g(2D) =
√
8π~2
m
1
`z/a− ln(πq2`2z)/
√
2π
, where q2 = 2mµ
~2
. (1.47)
The energy dependence is only in the logarithm, and is negligible for our experimental
parameters. In the usual case of a harmonic trapping potential along z, we thus
rather characterized the interactions with the parameter g̃ defined as:
g(2D) = ~
2
m
g̃, where g̃ =
√
8π a
`z
. (1.48)
The interaction energy is then:
Eint =
g
2
∫
〈n2(r)〉 d2r = ~
2g̃
2m
∫
〈n2(r)〉 d2r . (1.49)
The integration we did in the previous section would lead to the same formula for
Eint, but the requirement a `z was hidden in the procedure.
The 2D healing length ξ, which gives the characteristic length scale corresponding to
the interaction energy, and thus the distance at which the wave function takes its
normal value if we impose it to be zero at one point is given by:
ξ = ~√
mgn
= 1√
g̃n
. (1.50)
As done in [76] we can quantitatively define the strongly interacting limit by the
value of g̃ for which the energy of N particles, Eint, reaches the kinetic energy EK
of N non-interacting particles equally distributed over the lowest N single-particle
states. This leads to
Eint = EK ⇒ g̃ = 2π. (1.51)
Degenerate quasi-2D Bose gas have been realized experimentally with values of g̃
from 0.01 to 3 [34, 68, 64, 67, 97, 98, 99]. This parameter is also expected to be of
the order of 1 for 2D layers of liquid helium. We note that for values of g̃ ≥ 1, the
logarithmic contribution in equation (1.47) is no longer negligeable and there is a k
dependence of g̃. But for for the experiment described in this thesis, g̃ ≈ 0.1, and
it thus stays independent of k to a very good approximation and scale invariance
which we describe now occurs.
aThe effects of atoms in the excited levels of the z harmonic oscillator were the object of long
developments in the study of harmonically trapped 2D Bose gases. We won’t consider them a lot in
the rest of this work because their effect in hard walls flat-bottom box potentials will be the same
everywhere in the trap, and thus won’t modify much the physics of the system.
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1.2.6 Scale invariance
The type of scale invariance we are interested in occurs when the energies of a system
behave in a certain way for a dilatation of the lengths of the system. More precisely,
it can be shown [77] that if the following relation is verified:
lengths: `→ λ`
time: t→ λ2t
}
⇒ Energy: E → 1
λ2
E, (1.52)
then the equation of state of the system can be expressed as
D = G
(
µ
kBT
)
, (1.53)
with G a function to be determined. This means that the state of the system is
characterized by a single parameter α = µ/kBT and not anymore µ and T separately.
For the 2D Bose gas, the condition (1.52) is fulfilled for the kinetic energy (see [77] for
the quantum derivation). It is also the case for the interaction energy as we consider
a contact interaction which satisfies δ(2)(λr) = δ(r)/λ2. Other systems exhibiting
this scale invariance are for example liquids with interactions in 1/r2 ([100] §35).
These conditions for scale invariance can alternatively be viewed as the fact that
the equation of state has to be expressed in terms of dimensionless parameters. In
the 3D Bose gas, there are at least three dimensioned parameters: µ, kBT and the
scattering length a. Introducing the energy linked to a, ε = ~2/ma2, the equation of
state must then have a form like
D = G
(
µ
ε
,
kBT
ε
)
. (1.54)
Going to the quasi-2D regime, `z can be combined with a to form g̃ which is a
dimensionless parameter. The equation of state then becomes
D = G
(
µ
kBT
, g̃
)
. (1.55)
As for our system g̃ is constant, this is equivalent to (1.53). With this condition we
see that the unitary Fermi gas for which the scattering length diverges also exhibits
this scale invariance.
1.3 The weakly interacting 2D Bose gas: some properties
Now that we introduced the theoretical framework to study the uniform 2D Bose
gas, we turn in this part to some important analytical results which can be derived.
1.3.1 Reduction of density fluctuations and quasi-condensate
Compared to the ideal gas, we will see here that repulsive interactions between
particles tend to reduce density fluctuations. The interaction energy is indeed, as we
saw in equation (1.49), and considering a system of size L:
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Eint =
~2g̃
2m
∫
〈n2(r)〉 d2r = ~
2L2
2m g̃ 〈n
2(r)〉, (1.56)
so that the cost in interaction energy compared to the zero temperature gas is directly
proportional to the density fluctuations characterized by [101]:
(∆n)2(r) = 〈n2(r)〉 − n2(r) = (g2(0)− 1)n2(r), (1.57)
where g2(r) = 〈n(r)n(0)〉/n2 is the normalized second order (density-density) corre-
lation function. In the case of the uncondensed ideal Bose gas, g2(0) = 2, while if
the density fluctuations are completely suppressed g2(0) = 1.
For an interacting gas, the interaction energy will always dominate when a low
enough temperature is reached. The mean-field interaction energy per particle
Eint/N = ~2g̃n/2m will indeed become bigger than kBT when T is low enough, which
can be expressed in terms of the phase-space density D:
Eint/N
kBT
= g̃4πD  1, or D 
4π
g̃
. (1.58)
In fact calculations done by Nikolay Prokof’ev and Boris Svitsunov [102] which
will be briefly described later show that these density fluctuations are significantly
suppressed already for D  1. This reduction of density fluctuations is also described
as the appearance of a quasi-condensate or a pre-superfluid state. The notion of
quasi-condensate has first been introduced in [83] and extended in [85]. It has been
experimentally observed in two-dimensional atomic hydrogen by [103], looking at
three-body dipole recombinations. It has also been observed in cold atom systems
for example by [67, 68, 66].
It is interesting to give a definition of the quasi-condensate as done in [102]:
nqc =
√
2n2 − 〈n2〉, (1.59)
which corresponds to non-gaussian fluctuations of the atomic density. It thus also
quantifies the reduction of density fluctuations, and its value increases from zero to a
value close to one before the superfluid transition. We will show the results obtained
with Monte Carlo simulations in section 1.6.2.
It is important to stress that the word “quasi-condensate” might be misleading.
It indeed corresponds only to a reduction of density fluctuations and does not
imply an extended phase coherence as is the case for a true condensate. A nice
result of the paper [67] is that they show that even if a quasi-condensate is present,
there is no extended phase coherence in the system between the quasi-condensate
and superfluid thresholds. The reduction of density fluctuations is necessary for a
BKT-type superfluid transition to happen.
1.3.2 Bogoliubov analysis
The idea of the 3D Bogoliubov analysis is to start with the assumption that at zero
temperature the state of a weakly interacting gas is described by the uniform order
parameter ψ =
√
neiθ, find the excitation spectrum, and then consider the effects
of the thermal occupation of the excitation modes. It is thus a purely phononic
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treatment which does not take for example vortices into account. We might think
that this treatment is not justified in 2D because thermal fluctuations destroy the
order parameter. But the long-wavelength phase fluctuations destroy it only at
long distances and locally the order parameter stays well defined. The applicability
of the Bogoliubov approach was formally justified by C. Mora and Y. Castin for
quasi-condensates in 2D in [104, 105].
The Bogoliubov treatment then is not very different from the 3D case, the detailed
calculations can be found in [76], and one recovers the BEC excitation spectrum:
ωk =
√√√√~k2
2m
(
~k2
2m +
2g(2D)n
~
)
. (1.60)
Figure 1.3 – Excitation spectrum of Bogoliubov in green solid line. The
dashed line corresponds to the linear approximation for low k, correspond-
ing to the phononic regime. The dotted parabolic curve matching the
dispersion relation at high k corresponds to the free-particle regime. The
vertical black line shows k = 1/ξ, the limit between the two regimes.
According to the Landau criterion [89], we thus expect the system to be superfluid
with a critical velocity vc =
√
g(2D)n/m as shown figure 1.3. This excitation spectrum
has been precisely measured for a 3D BEC with Bragg excitation in [16].
With the Bogoliubov analysis, it is also possible, introducing a cutoff in the population
of the excitation modes and considering the Fourier coefficients of the expansion of
the density variations, to find an analytical formula for the density fluctuations:
∆n2
n2
≈ 2
nλ2
ln
(
kBT
2gn
)
. (1.61)
1.3.3 Algebraic decay of correlations
We will give here the result for the first-order correlation function obtained within
the Bogoliubov treatment. The idea of the derivation is the same as the one to get
the density fluctuations, also introducing a cutoff in the population of the excitation
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modes, but this time considering the Fourier coefficients of the expansion of the
phase variations. We get [76]:
g1(r) ≈ ns
(
ξ
r
)1/nsλ2T
. (1.62)
This algebraic decay of correlations is called quasi-long-range order, because it still
vanishes for r → ∞, consistently with the Mermin-Wagner theorem, but much
slower than the exponential behaviour found for the ideal 2D Bose gas (1.31). This
has important effects on finite-size systems, which will condense in the sense of
Penrose and Onsager for much lower phase-space densities than what would be
required without the interactions leading to this algebraic decay. One then talks
about interaction-driven condensation.
1.4 Superfluid transition in the 2D Bose gas
Superfluidity has not been directly addressed yet in this chapter. It is an important
property which can lead to spectacular effects such as the fountain effect for liquid
helium. In this section we will first give definitions of superfluidity and of the
superfluid fraction. We will then recover by a simple thermodynamic calculation the
superfluid jump which occurs in a BKT-type transition and which is the only sharp
modification of the system happening at the critical point. We will finally give the
parameters at which this transition should occur, which were calculated with Monte
Carlo simulations.
1.4.1 Definition of superfluidity and superfluid fraction
We said in section 1.3.2 that according to the Landau criterion, the equation (1.60)
was implying that the system is superfluid. The occurrence of superfluidity is in fact
a very subtle question, and one must be a bit more careful.
Superfluidity is characterized by at least two distinct properties [106, 107]:
• A superfluid state must have a certain phase stiffness. For example if one
puts the superfluid in a cylindrical box that one sets into rotation at the
angular frequency Ω, the superfluid will stay at rest in the Galilean frame of
the laboratory, at least for low rotation speeds. On the contrary, a normal fluid
would acquire a field of speed Ω× r even for small Ω.
• A superfluid current must be metastable. This means that if the superfluid is
in motion inside a static cylindrical box, this movement can continue for a very
long time, whereas the rugosity of the walls of the box would stop the current
of a normal fluid. This might also depend of the speed of the supercurrent.
The difference between the two may not seem obvious at first view, but can be
understood on the example of the ideal Bose gas which satisfies the first but not the
second criterion as explained in [108], chapter 2. The Landau criterion satisfied by
the condensed Bose gas is thus a necessary, but not a sufficient condition for the
existence of a superfluid state.
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A quantitative definition of the superfluid fraction consists in evaluating the cost
in free energy of a small distortion of the boundary conditions of the system (see
[108] and the annexe of [23]). More precisely, starting from a system with periodic
boundary conditions, we impose:
ψ(x+ L, y) = eiΘψ(x, y), ψ(x, y + L) = ψ(x, y), Θ 1, (1.63)
and the superfluid density ns is defined as
F (Θ) = F (0) + ~
2Θ2
2m ns +O(Θ
4). (1.64)
The exact computation of the superfluid fraction for our system then requires to
compute the kinetic energy for the different contributions to the velocity field. The
tricky point is that for the integration one has to choose a length β and to consider
only vortices separated by a distance greater than β. The contribution of vortices
separated by a distance lower than β is not forgotten, but taken into account via the
superfluid density. The proper way to do this is an important technique of statistical
theory of fields, called renormalization (see for example [109]).
One can also wonder if superfluidity is equivalent to condensation. This is the
object of the appendix of [23]), which shows that, at least for experiments with
ultracold gases, there is equivalence between the appearance of a condensate or
quasi-condensates and the occurrence of superfluidity. These two phenomena are
thus “two faces of the same coin”. But as we see for example in the Monte Carlo
simulations, the quasi-condensate and superfluid fractions are not equal for the
two-dimensional case, whereas the condensate and superfluid fraction are essentially
equal for a weakly interacting three-dimensional Bose gas. Another example for
which the two fractions are different is the liquid 4He in its low-temperature limit,
which is totally superfluid whereas its condensate fraction is only of 10 %.
1.4.2 The superfluid universal jump
For our atomic gas described by a classical wave function ψ(r), a vortex is a zero
of this function. Around this zero, the phase must roll in an integer multiple of
2π because the wavefunction must be single valued everywhere. The integer is the
topological charge Q of the vortex. We say that this charge is topological because
the wave function cannot be continuously deformed to create or annihilate a vortex.
Vortices can only be created on the side of the sample or by pairs of opposite charge.
The aim of this section is to go beyond the Bogoliubov model we developed before,
which is purely phononic, by taking vortices into account. Intuitively, they can have
a big impact on the phase coherence of the system. Imagine indeed that for two
points A and B which had a certain phase coherence according to the treatment
above, a vortex could be introduced between them with a certain probability. The
difference of phase between the two points will then switch from φ to φ+ π when
the vortex is here. This would destroy the quasi-order in phase which was present.
We now follow the derivation of the superfluid jump done in [77], chapter 4.
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Properties of a vortex
It is interesting to compute the energy of a single vortex. Together with a small
thermodynamical study, it will allow us to derive the universal jump of the superfluid
fraction at the BKT transition. An alternative derivation, which is also the historical
one, can be done using the free energy of the configuration with one vortex [110].
The velocity field created by the vortex is orthoradial and such that the circulation
around the center is h/m, which gives if we assume cylindrical symmetry
v(r) = ~
mr
uφ, with uφ = uz ×
r
r
. (1.65)
If for simplicity we model the vortex core by a step function of size ξ, the kinetic
energy of a vortex is
Ekin =
1
2m
∫
n(r)v2(r) d2r
≈ 12mn
~2
m2
∫ R
ξ
1
r2
2πrdr
≈ π~
2n
m
ln
(
R
ξ
)
. (1.66)
The important point is that the energy of a single vortex goes to infinity when the
size of the system goes to infinity. As this energy is linked to the phase stiffness,
the atomic density n has to be replaced by the superfluid density ns in the above
formula. The interaction energy however does not increase when the size of the
system is increased.
Simple thermodynamics of an ensemble of vortices
To derive the superfluid jump, we will now ask ourselves the question: Is the
observation of a single vortex probable?
As the size of the core of the vortex is πξ2, we can consider that there are W =
πR2/πξ2 independent states for a single vortex in a disk of radius R. The probability
for one state to be realized is then:
p ≈ e−Ekin/kBT , (1.67)
which using equation (1.66) gives
p ≈
(
ξ
R
)Ds/2
. (1.68)
The probability for a vortex to be present in the sample independently of its position
is then
Wp = R
2
ξ2
p ≈
(
ξ
R
)−2+Ds/2
. (1.69)
There are then two different cases which can occur:
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1. If Ds > 4, the probability Wp goes to zero for samples of big size: vortices are
very rare. In fact they exist only in bound pairs, and have little influence on
the coherence properties of the system. We found that the phonons lead to
an algebraic decay of the correlations, which is not prevented by the pairs of
vortices, and thus to the appearance of superfluidity. A quantitative calculation
of the superfluid fraction can be done using Monte Carlo simulations.
2. If Ds < 4, Wp diverges at the thermodynamic limit. Vortices of random charge
then proliferate in the system and prevent any phase coherence to occur. The
system is thus not superfluid and the renormalization framework leads to
Ds = 0.
It is impressive that with such a simple model one can recover quantitatively the
value of the superfluid jump [110]:ns(TBKT)λ2TBKT = 4 if D = D+cns = 0 if D = D−c . (1.70)
1.4.3 Connexion to the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless transition
The transition to a superfluid state studied here is the BKT transition, originally
derived for the two-dimensional XY model [86, 87, 88]. The mapping of this model
to the 2D Bose gas is possible if and only if the density fluctuations are completely
absent. In this case the kinetic energy arises only from the variation of the phase θ.
One can then introduce an effective low-energy Hamiltonian:
Hθ =
~2
2mns
∫
(∇θ)2 d2r, (1.71)
which supports a BKT transitiona. As the speed of a superfluid is expressed in terms
of its phase vs = ~∇θ/m, we see that this Hamiltonian corresponds to the kinetic
energy of a superfluid. This is why we wrote ns instead of n in equation (1.71). It
can be shown with a Bogoliubov analysis that by using this low energy Hamiltonian,
we are introducing a cutoff at kmax = 1/ξ. Replacing n by ns is thus a heuristical
way of incorporating short-distance physics in this description.
The absence of density fluctuations is essentially fulfilled for D  2π/g̃, but it is not
satisfied at the critical point of the gas. This is why a microscopical description of
the 2D Bose gas around this transition is very difficult and why one still relies on
Monte Carlo simulations. Since the transition is still driven by the dissociation of
vortex pairs, we will nevertheless continue to call this transition in our gas the BKT
transition.
1.4.4 Critical temperature of the transition
The relation obtained just above for the superfluid jump is universal in the sense
that it is independent of g̃, but it does not give the relation between the total density
n and the critical temperature TBKT. Fisher and Hohenberg [111] found that the
aBut this Hamiltonian cannot be the true one as it has a temperature dependence through the
superfluid density ns.
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chemical potential and phase-space density at the transition should be written in
the form:
DBKT = ln
(
ξD
g̃
)
, (1.72)
(
µ
kBT
)
BKT
= g̃
π
ln
(
ξµ
g̃
)
. (1.73)
Prokof’ev, Ruebenacker and Svitsunov [102] with their Monte Carlo simulations
described in 1.5.3 found the constants to be: ξD = 380± 3 and ξµ = 13.2± 0.4.
1.5 Classical field Monte Carlo simulations
The analytical results presented in section 1.3 are very important, but do not provide
quantitative predictions of for the quasi-condensate or the superfluid fractions, for
example. We now turn to a numerical implementation of the classical field approach,
which allows us to recover some interesting features such as the transition of the
first-order correlation function from an exponential to an algebraic decay, and the
prediction of the quasi-condensate fraction. We will then briefly describe the Monte
Carlo simulations done by N. Prokof’ev and B. Svitsunov which we use for the
equation of state of the 2D Bose gas.
1.5.1 One way to implement the classical field Monte Carlo approach
The idea of a Monte Carlo simulation in statistical physics is to compute a lot of
microscopical states and evaluate thermodynamic quantities on these states. If the
states are well sampled, an average of these values constitutes a thermal average of
the thermodynamic quantity. A good sampling requires ergodicity, meaning that the
process used for computing the microscopical states should be able to create all the
possible states.
When the work is done in the canonical ensemble, an efficient and often used way
of sampling the states has been introduced by Metropolis, Rosenbluth and Teller
[112] and consists in sampling the system by modifying it slightly around equilibrium
and attributing different weights to the obtained states. The weights are simply the
Boltzmann’s factor between the computed energy of the states.
In the simulations described in this section, we choose a certain energy of the system
which we keep constant along the evolution to get the different microscopical states.
We are thus working in the microcanonical ensemble, and all the states have equal
probabilities. The bench of states obtained this way corresponds to a sampling of all
the microscopical states which we hope is representative.
Principle of computation of the microscopical states
We do our simulations on a grid of size NS × NS. We compute the microscopical
states from a state ψ(r) with white noise, corresponding to the energy put into the
system, with Dirichlet boundary conditions. We thus are simulating a finite size
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system. We then do a time evolution of this system by the splitting method, using
ψ(r) for the evolution with the interaction energy, and its discrete sine transform
φ(q) for the kinetic energy evolution. We let this state evolve so that it “thermalizes”
thanks to the non-linearity in the interaction energy evolution. We then compute the
phase-space density D and post select the states so that the D found after evolution
is compatible with the initial D used for the evolution with a relative error of less
than 10%. The full process is described with more details in the Annexe A.
Choice of the ultraviolet cutoff
As all classical field theories, the modelisation of the fluid by the wave function ψ
induces a problem of ultraviolet divergence. This is the famous “black-body” problem.
There are indeed modes of arbitrarily high q which cause a divergence of the integrals
over the energy giving physical quantities. This has been understood a long time
ago and we know that the solution is to quantize the field. In our case we are only
interested in the long-distance behaviour of the correlation functions of the fluid,
associated to the small q’s. We will thus only introduce “by hand” a cut-off in the
energies as
εqcut ' kBT. (1.74)
The position of the cutoff influences the result of the simulations. For a precise
discussion of the position of the cutoff, see [113] chapter 12a.
Our analysis will then not allow the study of momenta bigger than qcut =
√
2mkBT/~,
or equivalently of phenomena of length smaller than λT .
1.5.2 Result on correlation functions
We saw section 1.3.3 that an important feature of the superfluid transition in 2D
is that the correlation function should switch from an exponential to an algebraic
decay. We tested this in our simulations on a grid of 64× 64 for two different g̃. The
first order correlation function was computed and its decay with the distance fitted
by an exponential or a power law. The results are shown figure 1.4. One clearly see
that for D below DBKT the decay is close to being exponential, corresponding to no
long-range order. But for D above DBKT, the decay is better approximated by an
algebraic function, corresponding to what was found section 1.3.3. It is also nice
that the value of D at which it happens is close to the expected one. This means
that our cutoff is not too bad. This result for the fit of g1 functions has been seen
experimentally by the group of Selim Jochim on fermionic atoms in [73], but the
fitted exponents they obtained were not the expected ones.
We also used these simulations to compute the quasi-condensate fraction. The result
will be shown together with the result of Prokof’ev and Svitsunov in figure 1.6 in
section 1.6.2.
aThis is also why Prokof’ev and Svitsunov compute only quantities relative to the critical
ones, using a universality which will be briefly described later, so that their calculations are cutoff
independent.
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.4 – Goodness of the fits of the first order correlation functions
obtained from the Monte Carlo simulations for exponential (blue disks)
and power-law (green squares) functions, for g̃ = 0.1 in (a) and g̃ = 0.01
in (b). A crossing from exponential to power-law is clearly visible for both
g̃. From formula (1.73) we expect the transition to occur at DBKT = 8.2
for g̃ = 0.1 and DBKT = 10.5 for g̃ = 0.01.
1.5.3 Monte Carlo simulations of Prokof’ev and Svitsunov
We will not try here to explain fully their simulations. Further explanations are
given in their book [114]. We will just try to stress the main differences with our
simulations. This is important because we will use the values they found for the
equation of state of the 2D Bose gas later in this thesis.
We said that we compute states all with the same energy, and that we are working in
the microcanonical ensemble. They on the contrary use states with different energies,
and are thus in the grand canonical ensemble. They then need a powerful process to
sample their states, that they call Worm algorithm and which they describe in [102].
As discussed section 1.5.1, the results of our simulations are cutoff dependent. To have
cutoff independent results, Prokof’ev and Svitsunov use an other type of universality
that we did not describe yet. It can be shown that close to the critical point, all
the differences between a physical quantity and its value at the critical point, for
example D −Dc, can be expressed as a function of one variable:
1
g̃
[
µ
kBT
−
(
µ
kBT
)
c
]
. (1.75)
They thus perform all their calculations as a function of the parameter X =
(µ− µc) /g̃kBT , and get results independent of the cutoff. This universality has
been tested for the phase-space density in the group of Cheng Chin in Chicago in
[66] for values of g̃ up to 0.26. The Monte Carlo simulations were also performed
for systems of different sizes to eliminate finite-size effects. Note however that this
universality seems to give unphysical results for the quasi-condensate fraction for
values of g̃ ≥ 1, as will be shown in section 1.6.2. We now turn to an important
result of their simulations which is the numerical determination of the equation of
state of the weakly-interacting 2D Bose gas.
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1.6 Equation of state
The knowledge of the equation of state (EoS) of a system is enough to derive all
thermodynamic variables. Taking advantage of the scale invariance described in
section 1.2.6, all thermodynamic variables can be expressed only in terms of µ/kBT .
The EoS is now a well-established result, theoretically and experimentally [102, 65],
and we will use it to measure the phase-space density of our gas as described in
the next chapter. We now describe the different regimes of validity of the possible
approximations used to derive it.
1.6.1 Limiting cases of equation of state
Thomas-Fermi regime
Starting from equation (1.43), and minimizing the fonctional energy, one gets the
2D Gross-Pitaevskii equation:(
− ~
2
2m∇
2 + g(2D)n(r)
)
ψ(r) = µψ(r), (1.76)
where the chemical potential µ arises in the minimization as a Lagrange multiplier
to keep the normalization of ψ(r) constant. In the limit of zero (or very low)
temperature, using the Thomas-Fermi approximation which consists in neglecting
the kinetic energy term, one gets
g(2D)n = µ , which can be rewritten D = 2π
g̃
µ
kBT
. (1.77)
This is the regime valid for very low temperature, or D  1.
Hartree-Fock regime
In the opposite regime of low D, one has to consider the interactions in and between
the condensate and the thermal parts. The effect of considering the thermal part is
to effectively change the chemical potential: µ→ µ− 2g(2D)n.
Replacing the chemical potential in the equation of state of the ideal 2D Bose gas
that we got equation (1.17), we get:
D = − ln
(
1− ze−g̃D/π
)
. (1.78)
The approximations break down when the density fluctuations are reduced, and one
then has to link the two regimes thanks to the Monte Carlo simulations. The whole
curve is shown in figure 1.5.
1.6.2 Quasi-condensate and superfluid fractions
We now look at the different components of the gas as defined by Prokof’ev and
Svitsunov: the quasi-condensate and superfluid fractions. Both quantities can be
computed from their simulations, and the results are shown in figure 1.6 together with
the result of our simulations for the quasi-condensate fraction. The quasi-condensate
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Figure 1.5 – Equation of state of the 2D Bose gas for g̃ = 0.1 computed
by Prokof’ev and Svitsunov, with the two asymptotic regimes. The position
of the superfluid transition described section 1.4.4 is shown by the orange
star.
grows well before DBKT, showing the reduction of density fluctuations required for the
BKT transition to occur. The superfluid jump is clearly visible at the transition for
the two different g̃. We note that the quasi-condensate fraction has been measured
in [66]), but no precise measure of the superfluid fraction has been reported until
now for cold gases.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.6 – Computed superfluid and quasi-condensed fractions of the
gas for g̃ = 0.1 in (a) and g̃ = 0.01 in (b). The green squares correspond
to the quasi-condensate fraction computed by Prokof’ev and Svitsunov,
and the blue disks to the results of our simulations. The red diamonds
correspond to the superfluid fraction computed by Prokof’ev and Svitsunov.
The discrepancy between our simulations and what they obtain for g̃ = 0.1 might be
due to the “universality” they use. They indeed say that their result must be valid for
g̃ < 0.1 we are thus already at their limit for the computation of the quasi-condensate
density. Our simulations however suffer from not being cutoff independent.
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1.6.3 Summary of transitions crossed by a finite-size 2D uniform Bose gas
We now briefly summarize the different transitions or cross-over which can be expected
for our system.
We consider our typical square box of size 40 µm×40 µm and a typical temperature of
100 nK. According to the equation (1.32), we found that the system will be coherent
over the whole sample simply due to the bosonic statistics (without interactions) for
Dc = ln(L2/λ2T ) = 11.3a.
According to equation (1.73), the BKT transition in an infinite system with our value
of g̃ of 0.15 should happen at DBKT = 7.8. We thus expect when D is increased that
we will first cross the BKT transition before getting the condensate that would have
been obtained for this finite-size system even without interactions.
It can however be shown that above that just before crossing the BKT transition,
the first order correlation function behaves as g1(r) ≈ e−r/`, with
` = exp
( √
γTBKT√
T − TBKT
)
, (1.79)
where γ is a model-dependent constant. This exponential divergence of the correlation
length, contrary to the second-order phase transitions which exhibit a polynomial
divergence leads to a larger critical region. We also notice that for finite-size systems,
there will be a temperature slightly higher than TBKT for which the coherence length
` will be already of the order of the sample size. Using equation (1.79) and taking
` = L and γ = 1, we estimate that
∆T
TBKT
≈
(
γ
ln(L/λT )
)2
≈ 0.05. (1.80)
There will thus always be an effective quasi long-range order over our sample size
before that the BKT transition occurs. Extremely big samples would be required
to avoid this effect. We note that this “interaction-driven condensation’ has been
studied experimentally varying the interactions between atoms but in the case of
harmonic trap in the group of Zoran Hadzibabic [115].
aOr with the correction for a square box as computed in [92] for Dc = 10.5
2
Experimental Setup
This chapter is dedicated to the description of our experimental setup enabling the
preparation of a two-dimensional BEC and of the tools we have to manipulate it.
It is the third generation of setups realized in the team to study degenerate two-
dimensional gases of 87Rb. Its design thus benefited from the previous experiments
and has been improved in several ways. The main advantages of our setup are that
it does not require any transport of the atoms while keeping an important optical
access to the science cell, which could be used, for instance, in the future to install
square or triangular lattices in the atomic plane.
The final trap configuration is shown in
figure 2.1. The interfering blue-detuned
dipole trap beams coming from the right
provide the vertical confinement and
the vertical beam passing through the
microscope objective provides the in-plane
confinement. The atoms are depicted in
blue. The choice of an all-optical repulsive
final trap leads to a very small heating of
the gas as it stays in the dark regions of
the beams. Contrary to most experiments,
the atoms are trapped in a hard-wall
flat-bottom potential. In addition, the
tunability of the in-plane trapping due
to a Digital Micromirrors Device (DMD)
and to the vertical trapping thanks to an
accordion lattice make the experiment suit-
able for the study of a wide range of topics.
Microscope 
objective
Vertical confinement
 beams
In-plane 
confinement
beam
Figure 2.1 – Schematic view
of the final trap configuration.
Figure extracted from [116].
As shown in figure 2.1, the atoms are in the middle of two microscope objectives.
They are custom made by Nachet and have been optimized to have a numerical
aperture of 0.45 at a working distance of 14 mm, including the crossing of the glass
slab of 5 mm.
We achieved a very stable experiment able to produce a condensate in the final trap
every 30 s and working from the first shots of the day. Typically one hour of warming
up is required to obtain a stable configuration. We first briefly describe the different
steps to reach the degenerate regime. We then describe the absorption imaging we
use to probe the gases and we characterize the final trap. We then explain how
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we manipulate the internal states of the atoms and finally how we measured the
temperature of the gas for the first projects of this thesis.
2.1 Reaching the degenerate regime
When I arrived in the lab, the vacuum system was already prepared and the laser
systems with their locks were mounted but nothing was aligned on the experiment. I
thus will not describe in details all apparatus, beam paths, AOM frequencies, etc here,
but these can be found in Laura’s thesis [117], who took care to write most of the
information in her chapter 4. Further information can also be found in Katharina’s
report [118] who worked on the laser systems and on early stages of the experiment
such as the computer control. I will nevertheless briefly explain the sequence used to
reach the degenerate regime, as some of the tools will be reused later in the sequence
for other purposes.
2.1.1 Experimental sequence to load the final trap
The experiment is designed to be as simple as possible. A pressure on the order of
10−7 mbar is obtained by heating a piece of solid rubidium up to 65 °C. This loads a
commercial two-dimensional magneto-optical trap (MOT), from which atoms are
pushed by a laser beam to the lower pressure science cell (less than 10−11 mbar)
where they are captured in a 3D MOT. This loading is maintained for 7 s, to get
about 109 atoms at 250 µK. The MOT is then compressed for 15 ms before cutting
the magnetic gradient to further cool the atoms in an optical molasses stage. This
leads to 6 108 atoms at about 15 µK.
They are then transferred to a magnetic quadrupole trap for radio-frequency evapo-
ration. The MOT and quadrupole coils have been carefully designed and mounted so
that the zeros of their gradient coincide at less than one millimeter. We want to trap
only atoms in |F = 1,mF = −1〉 state in the quadrupole. The MOT beams are then
detuned closer to the |F = 2〉 → |F′ = 2〉 transition and the sidebands (which will be
described in the next section) cut for 1 msa. The loading happens at low magnetic
gradient (58 G/cm) before it is ramped up to 240 G/cm to get a higher collision
rate for an efficient thermalization. The radio-frequency (RF) field is provided by an
interface bus (GPIB) controlled generator Rigol DG5070. This signal is amplified
by a 4 W amplifier from HD communications (model HD19153). The evaporation
consists of a linear ramp from 34 to 2.5 MHz in 12 s. The field is sent onto the atoms
with a home-made two-turn antenna of 7 cm radius. This leads to 2.5 107 atoms at
a temperature of 16 µK, which can be efficiently loaded into the crossed dipole trap.
The evaporation is stopped at this point to avoid Majorana losses.
Two perpendicularly crossed dipole beams (elliptical beams of horizontal waist 90
µm, vertical waist 30 µm and wavelength 1064 nm) are then shone at their full power
(2 W each on the atoms) from the middle of the RF evaporation. The quadrupole is
decompressed at the end of the evaporation and 1.3 107 atoms at about 8 µK are
aWe note that some atoms in |F = 2〉 are still trapped but we checked that they are lost before
the loading of the final trap.
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subsequently trapped in the dipoles. The magnetic force from the quadrupole field
still compensates one third of the gravity until the end of the sequence. The power
of the dipole beams is then reduced exponentially for 3 s, decreasing the power of
one beam more than the other one so that the two in-plane frequencies stay equala.
At the end of the evaporation we have a quasi-pure BEC of 3 105 atoms, which can
be loaded in the final trap detailed below. The total sequence duration is less than
30 s and what is done in the final trap takes usually less than 2 s.
2.1.2 Computer control
The experimental sequence is controlled thanks to the Cicero Word Generator
softwareb which provides a graphical user interface. This is convenient to prepare
the sequences which can be quite complicated. The sequences prepared this way are
then read by an other program called Atticus, which generates output buffers which
are sent to the hardware cards.
We have five National Instruments hardware cards. One NI PXI 6534 delivers 32
digital channels, that we use as on/off switches. The analog channels are delivered
by four NI PCI 6713 cards, which provide each 8 channels of 12 bits, able to supply
voltages between -10 V and +10 V. These cards communicate with the computer via
a NPI PXI-ExpressCard 8360. They are all synchronized thanks to an Opal Kelly
FPGA Module XEM3001, for which the trigger frequency is set to 10 MHz, leading
to a maximal time resolution of 200 ns. Further information can be found in [118].
The cameras are controlled by a Python program (see [117] for more details) made
to work together with Cicero. We also modified the programs so that pictures with
different cameras can be taken during the experimental sequence to monitor the
positions of the dipole trap laser beams.
2.1.3 Laser system
We are using for now 5 different lasers on the experiment.
• A 3 W Toptica TA pro laser at 780 nm, used for the 2D and 3D MOTs, the
imaging beam and the depumping light. The beam passes through an electro-
optical modulator (EOM) working around the frequency of 6.6 GHz. This
creates sidebands in the beam, each one having up to 8% of the total power.
One of the sideband is used to repump the fraction of atoms which left the
closed transition, by transferring them back from the |F = 1〉 to the |F = 2〉
ground state. The microwave in the EOM can be switched off for example
when one wants to use depumping lightc.
• A Radiant Dyes Narrow Diode laser at 780 nm which can also be used to
repump the atoms.
The frequencies of these two lasers are locked using saturated absorption spectroscopy
of a rubidium cell.
aIt is not clear why the two arms do not behave the same way.
bhttp://akeshet.github.io/Cicero
cfor example before loading the quadrupole or between the two images required for absorption
imaging.
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We have three far detuned lasers used as dipole traps. Two red-detuned used for the
crossed dipole trap and one blue-detuned laser used for the final trapping:
• A 10 W multi-mode IPG laser at 1070 nm.
• A 8.4 W single-mode Azurlight system 1064 nm laser working at 5 W.
• A 10 W Verdi V10 laser from which we separate three arms, for two different
vertical beams and one horizontal one.
They are all fiber-coupled to filter the spatial mode and reduce position drifts of the
beams.
2.1.4 Magnetic field control
The cooling steps require by themselves a good magnetic field control on the exper-
iment, but the radio-frequency and microwave transitions that we will use in the
following require an even better control of it. We first describe here the different
coils we have and how they are used in the experiment.
There are 3 large coils (about 1 meter diameter) around the experiment table to
compensate residual magnetic fields. Their currents were optimized looking at the
isotropy of the “explosion” of the molasses when one removed the laser-cooling beams.
The MOT coils are wound on a water-cooled mount and provide a gradient of 22
G/cm at 20 A. They are powered by a Delta Elektronika SM 7020D power supply.
The quadrupole coils are made of 14 turns of hollow copper wire and are also
water-cooled. They stand a current of 400 A which creates a gradient of 240 G/cm.
They are powered by two Delta Elektronika SM 15-200D power supplies in parallel.
They are conical to maximize the optical access on the science cell. Their current
is switched off using an insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT). This allows a
switching off of the current in about 30 µs. There are still eddy currents after the
switching off in the system but we estimate that they have no effect after 2 ms. They
are shown together with the MOT coils in figure 2.2 (a).
A particularity of our setup is the cage system mounted directly on the science cell
(in black figure 2.2 (b)) which holds 10 independent coils: two pairs for the z axis,
two pairs for the y axis and one pair for the x axis. All these pairs create about
1G/A at the center of the science cella. The advantage of this configuration is that
controlling the two pairs of coils of an axis with two different power supply one can
switch from a positive to a negative magnetic field. It is also possible to change the
plugging of the coils to switch them from Helmholtz to anti-Helmholtz configuration
and create gradients. They are powered by Delta Elektronika ES030-5 specified at
10−4 RMS noise in current control. With these power supplies one can reach about
10 G along the y and z directions.
2.2 Absorption imaging of the cloud
Before explaining further our experimental sequence, we first describe the way we
probe the atoms.
aMore turns were done for the pair of the x axis as it is further away.
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Figure 2.2 – Main coils of the setup around the science cell. In (a)
are shown the MOT coils and one of the quadrupole coils creating the
gradients (symbolized in blue and green respectively) and in (b) the cage
system holding coils for creating fields in the three directions.
2.2.1 Brief description
A cloud of atoms in a beam of resonant light scatters a part of it. The principle of
absorption imaging is to illuminate the atoms and image their shadow on a camera.
The more photons the atoms scatter, the easier it will be to detect atomsa. We thus
use the |F = 2〉 to |F ′ = 3〉 cycling transition: the atoms cycle between these two
states at a certain rate (depending on the intensity of the beam, the detuning, the
polarization of the light and the level structure of the atoms) and one can recover
the number of atoms in the cloud.
According to the Beer-Lambert law, light travelling along the z direction and passing
through a thin sheet of atoms with thickness dz is absorbed, such that the light
intensity is decreased by a small fraction
dI
I
= −n(z)σ(I)dz, (2.1)
where n(z) is the atomic density in the z plane and σ(I) the intensity dependent
scattering cross section. Describing simply an atom by a two-level system, and using
the optical Bloch equations, the cross section can be written
σ = σ0
1 + I/Isat + (2δ/Γ)2
, with σ0 =
3λ2
2π , Isat =
~ωΓ
2σ0
, (2.2)
where λ is the optical wavelength and Γ the linewidth of the excited level. At
resonance and in the low saturation limit (I  Isat), the integration of (2.1) gives
n(2D) = − 1
σ0
ln
(
Iout
Iin
)
, (2.3)
aBut too many scattered photons also leads to complications which will be studied later.
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where n(2D) is the atomic density integrated along z. But the rubidium atom does
not have a two-level structure. It is possible to isolate a transition between only
two states by imaging with circularly polarized light and polarizing conveniently the
atoms [119], but creating perfectly circularly polarized polarized light aligned with
the residual magnetic field is not easy. We made the choice to image the atoms with
linearly polarized light propagating along the vertical axis, and to use an effective
cross-section
σeff =
7
15σ0, (2.4)
where the 7/15 factor comes from the average of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
for the π transitions (see appendix C). In a small enough magnetic field, the atoms
should indeed spread among all the Zeeman sublevels and all the π transitions have
equal probabilities to happen. Note that we described an imaging process for which
the atoms have to be in the |F = 2〉 state. We thus have to repump them from
the |F = 1〉 state prior to imaging, which can be done either optically, or as will be
described in section 2.4.4 with a micro-wave pulse.
We note that an often used quantity for experimental images is the optical depth
(OD)
OD = − ln
(
Iout
Iin
)
. (2.5)
2.2.2 Imaging axes of the setup
We built several imaging paths on the experiment to be able to probe the cloud in
different directions. I will describe only the horizontal and vertical ones which are
the most used now on the experiment. Two additional Lumenera cameras LM135M
are mainly used to image the atoms in the MOT or in the quadrupole.
• The horizontal axis corresponds to the imaging light propagating along the x
direction. The absorption picture is taken by a Pixelfly PF-M-QE-PIV with a
magnification 3 used in interframed mode. This axis allows us to check the
vertical confinement of the atoms. An example of picture is shown in figure 2.4
(a).
• For the vertical axis, the imaging light propagates in the z direction (down-
wards). The absorption picture is taken by a Princeton Instrument PIXIS 1024
Excelon with a magnification of 11 used in frame-transfer mode. Its quantum
efficiency is of 0.95. This axis has a high numerical aperture of 0.45 thanks to
the use of a microscope objective described in the following. The imaging light
is linearly polarized and examples of pictures are shown in figure 2.6.
We have in addition 4 Chameleon cameras from Point Grey allowing to monitor the
drifts of the different beams. The most used is the one monitoring the position of
the accordion fringes which is used for a feedback as explained section 2.3.1. In the
next paragraph we focus on the vertical imaging axis which provides the highest
quality pictures for the experiment.
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2.2.3 Optical resolution of the vertical axis
One difficulty for measuring the optical resolution directly on the setup is that we
must look at the resolution of an imaged object at the position of the atoms. The
best way would be to use an object of size well below the expected resolution, but we
do not have such an object inside the science cell. The simplest way is then to image
the atoms directly, but the resolution of the imaging system cannot be isolated from
the sharpness of the potential trapping the atoms.
An optical study of the custom made NACHETmicroscope objectives was nevertheless
done in [95] with a calibrated target, which showed that two thin lines spaced by 1
µm could be separated after imaging whereas two lines spaced by 0.75 µm could not.
This means that the best resolution we can have on our setup is between these two
values. We note that a study of correlations between pixels in section 7.3 leads to
an estimation of the resolution of the system. The depth of field of the microscope
objectives will also be measured in section 2.3.3.
2.2.4 Calibration of intensity on the atoms
As seen in equation (2.2), the light scattering cross-section of an atom depends
on the intensity of the light. To recover the number of atoms from an absorption
image, one must thus know the saturation parameter I/Isat in the atomic plane.
We calibrated it by measuring the power of the imaging beam before and after the
microscope objectives. We measured a loss of power of 40%, which is compatible
with attenuations of the beam of 15% through each microscope objective and of 4%
on each glass cell interface, as expected.
We note that another method, measuring the momentum transferred to the atoms
by the imaging light while varying its intensity as described in [120], could be used
to make a better calibration.
2.3 Description of the final trap
We now describe the final trap in which the experiments are done. It is an all optical
blue-detuned trap, such that the atoms are in the dark regions of the beams and
are thus not heated through spontaneous emission. The beams are schematically
represented in figure 2.3.
We create a vertical optical lattice that we call optical accordion following the design
of [121]. A beam is separated into two beams thanks to the two polarizing beam
splitters (PBS), which then interfere in the focal plane of the lens of focal length f0.
The period of the optical lattice can be tuned by moving the incoming beam along
the blue arrow of figure 2.3.
Two digital micromirror devices (DMD1 and DMD2) are imaged onto the atoms.
One DMD is enough to provide the in-plane confinement. The second one was added
to enable other manipulations as will be explained in chapter 8. As the atoms are in
the dark regions of the beam, they feel the same potential everywhere in between
the walls, and this constitutes a hard-wall flat-bottom trap.
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Figure 2.3 – Schematic view of the whole final trapping setup.
2.3.1 Loading of the atoms in a single fringe
The loading of the final trap starts from the quasi-pure BEC obtained as described
in section 2.1.1. The measured frequencies of the crossed optical dipole trap are
85 Hz vertically and 35 Hz horizontally after evaporation. For 3 105 atoms in the
condensate, this leads to a vertical Thomas-Fermi radius of about 6 µm. The maximal
spacing between two fringes of the accordion being of 12 µm, we are in the limit case
where even if the beams are perfectly aligned, shining directly the optical lattice
on the BEC tends to populate several planes. This was confirmed experimentally.
We thus present the technique that we use to load the atoms in a single node of the
accordion.
• The in-plane trapping is first ramped to full power around the BEC in 300 ms.
• One of the dipole arms is then ramped to its maximal power in 125 ms to
reduce the vertical size of the clouda. The horizontal size is limited by the
in-plane trapping. The other dipole arm is shut down.
• The power of the accordion lattice is then ramped up to its maximum value in
aWe empirically found that it was better to do it only for one dipole arm rather than for both.
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25 ms.
• The power of the remaining dipole arm is ramped down. The atoms are now
trapped only by blue-detuned beams.
One advantage of the optical accordion is the possibility to compress the gas along
the z direction once the atoms are loaded in a single node of the lattice. As the
loading is usually done in the largest spacing configuration, this allows to load a lot
of atoms in a single plane without having to remove atoms from the other planes,
while keeping a strong vertical confinement after compression. An image of the result
is shown in figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4 – In situ absorption images from the horizontal axis in (a)
and vertical axis in (b). They correspond to the average of 5 and 35
images respectively. For (b), only 3% of the atoms are transferred to
the |F = 2〉 state by a MW pulse to avoid saturating the image. Figures
extracted from [116].
The relative phase between the two beams, which determines the absolute position
of the fringes, is controlled by a piezoelectric stack glued on the mirror reflecting the
top beam. One problem we had was that during the day the fringes drifted, thus
degrading the loading of a single plane. We counter this effect by measuring the
position of the fringes at each cycle of the experiment and correcting the drift thanks
to a feedback on the piezoelectric stack. This closed-loop control is done in Python
and using an ARM mbed.
2.3.2 Compression in the accordion
The characterization of the accordion setup, which was first studied optically by
Raphaël [122], has been the object of an article (see [116] or appendix B) after
its implementation on the experiment. We only discuss here the strongest vertical
confinement reachable in our setup.
To be in the quasi-2D regime, the temperature of the gas has to be low compared to
the vertical confinement frequency (kBT  ~ωz). Increasing the confinement thus
allows to have gases at higher temperatures and still quasi-2D. Modifying the vertical
confinement also changes the strength of the interactions g̃ (as explained in section
1.2.5).
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The frequency which characterizes the strength of the vertical confinement is de-
termined as follows. The center of mass (COM) motion of the cloud along the z
direction is excited by suddenly changing the power of the accordion beams. We
then let the cloud oscillate, and measure the vertical position of the atomic cloud
after time of flight (TOF). The trapping frequency is given by a sinusoidal fit of the
data as shown in figure 2.5 (a).
We repeated the measurements for different compressions, corresponding to different
lattice spacings (from 11 to 2 µm). The results are shown in figure 2.5 (b). We
observe an increase of the oscillation frequency from 2.15(5) to 11.2(3) kHz. We also
plot in figure 2.5 (b) the expected frequency calculated with the measured power,
waists and lattice spacing.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.5 – Measured vertical oscillation frequencies. In (a) is shown
an example of measure of frequency after a TOF of 12.7 ms. It leads to a
frequency of 7.26(7) kHz. In (b) are shown the frequencies fz measured
for different inverse lattice spacings 1/i. The solid line is the frequency
computed with the independently measured parameters of the beams and
the shaded area corresponds to the uncertainty on the calibration of the
beam parameters (figure extracted from [116]).
In practice we did not use such high frequencies for the projects done in this thesis,
but the compression was still very useful as it allowed us to reduce the power of the
accordion beams while keeping a frequency sufficient to stay in the quasi-2D regime.
We found that this procedure reduces inhomogeneities in the potential felt by the
atoms due to the accordion.
2.3.3 In-plane confinement: Potentials of arbitrary shape
We now describe the in-plane confinement. As shown in figure 2.3, a blue-detuned
beam is reflected on a DMD, and the confinement is provided by the image of the
screen of the DMD onto the atomsa. The DMD, bought from Vialuxb, is an array
of 1024× 786 micromirrors of size 13.68 µm, which can reflect light in one angle or
aThere are 2 DMDs on the experiment but we describe only one here. The second one is
working the same way.
bWe bought the DLP V4100 Controller Board from Vialux which drives a 0.7 XGA 2xLVDS
DMD by using the Texas Instruments Discovery 4100 chipset.
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another one (corresponding to on or off). The magnification between the screen of the
DMD and the atomic plane is of 1/70a, leading to an effective size of a micromirror
on the atoms of 0.2 µm, below the optical resolution of the systemb. The waist of
the beam on the atoms when all mirors are on is of 45 µm. For the maximal power,
corresponding to about 300 mW on the atoms, the potential height at the center of
the beam is thus of kB · 6 µK.
The advantage of using a DMD is that one can tune almost at will the image projected
onto the atomsc. Examples of single-shot images are shown in figure 2.6.
The mirrors can only be turned on or off, which means that having them in direct
imaging, there is no intermediate level: we either send light or no light onto the
atoms. But as the effective size of the mirrors is below the optical resolution, one
could think that switching on a randomly distributed percentage of the mirrors will
average the light and that one could get an intermediate level this way. We did not
use this possibility yet, as it requires a correction algorithm to reduce the speckle
pattern that results from the diffraction of randomly positioned micromirrors.
Flatness of the potential
The condition for a potential to be flat enough for the gas to be considered homoge-
neous is that its unavoidable corrugations are small compared to the energy scales
of the atomic cloud: temperature and chemical potential. An optical study of the
trapping system was realized to characterize the resulting potential [123, 117]. For a
disk of 25 µm radius on the atoms, it led to the conclusion that the peak-to-peak
variations of the remaining light intensity in the dark zone were less than 5% of the
height of the barrier. As the temperature and chemical potential usually correspond
to a higher fraction of the barrier, we found that the optical potential should be
good enough for the cloud to be approximately homogeneous.
We experimentally found that the atoms were very sensitive to residual magnetic
gradients, which is why the projects of the third part of the thesis were done with the
atoms in the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state, which is almost insensitive to magnetic fields.
We then found that the main inhomogeneities of the potential came from the accordion
beams. Reducing their power seems to improve the flatness of the potential but one
has to keep a strong enough vertical confinement to be in the quasi-2D regime. In
practice we change the relative power between the two beams thanks to a motorized
half-wave plate several times a day to optimize the trapping potential when gases of
small chemical potential are used.
Spatial stability
The microscope objective used to image the DMDs onto the atoms is hold by a mount
fixed on a breadboard above the experiment. We found that this leads to drifts of
the order of 0.2 to 0.3 µm for 2 hours. We remove this drift from the analysis of
aThis is an estimate from nominal values of the lenses we use. A precise calibration is done in
7.1.
bWe thus have roughly 25 pixels in the extent of the point spread function.
cThe DMD could also be used in the Fourier plane, to modify the beam holographically. We
chose not to use this technique even if it could lead to a better resolution of the system thanks to
wavefront correction, because less power is then transmitted onto the atoms.
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Figure 2.6 – Result of different in-plane trapping potentials on the
atoms. All images are single-shots. Image (a) corresponds to partial
imaging of the atoms, as described in section 2.4.4, whereas the three
other images correspond to an image of all the atoms.
the pictures when this is needed by fitting the edges of the cloud and centering the
image according to that. This was done for chapter 8.
Could we get tunnelling between adjacent condensates?
It is an interesting feature to know if we could we get tunnelling for sufficiently close
condensates. This would allow us to study interesting condensed matter models
without adding new lattice beams. A simple way to estimate the tunnelling rate
we could get taking into account our resolution is to use the formula found for a
sinusoidal potential [23], valid when the recoil energy is small compared to the height
of the potential:
J0
ER
= 4√
π
(
V0
ER
)3/4
e−2
√
V0
ER , (2.6)
where J0 is the tunnelling rate, V0 the height of the potential, and ER the recoil
energy associated with the lattice. Assuming a distance between two sites of 1.5
µm (corresponding to a recoil energy of kB · 12 nK) and a height of the potential
of kB · 100 nK, we get a tunnelling rate of 10 Hz. To reach the hundreds of Hz,
one would need to put the two condensates closer. We did not try yet to reach this
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regime but according to our measured combined resolution this would be clearly at
the limit of our system.
Focus and Depth of field of the imaging microscope objective
We studied the depth of field of the imaging microscope objective with the nine dots
of figure 2.6b. These samples have a very small size (2× 2 µm2) according to the
magnification between the DMD and the atomic plane. It is possible to focus the
imaging system by looking at such small samples and fitting their size while moving
the imaging microscope objective as shown figure 2.7. Iterating with focussing the
in-plane potential thanks to a lens in the DMD path, one can have both systems
at focusa. This leads to a best fitted waist w of 1.5 µm (fit using e−2r2/w2), which
combines the resolution of both systems and the size of the pattern trapping the
atoms. This focussing also allows us to extract a depth of focus of the microscope
objective for the 780 nm light, using
w2(z) = w2(0)
(
1 + z
zR
)
, (2.7)
where zR is the Rayleigh length, whose expected value for a coherent beam of waist
w(0) = 1.5 µm is zR = πw2(0)/λ = 9 µm. The measured values on figure 2.7 give
rather zR = 6 µm.
Figure 2.7 – Fitted waists of five of the nine spots of figure 2.6b for
different positions of the imaging microscope objective.
Vortex detection
We also show that we are able to detect vortices in our setup. Picture 2.8 shows
vortices obtained by exciting the cloud with a movie on the DMD, with the gas in
the very degenerate regime. The picture is taken after 3 ms of release of the in-plane
trapping and 3 ms of time of flight. This gives a good contrast for the vortices. We
did not manage to see them in situ, as their size is then comparable to our imaging
aWe however notice that all 9 spots are not focussed exactly for the same position, due to small
misalignments in the optical setup.
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resolution. We also note that seeing them around the BKT transition is much harder
as the phase and density fluctuations make the image harder to interpret.
Figure 2.8 – Example of vortex detection after TOF, with a very de-
generate cloud and the gas excited by a movie on the DMD.
2.4 Manipulation of hyperfine states
One advantage of being in a full optical trapa is that one can change the magnetic
field on the atoms at will. After loading the atoms in the final trap, they are in the
|F = 1,mF = −1〉 state. After reminding the hyperfine structure of 87Rb atoms, we
describe how we can transfer the atoms between different internal states.
2.4.1 Hyperfine structure and Breit-Rabi formula
An accurate description of the 52S1/2 ground state of 87Rb atoms in a static magnetic
field is provided by the Hamiltonian [124]
H = AhfsI · J + µBB(gJJz + gIIz). (2.8)
The first term corresponds to the hyperfine interaction between the nuclear angular
momentum I and the electron angular momentum J with a coupling Ahfs, while
µB is the Bohr magneton and gJ and gI describe the couplings of respectively J
and I to the magnetic field (here taken along the z-axis). At high magnetic fields,
the hyperfine interaction can be neglected and the eigenstates can be labelled as
|mJ ,mI〉. Their energy shift versus magnetic field is shown in figure 2.9 (b).
Since I = 3/2 and J = 1/2, the total atomic angular momentum F = J + I can
take the values F = 2 and F = 1. At low magnetic fields, the hyperfine interaction
has to be taken into account and the eigenstates are the |F,mF 〉 states. Computing
perturbatively their energy shift versus magnetic field leads to the Zeeman effect
∆E = µBgFmFB, (2.9)
aThe vertical confinement is strong enough to hold the atoms against gravity.
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Figure 2.9 – Energy levels of the 52S1/2 ground state of 87Rb atoms. In
(a) is shown the limit of small magnetic fields also known as the Zeeman
effect. The magnetically trappable states are shown in blue and the ones
insensitive to magnetic fields at first order in red. In (b) is shown the full
solution, with for small magnetic field the good quantum numbers being
F,mF and for high magnetic fields mJ ,mI .
with gF = ±1/2, as depicted schematically in figure 2.9 (a).
In the intermediate regime, the eigenstates have in general to be solved numerically,
but in the case J = 1/2 an analytical solution can be found, called the Breit-Rabi
formula:
EF,mF = −
Ehfs
2(2I + 1) + µBgImFB ±
Ehfs
2 +
(
1 + 4mF ξ2I + 1 + ξ
2
)1/2
, (2.10)
where ξ = µB(gJ − gI)B
Ehfs
.
Here Ehfs = Ahfs(I + 1/2) and the energies EF,mF are measured with respect to the
“center of gravity” of the hyperfine levels. This formulaa allows to plot the energy
levels for all magnetic fields as shown in figure 2.9 (b).
It also allows to compute second order effects in magnetic field. It leads for exam-
ple to a quadratic shift of 525 Hz/G2 for the clock transition |F = 1,mF = 0〉 →
|F = 2,mF = 0〉 and of 72 Hz/G2 for the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 → |F = 1,mF = −1〉 and
the |F = 1,mF = 1〉 → |F = 1,mF = 0〉 transitions.
2.4.2 Stabilisation of the magnetic field
Working in the center of Paris has its advantages but also some drawbacks. While
implementing the micro-wave (MW) transfers on the experiment, we noticed that it
did not work for certain shots, and that this did not happen during the night. We
thus found out that this was due to the 10th line of the metro (or to the RER B)
which passes closeby and creates variations mainly on the vertical magnetic field.
We compensate these variations by implementing an open-loop correction on the
vertical magnetic field. We use a Bartington probe in a room next to the experiment
aThere is a sign ambiguity which has to be taken into account as in [125].
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to monitor the ambient magnetic field. The signal obtained is used to control the
current flowing in the vertical coils of the cage system described in 2.1.4. Without
compensation, the peak-to-peak variations of the magnetic field measured on the
experiment were of 15 mG, and 2.6 mG RMS, whereas after compensation it is of
1.8 mG peak-to-peak, and 0.31 mG RMS. These measurements were done during
one hour in day time.
2.4.3 Radio-frequency transfers
In a flat bottom optical potential, any gradient of magnetic potential would make
the atoms fall to one side of the box if their chemical potential is low. This is why
we chose to work with the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state which is insensitive to magnetic
fields. As shown in figure 2.9, the transfer from |F = 1,mF = −1〉 to |F = 1,mF = 0〉
corresponds to a radio frequency (RF).
To make this transfer, the RF field is provided by the same antenna as the one of
section 2.1.1 used for the evaporation in the quadrupole trap. As can be seen in figure
2.9, the energies of the two transition between the |F = 1〉 states are degenerate,
which makes it impossible to transfer the totality of the atoms towards only one
other state. We thus have to lift the degeneracy thanks to the quadratic Zeeman
shift discussed in section 2.4.1. Applying a 10 G field as we do separates the two
transitions by 14.4 kHz.
But the low Rabi frequency obtained for this transition made the efficiency of the
transfer too low due to residual variations of the magnetic field. We thus chose to
use a rapid-adiabatic-passage by making a sweep of the RF frequency to transfer
the atoms more efficiently. We found the best parameters to be a sweep of 22 kHz,
starting around 5.865 MHz and reducing the frequency in 40 ms.
Performing a Stern-Gerlach measurement, we can extract the populations in the
different states after the sweep. One can then optimize the transfer by tuning the
starting frequency of the sweep, as shown figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10 – Number of atoms in the different Zeeman states after the
RF sweep for different starting frequencies
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2.4.4 Micro-wave transfers
We saw in section 2.2 that the atoms have to be in the |F = 2〉 state to be imaged. A
first way to transfer them from the |F = 1〉 state in which they are at the end of the
experimental sequence is to use an optical repumper, which sends light resonant with
the |F = 1〉 to |F ′ = 2〉 transition. This way they can decay only to |F = 1〉 and
|F = 2〉 states and they are optically pumped to the |F = 2〉 state. But this transfers
momentum to the atoms, which can be enhanced a lot by induced dipole-dipole
coupling. A direct effect of this acquired momentum is to “blur” the edges of the
cloud on the camera, making them less sharp as they are in reality.
Another method, which circumvents this problem, is to drive the transition directly
at the good frequency. This constitutes a very useful tool as will be seen in the
next. When a two-level system is driven at its transition frequency, it undergoes
the well-known Rabi oscillationa. Its state is a coherent superposition of the two
unperturbed eigenstates, and the probability to be measured in state |2〉 if the system
starts in state |1〉 varies with time as
P1→2 =
Ω2
Ω2 + ∆2 sin
2
(√
Ω2 + ∆2t
2
)
, (2.11)
where Ω is the Rabi frequency and ∆ the detuning of the driving beam to the
transition. Performing these oscillations on an ensemble of atoms, with for example
the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 and |F = 2,mF = 0〉 states leads to oscillations of the atom
number measured in |F = 2〉 following the same formula, as shown in figure 2.11.
Figure 2.11 – Number of atoms measured in |F = 2〉 for different
durations of MW pulse at resonance. The atom number is measured after
TOF to avoid induced dipole-dipole effects. The data are fitted following
equation 2.11.
The micro-wave (MW) field is generated as the sum of a signal at 6.8 GHz done with
an oscillator (NEXYN NXPLOS 0680-02778) and the one of a controllable function
generator (Tektronix TDS 1002). The sum is done the same way as described in [126].
The signal is then sent to a 10 W amplifier (Kuhne KU PA 7000), and radiated onto
aA brief description from the framework of perturbation theory is done in appendix C.
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the atoms through an antenna which controls its polarization. We had it polarized
along x for the projects of the second part of the thesis and polarized along z for the
projects of the third part.
The time during which the MW is applied onto the atoms has to be very precise.
The amplifier has an internal switch but it seems that it has to be switched on at
least 10 ms before the sending of the signal so that the power is the desired one. We
thus added two switches (ZYSWA 2-50DR) for the two signals from the Tektronix
generator which precisely control the duration of the MW pulses. The Rabi frequency
is dependent on the power sent onto the atoms, on the polarization of the wave, but
also on the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients which are shown in appendix C.
Choosing the time during which the MW is sent allows to choose the fraction of atom
transferred to the F = 2 state. This technique thus allows to perform partial-transfer
absorption imaging [127]. The idea is to repump to a light sensitive state only a
small fraction of atoms, which are then in the same spatial mode as the whole cloud.
Due to the low density of atoms sensitive to light, problems of saturation of optical
depth (mainly due to multiple scattering effects as will be described chapter 4) are
avoided. It also allows precise measurements of the magnetic field on the atomsa.
Changing the power of the radiated MW we manage to tune the Rabi frequency of
the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 to |F = 2,mF = 0〉 transition between 20 kHz and 80 Hz.
2.5 Crossing the condensation threshold of the gas
While the Bose-Einstein condensation threshold is very clear in 3D harmonic traps,
where a bimodal fit after TOF gives a good indication of the fraction of condensed
atoms, this is less obvious in 2D uniform traps. Looking along the vertical axis, one
indeed expect the condensate to fall ’as a brick’ during the TOF, without much
modification of its shape in the planeb, whereas the thermal atoms should expand.
The resulting profile is then the sum of the shape of the condensate and of the
convolution of the initial position of the thermal atoms with the gaussian profile of
their thermal expansion during the TOF. This makes a bimodal fit rather difficult,
and the determination of a condensation threshold not obvious.
The condensation can be investigated through the presence of interference fringes
between two adjacent condensates. Such interference fringes will be shown in chapter
6, but a precise determination of a threshold is still hard with this method as contrast
reductions can also be due to the method of detection. We thus first explain the
way we chose to vary the degeneracy of the system, and then describe a tool which
reveals the crossing of the BEC transition.
aFollowing a magnetic-field dependent transition while changing the homogeneous bias field
on the cloud, we were able to measure precisely the position of the center of the quadrupole. We
found that it is 85 µm above the final trap. We also did some Ramsey measurements to measure
residual magnetic field gradients on the cloud, which are not described here.
bThe condensate expands a lot vertically due to the strength of the confinement, but this is the
direction of integration while taking the picture.
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2.5.1 Blasting
To change the phase-space density D of the system, we chose to keep the gas at
roughly the same temperature as the one reached by evaporation, reduce the atom
number and let the remaining atoms thermalize. This can be done by transfering a
part of the atoms to the |F = 2〉 state with a MW pulse, and then to blast them with
a resonant light beam. The momentum they acquire by absorbing several photons
makes them leave the trap. The remaining atoms in |F = 1〉 are insensitive to the
light and are still trapped. The result of this method on the degeneracy of the gas is
shown via the condensate focussing technique described below. It will also be used
in chapter 8 with a more precise measurement of D.
2.5.2 Making a thermal 2D Bose gas
It is not a simple task to realize a thermal 2D Bose gas. The gas should indeed not
be condensed, but its temperature T should still be well below the vertical frequency
of the accordion times h/kB.
A simple way we could think of is to reach a temperature below 200 nK, then stop
the evaporation and wait long enough so that atoms leave the trap (due to collisions
with residual particles of the vacuum for example), thus reducing D. But this
random removing of atoms leads to cooling of the gas due to the bosonic statistics of
the atoms (see [128, 129]). We thus chose to use the blasting method. We proved
its efficiency to create a thermal two-dimensional Bose gas using the condensate
focussing technique.
2.5.3 Condensate focussing
The problem of doing a simple TOF to extract the momentum distribution of the
atoms is that one needs it to be very long so that the initial position distribution has
no large effect. We describe here another method, used in [130, 68, 131, 69, 115, 132],
called condensate focussing and allowing in principle to extract exactly the momentum
distribution. The idea is to let the atoms evolve in plane in a harmonic potential
so that after a quarter of oscillation period, the position distribution of the atoms
reflects their initial momentum distribution.
Principle
The mapping of the in-plane momentum distribution and the in-plane position
distribution can be understood with a simple classical harmonic oscillator model.
This model works well for describing the in-plane motion of a 2D Bose gas since
the interaction between atoms is greatly suppressed soon after the optical lattice is
turned off. Noting r the in-plane radial position of an atom, its equations of motion
with an initial velocity ṙ(0) and an initial position r(0) in a harmonic potential are
r(t) = r(0) cos(ωrt) +
ṙ(0)
ωr
sin(ωrt), (2.12)
ṙ(t) = −r(0)ωr sin(ωrt) + ṙ(0) cos(ωrt), (2.13)
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where ωr is the horizontal trapping frequency of the confining harmonic potential.
At the focused time tf = π/2ωr, one gets
mṙ(0) = mωrr(tf ), (2.14)
ωrr(0) = −ṙ(tf ). (2.15)
From equations 2.14 and 2.15, we see that the initial radial momentum-space distri-
bution is mapped onto the coordinate-space distribution at the focused time tf , and
vice versa, with a scaling factor mωr.
Implementation
We created this harmonic potential on the experiment using the already present
quadrupole coils. The attractive potential felt by the atoms in |F = 1,mF = −1〉 is
indeed proportional to the quadrupolar magnetic field B
B = b′
−x/2−y/2
z
 . (2.16)
At fixed z, and noting r =
√
x2 + y2, one then get that the potential for the atoms
is of the form
V ∝
√
z2 + r
2
4 , (2.17)
which can be developped if r  z,
V (r) ∝ z
(
1 + r
2
8z2
)
. (2.18)
This constitutes a harmonic potential, at least at this order. We note that as the
vertical optical lattice has to be removed during the evolution in the harmonic
potential (to remove interactions), the atoms have to be levitated. This can also be
done by the quadrupole field, but it fixes the value of the vertical magnetic gradient
b′.
For the other groups who implemented this method, the harmonic potential was
already present during the sequence, whereas it cannot be for us as we want the atoms
to be in a uniform trap. We thus transfer the atoms which are in the |F = 1,mF = 0〉
state for the trapping, to the |F = 2,mF = 1〉 just before removing the optical lattice.
This way the quadrupole field can always be present but is felt by the atoms only
when we want them to evolve in the harmonic potential. Examples of images taken
before and after this condensate focussing are shown figure 2.12.
The high peak of figure 2.12 (b) shows an accumulation of atoms in the lowest
momentum state, which is a signature of Bose-Einstein condensation. We plot in
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.12 – In-situ (a) and after condensate focussing (b) images of
a very degenerate gas in a rectangular box. The OD displayed is obtained
using partial-transfer absorption imaging and rescaled according to the
duration of the MW pulse.
Figure 2.13 – Number of atoms in the central pixel after condensate
focussing.
figure 2.13 the number of atoms in the central pixel. This allows us to qualitatively
see a difference of behaviour around the transition.
This method can be pushed further [133], to extract for example the temperature
of the gas. But in our case, the vertical expansion of the atoms due to the strong
confinement combined with the short depth of field of the microscope objective
prevented us to extract quantitative information about the temperature of the gas.
We will nevertheless see how we plan to improve this method in the prospective
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experiments section 9.3.1. We now describe other methods we used which give a
more quantitative determination of the degeneracy of the system.
2.6 Thermometry of the gas
We want to be able to characterize precisely the degeneracy and the temperature of
the gas. The degeneracy will in particular be very important for chapter 8 where it will
be varied and the speed of sound measured for its different values. The temperature
is also an important parameter as for the gas to be quasi-2D, its temperature has to
be well below the frequency of the vertical confinement, kBT  ~ωz.
2.6.1 Difficulty for the uniform 2D Bose gas
The usual way in cold bosons experiments to measure a temperature is to look at
the atom distribution after TOF and to fit the thermal wings with a Boltzmann or
Bose distribution. This works nicely at high temperature, but when the system is
degenerate one has to separate the condensate part from the thermal atoms part.
This works still nicely in 3D as the shape of the saturated Bose distribution, fitting
the thermal atoms, depends only on the temperature (It is a good approximation to
fix the fugacity z to one). But in 2D uniform infinite systems, there is no saturation
of the Bose distribution, and the shape of the momentum distribution depends on
two parameters: the temperature T and the chemical potential µ.
In our case the finite size of the system restores a condensation but it is not clear
that this should allow to fix z at one. Furthermore, in the presence of a condensate
due to the finite size of the system, we already said that the atomic distribution after
TOF is the sum of the shape of the condensate and of the convolution of the initial
position of the thermal atoms with the profile of their thermal expansion during the
TOF. To avoid the condensed atoms which should not be included in the profile of
the thermal atoms, one thus has to fit only in the wings of the distribution. This
reduces the signal compared to harmonically trapped 2D Bose gases (for which the
condensate occupies a smaller region), and the fits are rather unstable [134].
2.6.2 Improved thermometry
We present here the method we were using at the time of the projects of chapters
4, 5 and 6. Another method used for the project of chapter 8 will be presented in
section 8.4.2.
To circumvent the problem of a condensed part in the atoms profile after TOF, we
use a “thermometer” as done in [135]. In the final trap, we repump with a MW pulse
from a |F = 1〉 to a |F = 2〉 state a fraction of the atoms and let them thermalize
with the rest of the clouda, for a time of about 500 ms.
We then release all atoms and image them without further repumping. We thus only
see the repumped atoms which thermalized and are thus at the same temperature as
aAs the repumped atoms are not in the same hyperfine state we are not using magnons as in
[135] but this does not make a difference as long as we checked that the two species mix together.
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the rest of the cloud. The repumped fraction is chosen such that we have enough
signal after a TOF of typically 8 ms, and an atom number in the thermometer below
the condensation threshold of the temperature. This way the image can be fitted
by a Bose-Einstein distribution of the momenta of the atoms, without a condensate
spoiling the central part.
As the TOF are not long enough to remove all initial size effects, we computed
the expected profiles for different temperatures and fugacities with all the atoms
initially confined in a disk of radius 20 µm as in the experiment. We then compare
the experimental profile to all the computed profiles and find the closest one. An
example is shown figure 2.14 (a). The problem is that the two parameters of the fit
T and z are very coupled, as can be seen in figure 2.14 (b). They form a valley of
low χ2 in the µ, T plane and this is not enough to find the correct temperature. We
thus coupled these measurements to an in situ measurement of the atom numbera.
This way, one can find along the line corresponding of the measured atom number
the lowest χ2. We use the equation of state of an ideal gas, in red in figure 2.14
(b). This gives plausible temperatures for different heights of in-plane confinement
powers. But the method is not so easy to implement as the repumped fraction must
remain small so that the measurement does not perturb too much the system.
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Figure 2.14 – An example of result of the thermometry. 10 images
are required for this thermometry. The profile in (a) is an azimuthal
average of the data after a TOF of 8.7 ms, together with its best fitted
profile. In (b) is shown the distance of the fit to the data (a.u.). The red
line corresponds to the measured atom number in the z, T plane. The
small black star shows the best fit along this line, giving the fugacity and
temperature of the thermometer.
aThe atom number was here measured with the cross section σeff = 715σ0.
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About light scattering by atomic clouds
3.1 Introduction
The interaction of light with matter is a very broad subject, whose description should
be able to explain the colour of the sky as well as the amplification of light in a
laser, or the behaviour of an atom strongly coupled to photons [136, 137, 138]. Its
current understanding allows to create materials and devices with tailored properties,
from quantum information systems such as memories [139] and nanophotonic optical
isolators [140] to solar cells combining highly absorptive materials with transparent
electrodes [141].
Different descriptions, considering the wave or particle nature of light, and the matter
as a homogeneous medium or constituted of randomly positioned scatterers have
been developed. In the view of point scatterers, the “multiple scattering” regime
corresponds to a regime in which a photon scatters on several particles. All effects
arising because of multiple scattering of photons in a sample are grouped in the term
of “collective effects”. But some are more trivial than other, and more vocabulary is
needed to separate them.
The color of the sky is for example explained by the dependence with the light
wavelength of elastic scattering of photons by small particles [142]. Considering the
electric and magnetic fields, light propagation through an homogeneous medium
can be well described by the generalized Maxwell equations, considering an effective
refractive index in the medium. However some phenomena need a more complex
description of light-matter interaction to be understood.
Among such fascinating phenomena are superradiance, corresponding to the emission
of light by a collection of scatterers faster than for a single scatterer, which has
been observed in very different kind of materials such as HF gas [143], Rydberg
atoms [144], Fe nuclei [145] and dilute clouds of cold atoms [146, 147, 148] and its
counterpart subradiance which has been observed in [149] and [150]. A prediction of
these phenomena in the case of a sample smaller than the light wavelength was done
by Dicke in his seminal paper [151].
Another interesting effect is the coherent backscattering (CBS), a robust interference
effect arising when coherent light is shone on a sample. It consists in a peak of
scattered light in the reversed direction of the exciting beam, due to interfering paths
of photons. This effect has been observed in a variety of media, such as powder
suspensions [152, 153], biological tissues [154] as well as with laser-cooled atomic
gases [155, 156].
In the point of view of electro-magnetic fields, and if their intensity is low compared
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to the saturation intensity of the atoms, the field emitted by an isolated atom is
proportional to the exciting field, and takes the form of a dipolar radiationa. Light
scattering then arises due to the response field of each dipole to the driving field, but
also due to dipole-dipole interactions that arise from the exchange of virtual photons
between dipoles. The dipole-dipole interaction term has a dispersive (real) part,
which is responsible for collective level shifts, and a radiative (imaginary part) giving
rise to line broadening and collective superradiant emission [157]. We note that even
for an isolated single atom, virtual photons due to vacuum fluctuations modify the
energy levels of the atom, which is known as the Lamb shift [158]. When several
atoms are put close enough together, some virtual photons might be exchanged
between the atoms, leading to a cooperative Lamb shift [159], observed for example
in [160, 161, 145]. The link between this shift and superradiance has also been
verified experimentally in [145]. This motivates spectroscopic studies to search for
“non-trivial” collective effects in light scattering. We note that these interactions are
also responsible for the Rydberg blockade [162, 163, 164, 165].
In this part of the thesis, the transmission of light through a slab of ultracold atoms
is experimentally studied (chapter 4), as well as the propagation of photons inside
the slab (chapter 5). The slab is uniform, sub-wavelength thick and has an aspect
ratio of more than 1:100. The atomic density is typically 1014 cm−3, which makes it
a dense sample even if much less dense than condensed matter systems. However
in condensed matter systems, all the incident light is not scattered. A fraction is
absorbed by the sample, which complicates the interpretation of results. For systems
of molecules as well, some energy might be transferred to excitation of rotational
levels which cannot occur for atoms. We now focus only on non-absorptive materials,
for which all photons have to be re-emitted at a wavelength close to the incident one,
as is the case for atomic clouds in vacuum.
The aim of this introductory chapter is to discuss briefly some results of theory of
light scattering to understand better the important challenges of the domain, and
explain where our experiments sit compared to other groups.
3.2 Modelling light scattering
Before describing different modellings, it is useful to detail the difference between
the coherent and incoherent part of the scattered light. We will then describe three
often used models.
3.2.1 Response of a single dipole
The response of a single atom to an electromagnetic field is well known [166]. If the
intensity of the incoming beam is low compared to the saturation intensity, an atom
i at ri in an electric field E0 radiates a field whose value at r is given by
Ei(r) = α[G(r − ri)] · E0(ri), (3.1)
where α is the atom polarizability defined as
aWe consider here a Jg = 0→ Je = 1 transition.
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α = 6πik−3/(1− 2iδ/Γ), (3.2)
where k is the light wavelength, δ is the detuning of the light and Γ the linewidth of
the transition. The [G] term corresponds to the Green’s functiona of an oscillating
dipole for polarized light. It is a 3× 3 tensor, of value
Gαβ(r) = −
1
3δ(r)δαβ −
k3
4π
eikr
kr
[(
1 + 3i
kr
− 3(kr)2
)
rαrβ
r2
−
(
1 + i
kr
− 1(kr)2
)
δαβ
]
, (3.3)
where α and β are the indices. The terms in 1/r2 and 1/r3 correspond to near-field
terms and the one in 1/r to a far-field term.
We now look at the resulting field when several dipoles are put together, and define
from this microscopical approach a coherent and incoherent part.
3.2.2 Coherent and incoherent parts
From point scatterers: microscopic approach
Before describing the main possible modelisations of light scattering, we do a small
calculation following the lines of [167] which is instructive to understand the difference
between coherent and incoherent scattering.
We consider N dipoles placed at the positions {ri}i=1,...,N , in an incoming field E0(r).
We assume that each of these dipoles independently radiates the field Ei(r) given in
Eq. (3.1). This corresponds to a case where each photon is scattered by an atom at
most once, and constitutes the single-scattering approximation.
The total field at a point r is then
ES(r) =
∑
i
Ei(r), (3.4)
where Ei(r) is given in equation (3.1). The Poynting vector can be calculated from
SS(r) ∝ ES(r) · E∗S(r). (3.5)
This must then be averaged over many samples of the gasb. Terms of the form
exp(i(kinit − kfinal) · rj) for photons incoming with the wave vector kinit and leaving
with kfinal on the atom at rj average to zero over disorder. This leads to
8πSS(r) ∝ N(N − 1)|Ei(r)|2 +NEi(r) · E∗i (r). (3.6)
The first term corresponds to coherent scattering. It results from adding the fields of
different scatterers and is thus proportional to N2. It is principally emitted in the
forward direction, and the bigger the sample the narrower the cone of emission. Due
to these properties, it is sometimes called coherent forward scattering. In absorption
aimpulse response of the Maxwell equations.
bThe overline denotes averaging over disorder, or over many realizations of the sample.
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imaging, it is this part which interferes destructively with the probe beam, resulting
in the “shadow” of the clouda. The second term corresponds to incoherent scattering,
for which the intensities radiated by the atoms are summed. It is thus proportional
to N .
From Maxwell equations: macroscopic approach
This separation between a coherent and incoherent part is also visible from a
macroscopic point of view. Consider the propagation of an electromagnetic wave in
a random medium characterized by a fluctuating dielectric constant. We split the
field into a mean field E and a fluctuating component δE
E = E + δE, (3.7)
with δE = 0. If the random medium is statistically homogeneous, the mean field
satisfies a propagation equation in a homogeneous effective medium with an effective
refractive index neff [170]
∇2E− n2effk2E = 0, (3.8)
where k is the wave-vector of light in vacuum. In this case the mean field behaves
as a wave in a homogeneous medium, which is why it is called the coherent com-
ponent. This corresponds to the framework of macroscopic electromagnetism [171].
Computing the intensity of the field from equation (3.7), one gets
I = EE∗ = |E|2 + |δE|2 = Icoh + Iincoh. (3.9)
The first term corresponds to the mean field, thus to the coherent intensity. The
second term corresponds to the energy of the fluctuations of the field, and thus to
the incoherent intensity.
It is worth noting that the two parts also have very different attenuations for light
propagating in an homogeneous medium. The coherent field is attenuated following
the Beer-Lambert law, ie in exp(−z/`sc) where `sc is the scattering mean free path
of a photon in the medium. The incoherent field however is radiated over the whole
space, the power must thus decrease as 1/z2 and the field decreases as 1/z.
3.2.3 Modelling of the coherent part: dielectric approach
In the macroscopic electromagnetism framework, the response of the medium to
an electric field is characterized by its polarization P, that expresses the density
of induced electric dipole moments in a dielectric material. It is assumed to be
linear in the electric field, with a dimensionless proportionality constant χ called the
susceptibility of the medium:
P = ε0χE. (3.10)
aThis has been shown experimentally in [168, 169]. The authors managed to separate the
driving field from the field emitted by the atoms by switching off quickly the driving field. The
used transition has a narrow linewidth making the observation of the field radiated by the atoms
possible. It appeared as flashs of light when the driving field was switched off.
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If the system is dilute enough, its susceptibility χ is related to the atomic polarizability
α and the atomic density ρ through
χ(ω) = ρα(ω). (3.11)
This does not take into account any effect from the rest of the sample, and for dense
samples a first mean field correction has to be introduced. The question is how do
all the other atoms in the medium affect the local response in a part of the medium.
An elegant way to derive this mean field correction can be found in [172], chapter 11.
The idea is to isolate by thought a sphere in a dielectric sample driven by an electric
field. The field in the sample can be decomposed as Etot = Ehole + Esphere. The field
of a uniformly polarized sphere is Esphere = −P/3ε0, leading to Ehole = Etot + P/3ε0.
The effective field felt by an atom in the sample is then Ehole. This leads to a mean
field correction of the susceptibility
χ(ω) = ρα(ω)1− ρα(ω)/3 , (3.12)
known as Clausius-Mosotti or Lorentz-Lorenz equation. The corresponding refractive
index neff = (1 + χ)1/2 is the quantity entering in equation (3.8). One sees from this
equation that the real part of χ induces a modification of the phase of the incident
field in the forward direction, whereas its imaginary part corresponds to the damping
of the intensity, describing the diffuse scattering of light. In this representation, the
incoherent scattering is thus just treated as absorption, making this model unable to
describe fluorescence light (for example observed perpendicularly to the incoming
beam).
To describe the propagation of light one has to solve Maxwell equations in and out
the sample using the refractive index. A pioneering work has been done by Mie
[173], but it is rare that analytical solutions can be found. One then requires finite
elements methods to simulate any geometry. One could think that the approximation
of a continuous medium is only valid for dense systems. It can in fact sometimes
be better for dilute samples, as they do not suffer from decoherences induced for
example by Van der Walls interactions between close dipoles [174].
It is possible from this model to extract a frequency shift of the resonance line
compared to the single-atom case. The predicted shift is the so-called Lorentz-Lorenz
shift and is to the red:
∆LL = −2π
ρΓ
2k3 . (3.13)
The consistency of this approach to study light scattering in the forward direction
can be shown by comparing the result of this model to the one of an assembly of
point-like dipoles. The authors of [167] computed analytically the field radiated by
an assembly of atoms whose positions are governed by a gaussian probability density
function, and without interactions between dipoles (thus corresponding to equation
3.4). They computed the average outward energy flux (average over many samples
of the gas) similarly as equation (3.6). They showed that this flux in the forward
direction is exactly the same as the one computed for a continuous material of similar
gaussian shape and of polarization P(r) = ε0αρ(r)E(r).
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3.2.4 Modelling of the incoherent part: random walk approach
As shown in 3.6, the incoherent part corresponds to the sum of intensities radiated
by the atoms. It can then be modelled by a random walk (RW) of incoherent
photons which jump between scatterers. It is important to distinguish between the
two notions of multiple scattering and recurrent scattering. The multiple scattering
regime is reached as soon as photons scatter in average on several atoms, but as
shown figure 3.1, one can consider only paths for which the photon cannot jump back
to the atoms it comes from. On the opposite, for recurrent scattering one can allow
this back and forth. This definition is important as non-trivial effects are expected
in the recurrent scattering regime.
in in
outout
a) b)
Figure 3.1 – Schematic drawing of paths of photons. In a) the photon
scatters between atoms but never goes back on the same atom. In b) the
photon sometimes goes back on the same atom, which constitutes the
recurrent scattering regime.
Numerical simulations can be done directly with random walks of photons [175, 157,
176]. An example extracted from [175] is shown figure 3.2 and will be compared to
another model.
Alternatively, the incoherent part can be modelled as a radiative transfer [177, 178],
in which the photons obey a diffusion equation of diffusion constant
D0 = `2sc/3τtr, (3.14)
where `sc is the scattering mean free path of a photon and τtr is the transport time,
corresponding to the average time delay between two successive scattering eventsa.
3.2.5 “Full” Modelling: coupled dipoles approach
A widely used approach to describe the radiation of an assembly of dipoles is the
so-called coupled dipole simulations (CD). It corresponds to an exact solution of the
steady-state field radiated by Jg = 0→ Je = 1 (4 levels) dipoles in the low intensity
limitb. Practically, one has to set the position of the dipoles, and solve a 3N × 3N
linear system to get the radiated field, where N is the number of considered dipoles.
aWe note that this model can be improved to include weak localisation effects [179], but this is
beyond the scope of this chapter.
bA model including all energy levels of 87Rb D2 line atoms has also been developped in [180],
but is limited to smaller atom numbers.
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The equations are derived in more details in [181, 157], but very briefly, using
equation 3.1, the total field Etot(ri) at the position of dipole i has to satisfy the self
consistent equation
Etot(ri) = E0(ri) + α
∑
j 6=i
[G(ri − rj)] · Etot(rj). (3.15)
This leads to a set of 3N × 3N equations for the 3N unknown quantities Etot(ri),
that can be solved numerically for each set of positions of the dipoles. The total field
can then be computed at any position as
Etot(r) = E0(r) + α
∑
j
[G(r − rj)] · Etot(rj). (3.16)
Averaging over a big enough set of positions of the dipoles, one can extract the
coherent and incoherent scattered intensities.
The advantage of this model is that it takes interactions between dipoles at all orders
into account, thus including recurrent scattering. One can even introduce the motion
of the atoms in it as done by [182, 157]. However, due to the size of the matrix which
has to be inverted, it is limited to at most 104 atoms. One often must then perform
finite size-scaling to compare to experimental results [182, 157, 148], which will be
discussed in section 3.3.3. This advantage might also be a drawback as this model
does not explain the origin of the seen effects.
One thus has to compare the results of different models to extract the physical causes.
The figure 3.2 extracted from [175] shows the comparison between the computed
radial photon scattering from an incoherent random walk (RW) and from a coupled
dipole (CD) simulations in the same conditions. The two models agree well except
on a forward lobe at θ = 0 and on the narrow cone in the backward direction. The
forward lobe is explained by the coherent term of equation 3.6, also called forward
scattering. The backward narrow cone however, corresponding to coherent back
scattering (CBS), cannot be recovered neither with the incoherent RW nor with the
dielectric approach, and requires a more sophisticated model.
Expansion in scattering orders
Equation (3.15) can be written in a matricial form [183] as
(I − G)Etot = E0, with G = α
∑
j 6=i
[G(ri − rj)], (3.17)
and Etot and E0 big vectors containing the 3N components of the effective electric
field acting on the jth atom.
Developing the inverse of the matrix of equation 3.17 corresponds to a development
in scattering orders:
Etot(r) = (I + G + G2 + ...)E0(r), (3.18)
or writing explicitly the propagators
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Figure 3.2 – Comparison between the computed radial photon scattering
from an incoherent random walk (RW) and from a coupled dipole (CD)
simulations of a gaussian cloud. The angle θ = 0 corresponds to the
forward direction and θ = π to the backward direction. Figure extracted
from [175].
Etot(rj) =E0(rj) + α
∑
m6=j
[G(rj − rm)]E0(rm) (3.19)
+ α2
∑
m 6=j
[G(rj − rm)]
∑
`6=m
[G(rm − r`)]E0(r`) + ...
This constitutes another method for solving (3.15) when the series converge. This
development is used for example in [181, 183]. The authors of [183] also showed that
by taking the second scattering order, they recover the coherent back scattering,
which was not present taking only into account the first order.
It is also possible to select only terms of the series including two atoms as:
Etot(rj) =E0(rj) + α
∑
m6=j
[G(rj − rm)]E0(rm) (3.20)
+ α2
∑
m 6=j
[G(rj − rm)][G(rm − rj)]E0(rj)
+ α3
∑
m 6=j
[G(rj − rm)][G(rm − rj)][G(rj − rm)]E0(rm) + ...
which allows to compute two geometrical series as
Etot(rj) = E0(rj) +
∑
m6=j
{[
α2G2
1−G2
]
(rm − rj)E0(rj) (3.21)
+
[
αG
1−G2
]
(rj − rm)E0(rm)
}
+ ...
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All recurrent scattering terms between two atoms are thus taken into account, but
only scattering processes including up to two atoms are considered. This constitutes
a perturbative approach in second order in density. This is what is done analytically
for continuous atomic distributions in [184] and in section 4.2.1.
3.2.6 Definition of “cooperative effects”
We claim in the two next chapters that induced dipole-dipole interactions have a
significant effect in our samples. The terminology of “collective” and “cooperative
effects” is not very well established, and might even be different between areas where
light diffusion is studied. Two recent papers [167, 185] propose to make a difference
between the two. The authors of [167] want to qualify as cooperative only the effects
which cannot be recovered by “the mean field approach of traditional optics”.
We describe here one simple case for which one could have thought seeing cooperative
effects, whereas it is explained by traditional optics. This illustrates as they write,
that “the limit between independent-atom response, mean field, and cooperative
behaviour is not easy to draw, even in theory”.
Going back to equation (3.6), one notes that the light scattered in the forward
direction is enhanced as N2 with N the number of atoms. This could be reminiscent
of the Dicke cooperative regime, and one could think that this enhancement is a
cooperative effect. But this is obviously not the case because we just added the
fields from independent radiators. Here this enhancement is simply due to a phase
matching between scatterers, fully predicted by a mean field dielectric approach.
The authors of [167, 185] thus emphasize the importance of performing RW and
dielectric approaches in the same geometry to compare to the experimental results,
and then check if the seen effects can be called cooperative or not.
3.3 Experimental investigations and interpretations
We now turn to some experimental investigations on atomic clouds in various groups
and their agreement or disagreement with different models, to put in perspective the
studies made in our group in the next two chapters.
3.3.1 Different experimental investigations
Light scattering experiments are conducted by sending a beam of light onto a sample
of atoms. The main observables are then the fluorescence of the cloud and the
transmission of the probe beam through the cloud. Looking at the fluorescence
corresponds to probing the incoherent part of the scattered light. In our first article
(Chapter 4 and [186]), we looked at the absorption of the probe, thus looking mainly
at the coherent part. In our second article (Chapter 5 and [187]), we focus on the
incoherent part.
The measurements usually consist of scans of the frequency of the probe. The
resulting profile is then fitted by a Lorentzian function from which one can extract a
maximum, a width and a shift of the resonance.
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Several cold atom experiments study light scattering, allowing for comparisons of
rather close systems but in a wide range of densities, optical depths, geometries and
temperatures. For light scattering studies, the temperature has to be compared to
the linewidth of the transition. More precisely, if the Doppler broadening, kv̄ where k
is the wave vector of the transition and v̄ the rms velocity of the atoms is smaller than
the linewidth transition Γ, the sample is said homogeneously broadened, whereas if
kv̄ > Γ, it is inhomogeneously broadened and a loss of coherence is expected. We
give some numbers for the different regimes studied.
• For atomic clouds, the highest densities are reached in hot atomic vapours as
in the group of of Charles Adams in Durham [160]. The densities are very
large (up to 1016 cm−3) and using very thin cells one can keep a low optical
depth (OD). The samples are inhomogeneously broadened.
• The opposite regime is the one of atoms trapped in a MOT as in the group
of Robin Kaiser in Nice [150, 147]. There the atoms are cold and at very
low density (1011 cm−3) and very large OD (up to 30). The samples are
homogeneously broadened.
• Higher densities, still for cold atoms are found in the groups of Mark Havey
[188, 148] and Jun Ye [182], reaching 1012 cm−3.
• Finally, homogeneously broadened samples at quite high densities (1014 cm−3)
are found in the group of Antoine Browaeys [189, 190, 180] for samples smaller
than the light wavelength or in thin slabs of typically 20× 20× 0.3 µm in our
group.
As stated earlier, only the coherent part of the beam can be modelled by a dielectric
approach. We note that rather close effects are seen on fluorescence or absorption
experiments [189, 180], and we will in the following consider mainly modelling of the
coherent part.
3.3.2 About the shifts of the resonance
The cooperative Lamb shift (CLS) is a cooperative optical effect that is intimately
connected with the phenomenon of superradiance [145]. A very convincing measure-
ment of it has been reported in [160]. The CLS originates from the exchange of
virtual photons between atoms and contrary to the Lorentz-Lorenz shift, it depends
on the geometry of the sample. It has been computed for the case of a thin slab in
[159]:
∆CLS = −|∆LL|+
3
4 |∆LL|
(
1− sin 2k`2k`
)
, (3.22)
where ∆LL is Lorentz-Lorenz red shift of equation (3.13) and ` is the width of the slab.
Coupled dipoles simulations have been performed in [191] for the geometry of the
experiment of [160], and the numerical result was in disagreement with 3.22 and with
the experimental results. The reason for this disagreement is that some correlations
present in the simulations are washed out in the experiment of [160] because the
sample is inhomogeneously Doppler broadened due to the high temperature of the
atoms. Taking into account this inhomogeneous broadening in the simulations by
shifting the resonance frequency of each atom by a Gaussian random variable, one
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can recover the CLS.
The role of Doppler broadening has been tested experimentally in [182]. Using two
different transition lines of their cloud of 88Sr atoms, the authors show that even simple
interference effects such as forward scattering are washed out by inhomogeneous
broadening.
We note that recently, in [167], the CLS was recovered theoretically but this time
using a mean field theory. The authors then interpret this as an “etalon effect”,
making this shift not anymore a “cooperative effect” according to their definition.
Recovering the blue shift theoretically for a slab
It is possible to compute the susceptibility of the gas one order further in density
than section 3.2.3. This corresponds to including all the recurrent scattering terms
between two atoms of the development (3.19) using the computation of series of
(3.21). It is done analytically for a homogeneous distribution in [184], and leads in
general to
χ(ω) = ρα(ω)1− ρα(ω)/3 + β(ω) , (3.23)
where β(ω) is the contribution of recurrent scattering and might be challenging
to compute for some geometries [180]. This term will be computed numerically in
section 4.2.1 for the slab geometry, and has strong effects in our range of densities.
In particular, even if it still corresponds to a mean field theory as it is a modification
of the refractive index, it predicts a blue shift, compatible with the coupled dipoles
prediction for low enough densities.
3.3.3 Finite-size scaling for coupled dipoles
The authors of [157] computed analytically with averaging over disorder the field
emitted by a dilute spherical sample up to the third term of equation 3.19 (thus
including up to two scattering events for a photon), neglecting the polarization. They
found that the resonance profile should be Lorentzian, with the line broadening being
a function of ρR, R being the size of the sample, and the frequency shift a function of
ρ. This is the starting point for the finite-size scaling that they use for their coupled
dipoles simulations, ρR being proportional to the OD and ρ being the density.
The multiple scattering increases when the size of the medium is increased, whereas
the recurrent scattering does not. The latter increases only when the density is
increased. As just stated, it seems that some effects depend on the OD (such as
the line broadening) whereas other ones depend on the density (such as the shift of
the resonance frequency). Some effects are thus more linked to first-order multiple
scattering, whereas other rely on the occurrence of recurrent scattering.
The relevant parameters for the different effects are important for the finite-size
scaling required to compare coupled dipoles simulations to experiments. The scalings
are done in [182] the following way. As the OD scales as N/(kR)2 whereas the density
scales as N/R3, they rescale their results as N1/2 if the OD is kept constant or as
N1/3 if the density is kept constant [157].
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For the thin slab geometry, as is the case for us, the density and the OD have the
same scaling in N1/2. This explains the linear behaviour in N−1/2 found empirically
in section 4.2.2.
Coupled dipoles simulations with the appropriate finite-size scaling seem to fit the
experimental data for the groups of Mark Havey [148] and Jun Ye [182]. They do not
match however for the group of Antoine Browaeys [180] and our group (see section
4.3). The problem might however be different for [180] as due to their low atom
number they can simulate the whole system with the CD. It is then the 12-levels
modelisation (which corresponds to the hyperfine structure of 87Rb) they use which
might not capture all the physics here. Switching to two-levels atoms by using
a strong magnetic field as they did however seems to lead to a better agreement
between experiment and CD simulations [192].
3.3.4 About “cooperative effects” in MOTs
Before concluding this introductory section to light scattering in atomic clouds, we
will briefly discuss the interesting case of experiments realized in MOTs in the group
of Robin Kaiser.
It is not obvious that one could observe super or subradiance in such low-density
systems as MOTs. If one considers simply two dipoles for example, super or subradiant
behaviours are expected only if the separation between the two is on the order of
the light wavelength.
For quantities which can be defined in steady state in a bulk medium, it is clear that
the relevant parameter is the atomic density. For transient phenomena involving
light escaping however, one can understand that the size of the sample should play
a role. It turns out in this case that the relevant parameter becomes the OD. One
can even get some understanding of why some atoms have to radiate together in
certain conditions for dilute samples. We follow here the argument of [185]. Consider
a sample of finite size R radiating in free space. The diffraction limit restricts the
divergence of modes efficiently coupled to the sample to be bigger than θ ≈ 1/(kR)
or to a solid angle bigger than 1/(kR)2. This limits the number of modes in which
the system emits efficiently to be of the order of M ≈ (kR)2. If the number of atoms
N in the sample exceeds M , some atoms have to radiate in the same mode, which
corresponds to some cooperativity. Note that the parameter N/M corresponds to
the OD for a 3D system.
3.4 Conclusion
The interaction of light with matter is a complicated problem, but recent experimental
and theoretical developments for clouds of atoms allow precise comparisons between
theoretical models and experiments. From the theory side it is however still not clear
what should be called cooperative or not, and further discussions between different
communities are still needed.
The experiments we describe in the two next chapters are probing a new regime,
obtained using a dense, homogeneously broadened, uniform sample in a slab geometry
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with a 1:100 aspect ratio. The high quantum efficiency and the low noise of the
camera allow us to measure very low photon numbers and to track the propagation
of photons in the slab.
One problem of our experiments however is that due to the high density, atoms feel
important Van der Walls forces as soon as they are excited. It is possible to give
an estimate of theses forces using a two atoms model. The separation in energy
between the two new eigenstates of the system of one atom excited in the direction
orthogonal to r and one in the ground state is of the order of
∆E± ∝ ∓
~Γ
(kr)3 . (3.24)
The corresponding force between the two atoms while one is in the excited state is
then
|F| ∼ −3 ~Γ
r(kr)3 . (3.25)
The atoms spend an average time on the order of Γ−1 in the excited state. The
velocity acquired during this time is
v ∼ |F|Γ
−1
m
∼ 3vrecoil(kr)4 , (3.26)
with vrecoil the speed acquired by an atom when it absorbs a photon, which is of 6
mm/s for 87Rb. Pictures of this effect with velocities up to 10 cm/s (corresponding to
about 150 atoms/µm2) can be found in [117], chapter 5. This leads to non-negligeable
motion of the atoms during the time of probing which is on the order of 10 µs. One
could of course think of reducing this probe time, but it was needed to have a
good enough signal to noise ratio. Similar problems might be encountered for the
experiments of [182] for which the times of probing are between 50 and 100 µs. The
experiments of [180] circumvent this issue by using very short pulses of 300 ns. It
would be interesting to explore this track and switch to shorter pulses (and thus
another method of detection) if further investigation of this topic had to be performed
on our setup.

4
Study of light transmission
The study of dipole-dipole interactions described in the previous chapter requires large
densities of scatterers. Achieving these densities is concomitant with a vanishingly
small transmission T of the light through the sample. It is therefore desirable to
switch to a 2D or thin slab geometry as we are able to prepare in order to investigate
the physical consequences of these resonant interaction effects at the macroscopic
level.
In this chapter, we study the transmission of nearly resonant light through uniform
slabs of atoms. We report experiments realized on a dense layer of atoms with
a tunable density and thickness. For dense clouds, the transmission is strongly
enhanced compared to the one expected from the single-atom response. We also
observe a broadening and a blue shift of the resonance line on the order of the
natural linewidth. This blue shift contrasts with the mean-field Lorentz-Lorenz
red shift and is a signature of the strongly-correlated regime reached in our system
because of dipole-dipole interactions [191]. To our knowledge, it is the first time
that a blue shift is reported. In addition, we observe deviations of the resonance
lineshape from the single-atom Lorentzian behavior, especially in the wings where
the transmission decays more slowly. We model this system with coupled dipole
simulations complemented by a perturbative approach which qualitatively supports
our observations. After describing our experimental system in Sec. 4.1, we investigate
theoretically light scattering for the geometry explored in the experiment in Sec. 4.2.
In Sec. 4.3 we present our experimental results and compare them with theory. We
conclude in Sec. 4.4.
4.1 Experimental methods
The sections of this chapter were initially published in [186], and are reproduced
without modifications.
4.1.1 Cloud preparation
We prepare a cloud of 87Rb atoms with typically N = 1.3(2) × 105 atoms in the
|F = 1,mF = −1〉 state. The atoms are confined in an all-optical trap, described in
more detail in [116], with a strong harmonic confinement in the vertical direction z
with frequency ωz/2π = 2.3(2) kHz leading to a gaussian density profile along this
direction. The transverse confinement along the x− and y− directions is produced
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by a flat-bottom disk-shaped potential of diameter 2R = 40µm. For our initial cloud
temperature ' 300nK, there is no extended phase coherence in the clouda. Taking
into account this finite temperature, we compute for an ideal Bose gas an r.m.s.
thickness ∆z = 0.25(1)µm, or equivalently k∆z = 2.0(1). This situation corresponds
to nk−2 ≈ 1.5, where n = N/(πR2) is the surface density and to a maximum density
ρk−3 ≈ 0.3 at the trap center along z where ρ is the volume density. We tune
the number of atoms that interact with light by partially transferring them to the
|F = 2,mF = −2〉 state using a resonant microwave transition. Atoms in this state
are sensitive to the probe excitation, contrary to the ones in the |F = 1,mF = −1〉
state. In this temperature range the Doppler broadening is about 3 orders of
magnitude smaller than the natural linewidth of the atomic transition.
The cloud thickness is varied in a controlled way using mainly two techniques:
(i) Varying the vertical harmonic confinement by modifying the laser power in
the blue-detuned lattice that traps the atoms, thus changing its frequency from
ωz/2π = 1.1(2) kHz to ωz/2π = 2.3(2) kHz. Using the ideal Bose gas statistics in
the tight harmonic trap, for a gas of N = 1.3(2)× 105 atoms at a temperature of
T ' 300 nK, this corresponds to r.m.s. thicknesses between 0.3µm and 0.6µm. (ii)
Allowing the atoms to expand for a short time after all traps have been switched
off. The extent of the gas in the xy–direction does not vary significantly during the
time of flight (ToF) (duration between 0.7ms and 4.7ms). In that case, the r.m.s.
thickness varies between 3µm and 25µm. For the densest clouds, the thickness is
also influenced by the measurement itself. Indeed, the light-induced dipole-dipole
forces between atoms lead to an increase of the size of the cloud during the probing.
In the densest case, we estimate from measurements of the velocity distribution after
an excitation with a duration of τ = 10µs that the thickness averaged over the pulse
duration is increased by ∼ 20 %. In some experiments, in which the signal is large
enough, we limit this effect by reducing the probe duration τ to 3µs.
4.1.2 Transmission measurement
We probe the response of the cloud by measuring the transmission of a laser beam
propagating along the z−direction. The light is linearly polarized along the x−axis
and tuned close to the |F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3〉 D2 transition. The duration of the light
pulse is fixed to 10µs for most experiments and we limit the imaging intensity I to
the weakly saturating regime with 0.075 < I/Isat < 0.2, where Isat ' 1.67mW/cm2
is the resonant saturation intensity. We define ∆ν as the detuning of the laser beam
with respect to the single-atom resonance. The cloud intensity transmission |T |2 is
extracted by comparing images with and without atoms and we compute the optical
depth D = − ln |T |2 (see Sec. 4.1.3). The numerical aperture of the optical system is
limited on purpose to minimize the collection of fluorescence light from directions
different from the propagation direction of the light beam.
aThe 2D phase-space density of the cloud is below the transverse condensation threshold as
defined in [193].
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4.1 – (a) Schematic representation of the imaging setup. The
atoms are confined by a single, disk-shaped potential which is imaged
using a microscope objective onto a back-illuminated CCD camera. The
numerical aperture of the system is limited to ≈ 0.2 using an iris in the
Fourier plane of the atoms to limit the collected fluorescence light. (b)
Typical in-situ image obtained on a back illuminated CCD camera of the
in-plane density distribution averaged over three individual measurements.
For this example, the atom surface density is n = 25µm−2. We extract
a region of interest with uniform density for our analysis with a typical
area of 200µm2.
4.1.3 Computation of the optical depth
We extract the optical depth (D) of the clouds by comparing pictures with and
without atoms. The read-out noise on the count number Ncount is dNcount ∼ 5 per
pixel. We subtract from these images equivalent pictures without any imaging pulse
to remove the background counts and obtain two pictures Mwith and Mwithout. The
typical noise on the count number per pixel is thus dN =
√
2 dNcount ∼ 7.
The magnification of the optical system is 11.25, leading to an effective pixel size
in the plane of the atoms of 1.16µm. The typical mean number of counts per pixel
accumulated during the 10µs imaging pulse is 80 on the picture without atoms.
We optimize the signal-to-noise ratio by summing all the pixels in the region of
interest for Mwith and Mwithout. This yields a total count number in the picture with
atoms Nwith and without atoms Nwithout from which we compute the optical depth:
D = − ln(Nwith/Nwithout). The region of interest varies with the time-of-flight of the
cloud. This region is a disk that ensures that we consider a part of the cloud with
approximately constant density (with 15% rms fluctuations), comprising typically
200 pixels. With these imaging parameters we can reliably measure optical depths
up to 4 but we conservatively fit only data for which D < 3. At low densities, the
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Figure 4.2 – Example of resonance curves. Symbols represent the
experimental data, and the corresponding dashed lines are Lorentzian
fits. All curves are taken with the cloud thickness k∆z = 2.4(6) and for
surface densities of nk−2 = 0.06(1) (circles), 0.38(6) (squares) and 1.5(2)
(diamonds). The errors on the fitted parameters are determined using a
basic bootstrap analysis, repeating the fitting procedure 100 times on a set
of random points drawn from the original set of data, of the same length
as this original set.
statistical error on D due to the read-out noise is about 0.01. At D ∼ 3, it reaches
0.12.
4.1.4 Atom number calibration
As demonstrated in this article, dipole-dipole interactions strongly modify the
response of the atomic cloud to resonant light and make an atom number calibration
difficult. In this work, we measure the atom number with absorption imaging
for different amounts of atoms transferred by a coherent microwave field from the
|F = 1,mF = −1〉 “dark” state to the |F = 2,mF = −2〉 state in which the atoms
are resonant with the linearly polarized probe light. We perform resonant Rabi
oscillations for this coherent transfer and fit the measured atom number as a function
of time by a sinus square function. We select points with an optical depth below 1, to
limit the influence of dipole-dipole interactions. This corresponds to small microwave
pulse area or to an area close to a 2π pulse, to make the fit more robust. From
the measured optical depth D, we extract nk−2 = (15/7) D/(6π). The factor 7/15
corresponds to the average of equally-weighted squared Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
for linearly polarized light resonant with the F = 2 to F ′ = 3 transition. This model
does not take into account possible optical pumping effects that could lead to an
unequal contribution from the different transitions and hence a systematic error on
the determination of the atom number.
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4.1.5 Experimental protocol
Our basic transmission measurements consist in scanning the detuning ∆ν close
to the F = 2 to F ′ = 3 resonance (|∆ν| < 30MHz) and in measuring the optical
depth at a fixed density. The other hyperfine levels F ′ = 2, 1, 0 of the excited 5P3/2
level play a negligible role for this detuning range. The position of the single-atom
resonance is independently calibrated using a dilute cloud. The precision on this
calibration is of 0.03 Γ0, where Γ0/2π = 6.1 MHz is the atomic linewidth. The
measured resonance curves are fitted with a Lorentzian function:
∆ν 7→ Dmax/[1 + 4 (∆ν − ν0)2 /Γ2]. (4.1)
This function captures well the central shape of the curve for thin gases, as seen in the
examples of Fig. 4.2. When increasing the atomic density we observe a broadening
of the line Γ > Γ0, a non-linear increase of the maximal optical depth Dmax and a
blue shift ν0 > 0. In Sec. 4.3 we present the evolution of these fitted parameters for
different densities and thicknesses. Note that in our analysis all points with values of
D above 3 are discarded to avoid potential systematic errors. Whereas this threshold
has little influence for thin clouds (as shown in Fig. 4.2) for which the maximal
optical depths are not large compared to the threshold, for thick gases this typically
removes the measurements at detunings smaller than 1.5Γ0. Hence, in this case, we
consider the amplitude and the width of the fits to be not reliable and we use the
position of the maximum of the resonance ν0 with caution.
We investigate the dependence of the fit parameters Dmax, Γ and ν0 for different
atomic clouds in Sec 4.3. These results are compared to the prediction from a
theoretical model that we describe in the following Section.
4.2 Theoretical description
Light scattering by a dense sample of emitters is a complex many-body problem
and it is quite challenging to describe. The slab geometry is a textbook situation
which has been largely explored. A recent detailed study of the slab geometry can be
found in Ref. [167]. We focus in this section first on a perturbative approach which is
valid for low enough densities. We then report coupled dipole simulations following
the method presented in [181] but extended with a finite-size scaling approach to
address the situation of large slabs. We also discuss the regime of validity for these
two approaches.
4.2.1 Perturbative approach
We describe here a semi-analytical model accounting for the multiple scattering of
light by a dilute atom sample, inspired from reference [184]. By taking into account
multiple scattering processes between atom pairs, it provides the first correction to
the Beer-Lambert law when decreasing the mean distance l between nearest neighbors
towards k−3.
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Index of refraction of a homogeneous system
In reference [184], the index of refraction of a homogeneous dilute atomic gas was
calculated, taking into account the first non-linear effects occurring when increasing
the volume atom density. The small parameter governing the perturbative expansion
is ρk−3, where ρ is the atom density. At second order in ρk−3 two physical effects
contribute to the refraction index, namely the effect of the quantum statistics of
atoms on their position distribution, and the dipole-dipole interactions occurring
between nearby atoms after one photon absorption. Here we expect the effect of
quantum statistics to remain small, and thus neglect it hereafter (see Ref. [194] for
a recent measurement of this effect). Including the effect of multiple scattering
processes between atom pairs, one obtains the following expression for the refractive
index:
nr = 1 +
αρ
1− αρ/3 + βρ (4.2)
β = −
∫
dr
[
α2G′2 + α3G′3e−ikz
1− α2G′2
]
xx
(r) (4.3)
where we introduced the atom polarisability α = 6πik−3/(1− 2iδ/Γ) and the Green
function [G] of an oscillating dipole
Gαβ(r) =−
1
3δ(r)δαβ + G
′
αβ(r),
G′αβ(r) =−
k3
4π
eikr
kr
[(
1 + 3i
kr
− 3(kr)2
)
rαrβ
r2
−
(
1 + i
kr
− 1(kr)2
)
δαβ
]
, (4.4)
in which retardation effects are neglected [195]. Note that for a thermal atomic
sample of Doppler width larger than Γ, we expect an averaging of the coherent term
β to zero due to the random Doppler shifts. When setting β = 0 in Eq. (4.2) we
recover the common Lorentz-Lorenz shift of the atomic resonance [196]. We plot in
Fig. 4.3 the imaginary part of the index of refraction as a function of the detuning δ,
for a typical atom density used in the experiment (solid line) and compare with the
single-atom response with (dotted line) and without (dashed line) Lorentz-Lorenz
correction. The resonance line is modified by dipole-dipole interactions and we
observe a blue shift of the position of the maximum of the resonance [179].
Transmission through an infinite slab with a gaussian density profile
In order to account more precisely for the light absorption occurring in the experiment,
we extend the perturbative analysis of light scattering to inhomogeneous atom
distributions, for which the notion of index of refraction may not be well-defined.
The atom distribution is modeled by an average density distribution ρ(z) of infinite
extent along x and y, and depending on z only, as ρ(z) = ρ0 exp[−z2/(2∆z2)]. We
describe the propagation of light along z in the atomic sample. The incoming electric
field is denoted as E0ei(kz−ωt)ex. The total electric field, written as E(z)e−iωt, is
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Figure 4.3 – Imaginary part of the index of refraction of an homoge-
neous atomic sample of density ρk−3 ' 0.026. The three curves corre-
sponds to the absorption of independent atoms (dashed black line), to the
resonance line taking into account the Lorentz-Lorenz correction (dotted
blue line), and to the perturbative analysis discussed in the text (solid
black line), which takes into account multiple scattering of photons between
pairs of atoms [184].
given by the sum of the incoming field and the field radiated by the excited atomic
dipoles:
E(z) = E0eikzex +
∫
d3r′ ρ(z′) [G(r − r
′)]
ε0
d(z′), (4.5)
where d(z) is the dipole amplitude of an atom located at z and ε0 is the vacuum
permittivity. The integral over x and y can be performed analytically, leading to the
expression
E(z) = E0eikzex +
ik
2ε0
∫
dz′ ρ(z′)eik|z−z′|d⊥(z′), (4.6)
where d⊥(z) is the dipole amplitude projected in the x, y plane.
The dipole amplitude can be calculated from the atom polarisability α and the
electric field at the atom position. Taking into account multiple light scattering
between atom pairs, we obtain a self-consistent expression for the dipole amplitude,
valid up to first order in atom density, as d(z) = d(z)ex, with
d(z) = αε0E0eikz
+
∫
dr′ ρ(z′)
{[
αG
1− α2G2
]
xx
(r − r′)d(z′)
+
[
α2G2
1− α2G2
]
xx
(r − r′)d(z)
}
. (4.7)
Note that the dipole amplitude also features a component along z, but it would
appear in the perturbative expansion in the atom density at higher orders.
The electric field and dipole amplitude are numerically computed by solving the linear
system (4.6)-(4.7). The optical depth is then calculated as D = − log(|E(z)|2/|E0|2)
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for z  ∆z. The results of this approach will be displayed and quantitatively
compared to coupled dipole simulations in the next subsection.
4.2.2 Coupled dipole simulations
Methods
Our second approach to simulate the experiments follows the description in Ref.
[181] and uses a coupled dipole model. We consider atoms with a J = 0 to J = 1
transition. For a given surface density n and thickness ∆z we draw the positions of
the N atoms with a uniform distribution in the xy plane and a Gaussian distribution
along the z direction. The number of atoms and hence the disk radius is varied to
perform finite-size scaling. For a given detuning and a linear polarization along x
of the incoming field, we compute the steady-state value of each dipole dj which is
induced by the sum of the contributions from the laser field and from all the other
dipoles in the system. The second contribution is obtained thanks to the tensor
Green function G giving the field radiated at position r by a dipole located at origin.
Practically, the values of the N dipoles are obtained by numerically solving a set of
3N linear equations, which limits the atom number to a few thousands, a much lower
value than in the experiment (where we have up to 105 atoms). From the values of
the dipoles we obtain the transmission T of the sample:
T = 1− i2σ
nk−2
N
∑
j
k3
6πε0EL
dj,xe
−ikzj (4.8)
where zj is the vertical coordinate of the j-th atom, EL the incoming electric field,
and dj,x is the x component of the dipole of the j-th atom. From the transmission, we
compute the optical depth D = − ln |T |2 and fit the resonance line with a Lorentzian
line shape to extract, as for the experimental results, the maximum, the position
and the width of the line.
As the number of atoms used in the simulations is limited, it is important to
verify the result of the simulations is independent of the atom number. In this
work, we are mostly interested in the response of an infinitely large system in the
xy−plane. It is indeed the situation considered in the perturbative approach and in
the experimental system for which the diameter is larger than 300 k−1 and where
finite-size effects should be small. The atom number in the simulations is typically
two order of magnitudes lower than in the experiment and finite-size effects could
become important. For instance, some diffraction effects due to the sharp edge
of the disk could play a role [167]. Consequently, we varied the atom number in
the simulations and observed, for simulated clouds with small radii, a significant
dependence of the simulation results on the atom number. We have developed a
finite-size scaling approach to circumvent this limitation. We focus in the following
on transmission measurements as in the experiment.
We show two examples of this finite-size scaling approach for k∆z = 1.6 in Fig. 4.4
and k∆z = 80 in Fig. 4.5. For low enough surface densities, the results of the
simulations (maximal optical depth, width, shift,...) for different atom numbers in
the simulation are aligned, when plotted as a function of 1/
√
Nsim, and allow for the
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Figure 4.4 – Example of finite-size scaling to determine the position of
the maximum of the resonance ν0. Here k∆z = 1.6 and (from bottom to
top) nk−2 = 0.05, 0.11 and 0.21. Simulations are repeated for different
atom number Nsim. The number of averages ranges from 75 (left points,
Nsim = 2000) to 25 000 (right points, Nsim = 100). When plotting the
shift as a function of 1/
√
Nsim ∝ 1/R, and for low enough densities, data
points are aligned and allow for a finite-size scaling. Vertical error bars
represent the standard error obtained when averaging the results over
many random atomic distributions.
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Figure 4.5 – Example of finite-size scaling to determine (a) the position
of the maximum of the resonance ν0 and (b) the width Γ of the resonance.
Here, k∆z = 80 and (from top to bottom) nk−2 = 0.027, 0.08 and 0.13.
Simulations are repeated for different atom number Nsim. The number of
averages ranges from 75 (left points, Nsim = 2000) to 25 000 (right points,
Nsim = 100). Vertical error bars represent the standard error obtained
when averaging the result over many random atomic distributions.
desired finite-size scaling. All the results presented in this section and in Sec. 4.3a are
obtained by taking the extrapolation to an infinite system size, which corresponds to
the offset of the linear fit in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5.
Interestingly, we observe in Fig. 4.4 for a thin cloud that considering a finite-size
system only leads to a small underestimate of the blue shift of the resonance. However,
for thicker slabs, such as in Fig. 4.5, we get, for finite systems, a small red shift and a
aexcept for Fig. 4.9(b) for which simulations are performed for a fixed atom number of 2000.
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Figure 4.6 – Coupled dipole simulations for different thicknesses. (a)
Maximal optical depth, (b) Position of the maximum of the line, (c) Width
of the resonance line. We report results for k∆z =0, 1.6 and 8, the darkest
lines corresponding to the smallest thicknesses. The black dashed lines
correspond to the single-atom response.
narrowing of the line. Considering our experimental system, we have 1/
√
N ≈ 0.003,
leading to a small correction according to the fits in Fig. 4.5. However, for such thick
systems we are able to simulate only systems with low nk−2, typically 0.1, whereas we
can reach densities 15 times larger in the experiment, which could enhance finite-size
effects. Simulation of thick and optically dense slabs is thus challenging and the
crossover between the thin slab situation explored in this article and the thick regime
is an interesting perspective of this work.
Role of the thickness and density of the cloud
We now investigate the results of coupled dipole simulations for different densities
and thicknesses of the atomic cloud. We limit the study to low densities, for which
the finite-size scaling approach works. It is important to note that the computed
line shapes deviate significantly from a Lorentzian shape and become asymmetric.
Consequently there is not a unique definition for the center of the line and for its
width. In our analysis, we fit the resonance lines around their maximum with a
typical range of ±0.5 Γ. The shift thus corresponds to a variation of the position
of the maximum of the line and the “width” characterizes the curvature of the line
around its maximum. The results of these fits are reported in Fig. 4.6 as a function of
surface density for different thicknesses. In these plots, we observe the same features
as qualitatively described in Sec. 4.1: A decrease of the maximal optical depth with
respect to the single-atom response (Fig. 4.6(a)), a blue shift of the position of
the maximum (Fig. 4.6(b)) and a broadening of the line (Fig. 4.6(c)). For a fixed
thickness, these effects increase with surface density and for a fixed surface density
they are more pronounced for lower thicknesses. Note that we only explore here
surface densities lower than 0.25 which is quite lower than the maximum experimental
value (∼ 1.5). Whereas our finite-size scaling approach can be well-extended for very
thin systems (k∆z < 1) it fails for thick and optically dense systemsa.
aWe guess that this is due to the limited atom number used in the simulation which prevents
from investigating a regime where the geometry of the simulated cloud has an aspect ratio similar
to the experimental one.
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Figure 4.7 – Comparison between the coupled dipole simulations and the
perturbative model. (a) Behavior of the optical depth at the single-atom
resonance D0 with surface density for different thicknesses (k∆z =0, 1.6
and 3.2, from bottom to top). Coupled dipole simulations are shown as
solid lines, perturbative approach as dotted lines and the dashed line is
the Beer-Lambert prediction. (b) Slope β of the blue shift ν0 = βnk−2 as
a function of the inverse thickness 1/k∆z. The solid line is the result of
the coupled dipole model, the dash-dotted line is the zero-thickness coupled
dipole result (1/k∆z →∞), the dotted line is the perturbative model.
Comparison with the perturbative model
The perturbative approach is limited to low densities ρk−3  1 but it gives the
response of an infinitely expanded cloud in the transverse direction. Coupled dipole
simulations can in principle address arbitrarily large densities but the number of
atoms considered in a simulation is limited, and thus for a given density the size of
the system is limited. Coupled dipole simulations are thus more relevant for thin
and dense sample and the perturbative approach more suited for non-zero thickness
samples.
In Fig. 4.7 we choose two illustrative examples to confirm, in the regime where both
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models could be used, that these two approaches are in quantitative agreement. In
Fig. 4.7(a) we compare the maximum optical depth as a function of surface density
for three different thicknesses. The perturbative approach is typically valid, for this
set of thicknesses, up to nk−2 ∼ 0.1. We investigate the shift of the position of the
maximum in Fig. 4.7(b). We report, as a function of the inverse thickness (1/k∆z),
the slope γ of the shift with density, ν0 = γnk−2, computed for surface densities
below 0.1. The dotted line is the result from the perturbative approach, the solid
line corresponds to coupled dipole simulations and the dash-dotted line to the result
for zero thickness. The perturbative approach approximates well coupled dipole
simulations. This result also confirms that the finite-size scaling approach provides a
good determination of the response of an infinite system in the xy−direction.
We have identified in this Section the specific features of the transmission of light
trough a dense slab of atoms. We focus here on the transmission coefficient to show
that we observe the same features in the experiment and we will make a quantitative
comparison between our experimental findings and the results obtained with coupled
dipole simulations. Our theoretical analysis is complemented by a study of the
reflection coefficient of a strictly 2D gas detailed in in section 4.5.
4.3 Experimental results
We show in Fig. 4.8 the results of the experiments introduced in Sec. 4.1. The
fitted Dmax for different surface densities is shown in Fig. 4.8(a). We compare these
results to the Beer-Lambert prediction (narrow dashes) DBL = nσ0 and to the same
prediction corrected by a factor 7/15 (large dashes). This factor is the average of
the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients relevant for π-polarized light tuned close to the
|F = 2〉 → |F ′ = 3〉 transition and, as discussed previously, it is included in the
calibration of the atom number. At large surface densities, we observe an important
deviation from this corrected Beer-Lambert prediction: we measure that Dmax seems
to saturate around Dmax ≈ 3.5 whereas DBL ≈ 13a. We also show the prediction of
the coupled dipole model, as a solid line for the full range of surface densities at
k∆z = 0 and as a dotted line for the numerically accessible range of surface densities
at k∆z = 2.4. The coupled dipole simulation at k∆z = 0 shows the same trend as
in the experiment but with Dmax now bounded by 2. A reason could be the non-zero
thickness of the atomic slab. In order to test this hypothesis, we investigated the
influence of probing duration for the largest density. For such a density we could
decrease the pulse duration while keeping a good enough signal to noise ratio (see
inset in Fig. 2(b)). For a shorter probing duration, hence for a smaller expansion of
the cloud, Dmax decreases, in qualitative agreement with the expected effect of the
finite thickness.
The saturation of the optical depth with density is a counterintuitive feature. It
shows that increasing the surface density of an atomic layer does not lead to an
increase of its optical depth. Coupled dipole simulations at k∆z = 0 even show that
the system becomes slightly more transparent as the surface density is increased.
aThe observed saturation is not due to our detection procedure. In the fitting procedure, we
only select points with a measured optical depth below 3 to avoid any bias.
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Figure 4.8 – Maximum optical depth (a), broadening (b) and frequency
shift (c) of the resonance line for our thinnest samples with k∆z = 2.4(6)
(circles) and for thicker samples with k∆z = 30(8) (squares). In (a) the
shaded area represents the uncertainty in the frequency calibration of the
single-atom resonance. In (a) and (b), the dark black solid (resp. light
blue dotted) line is the prediction of the coupled dipole model for k∆z = 0
(resp. k∆z = 2.4) in its accessible range of densities. The dashed lines
represent the single-atom response.
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These behavior may be explained qualitatively by the broadening of the distribution
of resonance frequencies of the eigenmodes of this many-body system. A dense
system scatters light for a large range of detunings but the cross section at a given
detuning saturates or becomes lower as the surface density is increased.
We display in Fig. 4.8(b) the width Γ of the Lorentzian fits for k∆z = 2.4(6) along
with coupled dipole simulation resultsa. We observe a broadening of the resonance
line up to more than 3 Γ0. This broadening is confirmed by the simulation results
for k∆z = 0 (solid line). Note that the exact agreement with the experimental
data should be considered as coincidental. The range on which we can compute
the broadening for k∆z = 2.4 (light dotted line) is too small to discuss a possible
agreement.
We show in Fig. 4.8(c) the evolution of ν0 with density. A blue shift, reaching 0.2 Γ0
for the largest density, is observed. At the largest density, an even larger shift is
observed when decreasing the pulse duration (≈ 0.4 Γ0, not shown here). We also
display the result of the coupled dipole model for the cases k∆z = 2.4 and k∆z = 0.
Both simulations confirm the blue shift but predict a different behavior and a larger
effect. In addition, we show the variation of ν0 for a thick cloud with k∆z = 30(8).
In that case we observe a marginally significant red shiftb.
The experimental observation of a blue shift has never been reported experimentally
to our knowledge. It is in stark contrast, both in amplitude and in sign, with
the mean-field prediction of the Lorentz-Lorenz red shift νMF0 /Γ0 = −πρk−3 =
−
√
π/2nk−2/(k∆z), written here at the center of the cloud along z. The failure
of the Lorentz-Lorenz prediction for cold atom systems has already been observed
and discussed for instance in Refs [191, 182, 180]. As discussed with the perturba-
tive approach in Sec. 4.2, the Lorentz-Lorenz contribution is still present but it is
(over)compensated by multiple scattering effects for a set of fixed scatterers. In hot
vapors, where the Doppler effect is large, the contribution of multiple scattering
vanishes and thus the Lorentz-Lorenz contribution alone is observed. The related
Cooperative Lamb shift has been recently demonstrated in hot vapor of atoms
confined in a thin slab in Ref. [160]. In the cold regime where scatterers are fixed,
such effects are not expected [167]. However, in these recent studies with dense and
cold samples a small red shift is still observed [191, 182, 180]. This difference on the
sign of the frequency shift with respect to the results obtained in this work may be
explained by residual inhomogeneous broadening induced by the finite temperature
or the diluteness of the sample in Ref. [182] and by the specific geometry in Ref.
[180], where the size of the atomic cloud is comparable to λ and where diffraction
effects may play an important role. As discussed in Sec. 4.2, our observation of a
blue shift is a general result which applies to the infinite slab. It is robust to a
wide range of thicknesses and density, and while we computed it theoretically for a
aWe guess that this is due to the limited atom number used in the simulation which prevents
from investigating a regime where the geometry of the simulated cloud has an aspect ratio similar
to the experimental one.
bFor thick clouds the expected optical depth of the cloud becomes larger than the maximal
value we can detect. We then only fit the points with a measured optical depth below 3. From
this fit we cannot estimate reliably the value of the maximum and width of the resonance line,
but we can get an estimate of the “center” of the line which may deviate from the position of the
maximum of the resonance for an asymmetric lineshape.
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Figure 4.9 – Non-Lorentzian wings of the resonance line. (a) Two
examples of the scaling of optical depth with ∆ν (blue side), in log-log
scale, for k∆z = 2.4(6) (circles) and for k∆z = 350(90) (squares) and
their power-law fit. (b) Coupled dipole simulations at zero thickness
and for nk−2 = 1.5(2) . The optical depth is plotted as a function of
detuning (resp. minus the detuning) from the resonance line, for the
blue (circles) (resp. red (squares)) side. The solid lines are power-law
fits. (c) Experimental results for nk−2 = 1.5(2). Circles (resp. squares)
represent the fitted exponents ηr (resp. ηb) to the far-detuned regions of
the resonance line on the red and blue side, respectively. The fit function
is ∆ν 7→ D(∆ν) = A (∆ν − ν0)η. The error on the fitted exponents is
also determined using a bootstrap analysis. The horizontal dashed black
line (η = −2) emphasizes the expected asymptotic value for low densities
for a Lorentzian line (at large detunings).
two-level system, it also shows up experimentally in a more complex atomic level
structure. It was also predicted in Ref. [167] but for a uniform distribution along
the z axis instead of the Gaussian profile considered in this work, and also discussed
in [179]. Consequently, we believe that it is an important and generic feature of light
scattering in a extended cloud of fixed randomly distributed scatterers.
Finally, we compare the lineshape of the resonance with the Lorentzian shape
expected for a single atom. We measure for nk−2 = 1.5(2), the optical depth at
large detunings, and for various cloud thicknesses. We fit it with a power law on
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the red-detuned (resp. blue-detuned) frequency interval with exponent ηr (resp. ηb)
as shown, for two examples, in Fig. 4.9(a). If the behavior were indeed Lorentzian,
the exponents should be −2 in the limit of large detuning. As seen in Fig. 4.4(c), for
the thinnest gases, the fitted exponents are significantly different from the expected
value and can reach values up to −1.3, showing the strong influence of dipole-dipole
interactions in our system. We show the result of coupled dipole simulations for
k∆z = 0 in Fig. 4.4(b) along with their power-law fit. We extract the exponents
ηr = −0.36(1) and ηb = −0.70(1) that are report as solid lines in Fig. 4.4(c). Our
experimental results interpolate between the single-atom case and the simulated 2D
situation.
4.4 Conclusion
In summary we have studied the transmission of a macroscopic dense slab of atoms
with uniform in-plane density and a transverse gaussian density distribution. We
observed a strong reduction of the maximum optical density and a broadening of
the resonance line. More surprisingly, we showed the presence of a large blue shift
of the resonance line and a deviation from Lorentzian behavior in the wings of
the resonance line. These results are qualitatively confirmed by coupled dipole
simulations and a perturbative approach of this scattering problem. We also confirm
the difficulty already observed to obtain a quantitative agreement between coupled
dipole simulations and experimental results in the dense regime [189, 180]. Possible
explanations for this discrepancy are (i) residual motion of the atoms during the
probing due to the strong light-induced dipole-dipole interactions, (ii) a too large
intensity used in the experiment which goes beyond the validity of the coupled
dipole approach, (iii) the influence of the complex atomic level structure. We were
careful in this work to limit the influence of the two first explanations and the last
possibility is likely to be the main limitation. The complex level structure leads
to optical pumping effects during the probing and thus the scattering cross-section
of the sample is not well-defined. A simple way to take into account the level
structure is, as discussed in Sec. 4.3, to renormalize the scattering cross section by
the average of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients involved in the process. For 87Rb
atoms this amounts for the factor 7/15 already discussed earlier. However this is a
crude approximation which neglects optical pumping effects during scattering and
whose validity in the dense regime is not clear. Two approaches can be considered to
remove this limitation. First, one can use another atomic species such as strontium
or ytterbium bosonic isotopes which have a spin singlet ground state and in which
almost exact two-level systems are available for some optical transitions. Scattering
experiments on strontium clouds have been reported [197, 169, 182] but they did
not explore the dense regime tackled in this work. The comparison with theory
thus relies on modeling their inhomogeneous density distribution accurately. Second,
an effective two-level system can be created in the widely used alkali atoms by
imposing a strong magnetic field which could separate the different transitions by
several times the natural linewidth as demonstrated in some recent experiments
on three-level systems [198, 199]. This method could be in principle applied on
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our setup to create an effective two-level system and could help to understand the
aforementioned discrepancies.
Finally, we note that this article focuses on the steady-state transmission of a cloud
illuminated by a uniform monochromatic beam. The slab geometry that we have
developed here is of great interest for comparison between theory and experiments
and our work opens interesting perspectives for extending this study to time-resolved
experiments, to fluorescence measurements or to spatially resolved propagation of
light studies.
4.5 Additional remark: reflection coefficient of a 2D gas
Thanks to their large scattering cross section at resonance, arrays of atoms can be
used to emit light with a controlled spatial pattern [200]. A single-atom mirror has
been demonstrated [201] and, more generally, regular two-dimensional arrays of atoms
have been considered for realizing controllable light absorbers [202] or mirrors [203]
with atomic-sized thicknesses. For the disordered atomic samples considered in this
article the strong decrease of the transmission because of dipole-dipole interactions
could lead to a large reflection coefficient. For a strictly two-dimensional gas we show
as a solid line in Fig. 4.10 the result of the coupled dipole model for the intensity
reflection coefficient |R|2 at resonance and at normal incidence as a function of
density. This intensity reflection coefficient has a behavior with density similar to
the optical depth D (dotted line). The relation between these two quantities depends
on the relative phase between the incoming and the reflected field. For a transmitted
field in phase with the incident field we find, using the boundary condition R+T = 1,
a lower bound for this reflection coefficient, |R|2 ≥ (1 − |T |)2, shown as a dashed
line in Fig. 4.10. The intensity reflection coefficient is close to this lower bound in
the regime explored in this work. The maximum computed value for the reflection
coefficient is close to 40% which shows that a single disordered layer of individual
atoms can significantly reflect an incoming light beama. Note that for a non-2D
sample light can be diffused at any angle. For our experimental thickness and the
relevant densities the reflection coefficient is in practice much lower than the above
prediction.
aWe have investigated here only the behavior at normal incidence. A full characterization of
such a atomic mirror is beyond the scope of this work
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Figure 4.10 – Intensity reflection coefficient as a function of surface
density for k∆z = 0 (solid line). For comparison we show the correspond-
ing optical depth D (dotted line, right axis) and the lower bound for the
reflection coefficient deduced from this optical depth (dashed line).
5
Study of light diffusion
The tunability of our experimental setup and the high resolution of our imaging
system makes a spatially resolved study of light diffusion possible. In this chapter,
we explore light propagation in a dense cloud of atoms by fluorescence measurements.
We are thus probing the incoherent part of the scattered light, whereas in the previous
chapter we were mainly probing the coherent part.
Atoms are confined in a layer geometry in the focal plane of a high resolution imaging
system, which allows us to inject light in a region with sharp boundaries and monitor
its spreading away from this region (see Fig. 5.1(a)). We observed that the fluorescence
intensity, which measures the local photon escape rate, decays exponentially with
the distance from the excitation zone. We show that this behaviour is compatible
with a two-dimensional (2D) diffusive model. For resonant light, we measured the
decay length of the fluorescence signal as a function of the atomic density. We found
that it saturates in the regime of high density, where photons undergo a few tens of
scattering events before leaving the sample. For detuned light, the photon escape
rate is significantly modified, in a way that suggests a light-guiding mechanism
reminiscent of a graded-index planar waveguide. We also observed these phenomena
in numerical simulations based on a model of coupled dipoles, and explained them
by an analytical model of light guiding in an open, disordered 2D slab.
5.1 Results
The sections of this chapter are now published in [187], and are reproduced almost
without modifications. Only titles have been added and some phrases changed to be
consistent with the rest of the thesis.
5.1.1 Light spreading in a dense atomic cloud
Here we explore the phenomenon of multiple scattering of light in a dense and large
cloud of atoms. In our ultracold sample the motion of the atoms is negligible on
the timescale of the experiment, so they act as a gas of fixed, randomly distributed
point scatterers. Atoms are confined in a layer geometry in the focal plane of a high
resolution imaging system, which allows us to inject light in a region with sharp
boundaries and monitor its spreading away from this region (see Fig. 5.1(a)). We
observed that the fluorescence intensity, which measures the local photon escape
rate, decays exponentially with the distance from the excitation zone. We show
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Figure 5.1 – Experimental setup. A layer of atoms is illuminated at its
center with a resonant light beam of radius R0. Photons initially emitted
in the excitation region can be scattered several times in the atomic layer
before exiting the system and being collected and imaged. (b) Typical
fluorescence image at resonance and maximum density. The black circle,
of diameter of 2R0 = 5µm, delineates the excitation region. Intensity is
not uniform inside the excitation region partially because of finite optical
resolution but also and more importantly, because of the light diffusion
process itself, as described in the text.
that this behavior is compatible with a two-dimensional (2D) diffusive model. For
resonant light, we measured the decay length of the fluorescence signal as a function
of the atomic density. We found that it saturates in the regime of high density,
where photons undergo a few tens of scattering events before leaving the sample.
For detuned light, the photon escape rate is significantly modified, in a way that
suggests a light-guiding mechanism reminiscent of a graded-index planar waveguide.
We also observed these phenomena in numerical simulations based on a model of
coupled dipoles, and explained them in a semi-quantitative way by an analytical
model of light guiding in an open, disordered 2D slab.
We use a dense layer of 87Rb atoms as previously described in Refs. [116, 186]
and in the methods section. In the xy plane, we produce a uniform disk-shaped
atomic layer with a controllable surface density up to ρ2D = 135(15) µm−2. Atoms
are strongly confined along the vertical z direction with an approximately gaussian
density distribution of r.m.s. thickness ∆z ≈ 0.3 µm < λ0, with λ0 = 2π/k = 0.78 µm
the resonant wavelength for the |F = 2〉 to |F ′ = 3〉 D2 transition of rubidium atoms.
This corresponds to a maximum density at the center of the gaussian profile of
ρ3Dk
−3 = 0.35(5) where ρ3D = ρ2D/(
√
2π∆z).
The atomic cloud is locally excited by light at a wavelength λ0, propagating per-
pendicular to the atomic plane along the z axis, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1(a), and
linearly polarized along x. In the illuminated region, the intensity of the beam
is on the order of 7 Isat, where Isat = 1.6mWcm−2 is the saturation intensity for
this transition (with a linewidth Γ = 2π× 6MHz) a. The light beam profile on the
aThe intensity we used is large enough to ensure that, even if our samples have large optical
depths, the cloud is well-excited for all positions along the z direction.
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Figure 5.2 – Fluorescence decay. Binned and azimuthally averaged
profile for the measured atomic fluorescence (squares). Circles show
the small background signal observed without atoms. The shaded area
represents the excitation region. Statistical errors bars due to photon
counting are smaller than the size of the points. The inset shows the
same data outside the excitation region in a semilog plot to emphasize the
exponential decay of the fluorescence signal. Data are averaged over 100
measurements.
atomic cloud is given by the image of a pinhole whose diameter on the atomic cloud
is 2R0 = 5 µm. The excitation duration is τ = 10 µs. The atomic fluorescence is
collected, spatially filtered and imaged on a CCD camera. We detect only photons
with a linear polarization perpendicular to the excitation polarization and block the
residual transmitted light in the spatial mode of the incident beam. The optical
resolution of our system (∼1 µm) is characterized in section 5.3.2. Atoms outside the
illuminated region are only excited by scattered light and feel a much lower intensity
than in the illuminated region. Taking into account our collection and detection
efficiencies, assuming that the scatterers are independent and that polarization is
randomized for photons emitted from outside the excitation region, we obtain a rough
estimate for the intensity seen by atoms at 1 µm from the edge of the illuminated
region of approximately 0.1 Isat. It is important to operate in this low saturation
regime to enable comparison with the simulations described below.
We show in Fig. 5.1(b) a typical measurement of the atomic fluorescence signal
integrated over the full duration of the excitation. The circle indicates the illuminated
region. Photons are detected up to several micrometers away from this region.
We show in Fig. 5.2 a binned and azimuthally averaged profile of the fluorescence
image. There is a large ratio between the atomic signal and residual stray light
over the explored experimental range. Outside the illuminated region we observe an
exponential decay with distance of the atomic fluorescence over almost two decades
(see inset in Fig. 5.2). The decay lengths investigated in this work typically range
from 1 to 2 µm.
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0
Figure 5.3 – (a) Measured decay length ξ for different densities at reso-
nance (∆ = 0). Vertical error bars correspond to the standard deviation of
the results of exponential fits to the data obtained with a bootstrap approach.
Each data set is obtained from the average of 100 measurements. Hori-
zontal error bars represent the statistical uncertainty on the atom number.
The inset shows the relevant parameters of the simple model described in
section 5.1.3. (b) Decay length ξ obtained from the analytical result of
Eq. (5.3) (solid line) and numerical simulations of a model of classical
coupled dipoles (squares) as a function of density. Statistical error bars on
ξ obtained from the fitting procedure of the coupled dipole simulations are
smaller than the size of the points. The inset shows the fluorescence signal
computed with coupled dipole simulations for ρ3Dk−3 = 0.12 and averaged
over > 1000 atomic distributions. The solid line is the exponential fit
outside the illuminated region.
5.1.2 Diffusion model
We could explain the spatial shape of the fluorescence signal by a diffusion model of
light transport. In this framework and in the steady-state regime, the light energy
density I(r) at a point r in the sample obeys a diffusion equation with losses:
−D0∇2I(r) = −γI(r) + S(r), (5.1)
where D0 is the diffusion constant, γ the escape rate of photons and S(r) the source
term describing the laser excitation. We consider the situation where the source
term is S(r) = S0 for r < R0 and 0 otherwise. The solution of this equation in two
dimensions is given by
I(r) = S02πD0
∫∫
|r′|<R0
K0
(
|r− r′|
ξ
)
d2r′ ∝
rR0+ξ
e−r/ξ√
r
, (5.2)
where K0 is the modified Bessel function of the second kind of order zero and
ξ =
√
D0/γ. Outside the illuminated region, at large r, the function I(r) decays
almost exponentially a in agreement with our measurements. These results allow us
aWe neglect the
√
r dependence which has almost no influence on the shape of the signal in the
range of distance we explore in this work.
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to relate the measured photon decay length ξ to the diffusion constant D0 and to
the escape rate γ that we cannot measure individually in a direct way.
5.1.3 Variation of the decay length with density at resonance
We first focus on a resonant excitation. For different densities, we fit the experimental
fluorescence signal by Ae−r/ξ and obtain the decay length as a function of density
(see Fig. 5.3(a)). The low density regime (lower values of ρ3Dk−3) corresponds to the
case where a photon is typically leaving the sample after the first scattering event
outside the illuminated region. This scattering event occurs at a distance from the
edge of the illuminated region given by the mean free path ` = 1/(ρ3Dσ), where σ is
the light cross section (note that the validity of this expression of ` becomes dubious
for ` smaller than the interparticle distance). In this dilute regime we expect ξ ∼ `
to decrease when the density increases, as observed in Fig. 5.3(a). In the opposite
regime of large densities, we observe a saturation of the decay length. It remains
around kξ ≈ 12 while varying the density by a factor of about 3. We checked that
this saturation is not due to the finite resolution of our imaging system which allows
us to measure decay lengths below 1 µm (kξ . 8).
We have developed a simple geometrical model to explain the main features of the
curve in Fig. 5.3(a). For resonant light, the typical time between two scattering events
is Γ−1, so that D0 ∼ Γ`2. The photon loss rate γ ∼ Γp is related to the probability
p of escaping the cloud after a scattering event, leading to ξ =
√
D0/γ ∼ `/
√
p.
The saturation of ξ with increasing density thus stems from the compensation of
two antagonistic effects: (i) the decrease of mean free path, which tends to make
the decay length smaller and (ii) the decrease of the escape probability of scattered
photons. To be more quantitative, we estimate p by a geometric argument (inset
in Fig. 5.3(a)): an atom in a 2D gas emitting a photon can be considered as being
placed at the center of a vertical cylinder of radius `, corresponding to the typical
distance to the next scatterer. The photon will escape the cloud if its emission
angle θ0 is small enough so that it would meet the next scatterer at a height larger
than
√
σ/π. Emitted photons that escape the medium are then effectively contained
within a cone of half-angle θ0. This gives a probability p ∼ 2× 2π(1− cos θ0)/(4π)
with tan θ0 = `/
√
σ/π, and in turn:
kξ = k`√
1− (1 + `2π/σ)−1/2
. (5.3)
We display Eq. (5.3) computed for the resonant scattering cross section 3λ20/(2π) in
Fig. 5.3(b) (solid line). At low densities, ξ ∼ ` decays rapidly with increasing density,
as observed in the experiment. At larger densities, p ∼ `2π/(2σ) so that ξ becomes
independent of the density and much larger than the mean free path.
Using a random walk picture and this estimate of p, we find that the typical number
of scattering events before a photon leaves the sample is Nscatt = 1/p = 2σ/(π`2).
Considering an atomic density of ρ3Dk−3 = 0.07, in the “plateau" of Fig 5.3(b) but
not too large so that ` could still be interpreted with the classical picture of a mean
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free path, we get a typical value of about 20 scattering events. This value justifies
the diffusion model and confirms that we investigate experimentally a steady-state
situation (the total duration of a photon random walk, ≈ NscattΓ−1, is much shorter
than the duration τ of the illumination pulse).
As shown in Fig. 5.3(b), the variation of decay length with density is also reproduced
by numerical simulations based on the method of coupled dipoles. For these sim-
ulations, we model our atomic system by a random ensemble of classical coupled
dipoles (with transition J = 0 to J = 1) and compute the exact radiated field
from these dipoles for a given excitation field taking into account simultaneously all
effects related to dipole-dipole interactions and interferences. We assume that the
dipoles are randomly positioned in a layer geometry with the same thickness as in
the experiment and that they stay fixed during the excitation (see section 5.3.3).
The two models that we have developed are in good agreement with each other. But
although these predictions qualitatively reproduce the measurements in Fig. 5.3a,
note the difference by a factor ≈ 3 between the scales of the two graphs. Possible
reasons for this difference are discussed below.
0
0
Figure 5.4 – Decay length versus detuning. (a) Experimental results
obtained for a dense cloud with ρ3Dk−3 ' 0.35. The insets show the
bending of the trajectories which depends on the sign of the detuning. The
dashed lines in the insets correspond to the maximal emission angle a
photon leaving the sample could have without considering the bending
effect. Taking into account the bending effect, this maximal angle is
smaller for negative detuning and larger for positive detunings. Each point
is the average result of 100 measurements. (b) Decay length computed
from a numerical model of coupled dipoles (squares), decay length ξ =
`/
√
1− cos θ obtained by solving Eq. (5.4) for θ (solid line). All theory
curves are computed for the largest density we are able to handle ρ3Dk−3 =
0.1. Complementary data for other densities are presented in section 5.3.3.
Statistical error bars obtained from the fitting procedure for the coupled
dipole simulations are smaller than the size of the points.
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5.1.4 A graded-index waveguide
An interesting feature of atomic systems is the possibility to change dramatically
the response of the system by varying the detuning ∆ of the excitation light with
respect to the resonance. We report in Fig. 5.4(a) the influence of the detuning on
the experimental decay length ξ for the cloud of highest density. We observe a clear
asymmetry around ∆ = 0: the decay length is larger for negative than for positive
detunings, which indicates that photons are escaping more easily the sample when
∆ > 0. Clearly, the results of Fig. 5.4(a) cannot be explained by the dependence of
Eq. (5.3) on ∆, which originates only from the photon scattering cross section by a
single atom and is thus symmetric with respect to ∆ = 0.
We attribute the asymmetry mainly to a refractive-index gradient effect and we
developed a simple model to describe this effect. We approximate the atomic slab
by a continuous medium with a spatially-varying index of refraction n(z) along
the vertical direction and use the low-density expression for this index: n(z) =
1 − [6πρ3D(z)∆/Γ]/[k3(1 + 4∆2/Γ2)]. It is thus either larger than one below the
resonance (∆ < 0), or lower than one above the resonance (∆ > 0). In our system,
the density distribution ρ3D(z) has an approximately gaussian shape with a maximum
at z = 0 leading to a gradient of the index of refraction. For negative detuning, n(z)
decreases with |z| from the center of the cloud. This gives rise to a phenomenon
of light guiding close to the one encountered in optical waveguides, explaining
qualitatively why the decay length gets larger. For ∆ > 0, the opposite effect is
expected, with a decrease of the decay length.
More quantitatively, the effect of the refractive-index gradient on ξ can be estimated
by modifying the geometrical picture of the inset in Fig. 5.3(a) to account for the
bending of photon trajectories that escape the layer, as illustrated in the insets of
Fig. 5.4(a) for ∆ > 0 and ∆ < 0. For negative detunings, this bending leads to a
decrease of the maximum value of the emission angle θ0 for which a photon leaves
the cloud. Similarly, it leads to an increase of θ0 for positive detunings. In section
5.3.4, we compute the equation for the trajectory z(r) of a photon emitted in z = 0,
r = 0 and determine the emission angle θ0 that fulfills the “escape condition”
z(`) =
√
σ/π. (5.4)
where σ = 3λ20/(2π)/(1 + 4∆2/Γ2). To find z(r), we use the low-density expression
of n(z) given above, and approximate the density profile ρ3D(z) of the atomic layer
by an inverted parabola. The decay length obtained from this model is displayed
in Fig. 5.4(b) as a function of ∆ and shows a significant asymmetric behavior with
detuning.
A similar asymmetry is also visible in our numerical simulations of coupled dipoles
(see Fig. 5.4(b)). Complementary data presented in section 5.3.3 suggests that
the asymmetry becomes more pronounced at higher densities (which cannot be
explored with this simple analytic model). Note that differences show up between
the numerical simulations and our geometrical model. In particular, the simulations
display a weaker variation with ∆ than the one predicted by Eq. (5.4). This effect
could be attributed to light-induced dipole-dipole interactions between atoms. These
interactions are known to give rise to a broadening and a blue shift of the line [186],
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present in the simulations but not taken into account in Eq. (5.4). More generally,
cooperative effects could be taken into account by modifying also the mean free path
and the cross section, which are fundamental parameters of our model. Calculation
of these parameters in the dense regime is however a difficult task that we leave for
future work.
5.2 Discussion
Since the measured decay lengths are on the order of the optical wavelength, their
measurement is rather challenging. We discuss two possible experimental limitations
for this measurement. First, the finite resolution of the imaging system leads to
an overestimate of the decay length, but our setup benefits from a good spatial
resolution, and we estimate that this correction should be at most on the order of 10%.
Second, light-induced forces caused by dipole-dipole interactions are strong when
operating in the dense regime. We have thus chosen the duration of the excitation
short enough to limit the atomic motion, while being long enough to probe the
steady-state regime. With these parameters dipole-dipole interactions still lead to a
small increase of the cloud size along the vertical axis. This increase of the cloud
thickness (only in the illuminated region where the scattering rate is large) could
favor the propagation of photons to a larger distance. For a pulse duration twice
longer a we observed an increase of the decay length ξ by about 20%.
Both the coupled dipole simulations and the geometrical model predict a variation of
ξ with density and detuning qualitatively similar to the experimental results, but with
a factor ∼ 3 difference in the absolute value for ξ. A possible explanation for this
discrepancy is the complex level structure of the rubidium atom. For instance, the
averaging of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients over all possible π transitions relevant
for our incident linearly polarized light should at least lead to a correction of the
effective single-atom scattering cross section which is not taken into account in our
expression of the mean free path `b. Taking into account this level structure on the
determination of ξ requires complex simulations beyond the scope of this article [190].
An alternative approach would be to reproduce this study with atomic species like
ytterbium and strontium which present well-isolated J = 0 to J = 1 transitions. One
could also couple our method for producing thin slabs with the method to isolate an
effective two-level system in a multilevel atom discussed in Refs [204, 198, 199] and
based on the large Zeeman effect produced by an external magnetic field.
In summary, we have explored the diffusion of light in a dense and extended sample
of fixed scatterers. Experiments with cold atomic systems are usually limited to
lower densities. Still, the dense regime was explored in [205, 180, 190] but with a
microscopic sample where light propagation cannot be investigated, and also in [160]
but with a hot and thus Doppler-broadened cloud. Complementary studies on light
aThe amplitude of the signal becomes too low for shorter pulses
bAn average with equal weights on all the transition gives a cross section decreased by a factor
7/15, but it neglects any optical pumping effects during the excitation. The scattering cross section
should also be modified to take into account the spectrum of the photons emitted by the illuminated
region. Indeed, as the Rabi frequency of our excitation beam is on the order of Γ, we expect a
modification of the fluorescence spectrum.
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transport in photonic planar waveguides have also been reported, for instance, in
Ref.[206]. However, our system reveals a unique combination of multiple scattering,
high densities and guiding effects which can be tuned rather easily. Our experiment
paves the way to a deeper understanding of the propagation of light in dense samples
and possibly on the role of interference-induced (localization) effects in this geometry
[207, 208]. Indeed, while the observation of photon localization is still elusive [207],
presumably due to the vector nature of light detrimental to interference [208], the
problem could be circumvented in a 2D system illuminated by a light field linearly
polarized perpendicular to the disordered plane. Our atomic system could constitute
a good candidate for that objective, using the decay length – directly controlled by
the diffusion coefficient – as a probe for localization [209].
5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Preparation of the atomic cloud
We confine 87Rb atoms in a combination of blue-detuned optical dipole traps. Atoms
are strongly confined along the vertical z direction with a confinement frequency
ωz/2π = 1.9(1) kHz, leading to an approximately gaussian density distribution along
z. In the xy plane, we use a flat-bottom potential, which produces a uniform disk-
shaped atomic layer of radius R = 20µm. The layer typically contains 1.7(2)× 105
atoms at a temperature of T0 = 270(10) nK. This corresponds to an r.m.s. thickness
of the density distribution of ∆z = 0.26(1)µm.
We tune this density by varying the number of atoms in the |F = 2,mF = −2〉
hyperfine ground state, which is sensitive to our light probe. The population in this
state is controlled thanks to partial transfer from the |F = 1,mF = −1〉 state in
which the atoms are initially spin-polarized. As discussed in Ref. [186], dipole-dipole
interactions play a dominant role at the densities achieved in our setup. Because of
these interactions, the thickness of the cloud could increase, depending on its density,
during the light excitation. We estimate that the effective cloud thickness, in the illu-
minated region, could reach at the end of the excitation the maximum value of 0.4µm.
HWP
IrisPinhole
PBSMO2MO1 CCD
x
z
Figure 5.5 – Schematics of the imaging system. A pinhole is imaged
on the atomic cloud thanks to a microscope objective (MO1). The atomic
fluorescence is imaged on a camera (CCD) thanks to a second and identical
objective (MO2) and a set of lenses. Fluorescence is spatially filtered
thanks to an iris and the detected polarization is chosen by adjusting a
combination of a half-wave plate (HWP) and a polarization beam splitter
(PBS).
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5.3.2 Imaging system
Our imaging system is depicted in Fig. 5.5. The fluorescence light emitted by the
atomic cloud is collected using a microscope objective with a numerical aperture
of 0.4. Using the full aperture of this objective leads to a deterioration of the
sharpness of the decay signals we measure. We attribute this effect to residual optical
aberrations which are important for photons propagating at large angle with respect
to the optical axis. These aberrations can be due to the optics we used or to an
imperfect alignment of these optics. To limit the effective aperture we use an iris
(see Fig. 5.1). We have empirically adjusted its opening to get the sharpest decay
while not decreasing too much the detected signal. We report in Fig. 5.6 the decay
length and the signal measured for the atomic fluorescence and for the excitation
light beam as a function of the opening of this iris. The atomic fluorescence signal is
obtained for the densest cloud excited on resonance.
First, we consider the profile of the excitation light beam on the camera. This is
still done by detecting the polarization perpendicular to the excitation light beam
polarization but with unblocking the residual transmitted light, which originates from
the non-perfect polarization components. Because of the finite optical resolution, the
edges of the beam profile are not perfectly sharp. We apply the same procedure as for
the fluorescence signal to determine an effective decay length from an exponential fit.
We observe that the decay length and the signal amplitude are almost independent of
this opening, as expected for a collimated beam impinging on the atoms which is thus
not affected by the spatial filtering. It also shows that our optical system allows to
measure decay lengths below 1µm. Second, we consider the atomic fluorescence. The
decay length which increases for large opening is almost constant for small openings
(4 < Diris < 7mm). The number of collected photons increases monotonically with
the iris diameter. We have chosen for the data presented in section 5.1 an opening
of Diris = 6.5mm, inside the region where ξ is rather constant but maximizing the
measured signal.
5.3.3 Coupled dipole simulations.
These simulations are performed following Ref. [181]. We consider a set of atoms
with a J = 0 → J = 1 transition. We draw randomly their position close to the
experimental density distribution: atoms are confined in a disk and have a gaussian
distribution along the z-direction with an r.m.s width of 0.3µm. We compute the
amplitude of the dipoles with an excitation localized inside a disk of diameter 5µm.
To obtain a quantity proportional to the fluorescence signal at a given position on the
camera we compute the modulus square of each dipole. The decay lengths reported
in Figs 5.3(b) and 5.4(b) are obtained by an exponential fit to the fluorescence signal
in the range r1 = 2.7µm to r2 = 4µm, where r is the distance from the center. For
each density we adapt the atom number in the simulations (from 100 up to 4000)
and the number of repetitions on which the result of the simulations are averaged
(from 20 to more than 105).
We show in Fig. 5.7 the results of these coupled dipole simulations for additional
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Figure 5.6 – Influence of the filtering iris. Measured decay length (a)
and total number of photons detected on the CCD camera (b) for the light
excitation beam alone (squares) and for the atomic fluorescence (disks).
For both graphs, the dashed lines are the corresponding results without
the iris. Vertical error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the
results of exponential fits to the data obtained with a bootstrap approach.
Each data set is obtained from the average of 50 measurements. The
inset in (b) shows the fluorescence and excitation light beam signals (both
normalized to unity) for Diris = 6.5mm.
values of the atomic density and a constant thickness. For all densities we observe
a similar asymmetry as in Fig. 5.4. When increasing density, the resonance peak
gets broader, as observed in transmission experiments [186]. Note that the density
ρk−3 = 0.1 is the highest value we could reach in our simulations and remains lower
than the achieved experimental densities.
5.3.4 Semi-analytical model of light guiding
We recall that at any detuning, the decay length is given by
kξ = k`√
1− cos θ0
, (5.5)
where the variation of the maximum emission angle θ0 with ∆ is depicted in the
insets of Fig. 5.4. When ∆ = 0, we have tan θ0 = `/
√
σ/π, which straightforwardly
leads to Eq. 5.3. When ∆ 6= 0, the geometry of the cone is modified by the changes
of ` and σ with detuning, which are symmetric with respect to ∆ = 0. But, in
addition, the photon trajectories are bent and θ0 has to be determined by taking
into account the curvatures of these trajectories.
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Figure 5.7 – Role of the detuning. (a) Results from the coupled dipole
model with ρ3Dk−3=0.01, 0.02, 0.05, and 0.1 (from top to bottom) and
with, for all curves, k∆z = 0.3. Error bars, which are mostly smaller
than the size of the points, represent the statistical error obtained from the
fitting procedure. (b) Results from the analytical model with ρ3Dk−3=0.01,
0.02, 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1 (from top to bottom).
0
Figure 5.8 – Parametrization of a photon trajectory.
To estimate it, we use the parametrization shown in Fig. 5.8 (here displayed for
∆ < 0). The z axis is normal to the atomic layer, with z = 0 corresponding to
the center of the layer where the density is maximum. From the figure we have
sin θ = dr/
√
dr2 + dz2 = 1/
√
1 + (dz/dr)2. Using that sin θ = sin θ0 n(z = 0)/n(z)
(Snell’s law), we infer (
dz
dr
)2
=
[
n(z)
n0 sin θ0
]2
− 1, (5.6)
where n0 = n(z = 0). To solve Eq. (5.6), we use a low-density approximation for the
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refractive-index profile of the layer:
n(z) ' 1− 3πρ3D(z)
k3
δ
1 + δ2 , (5.7)
where δ = 2∆/Γ and ρ3D(z) is the density profile of the cloud. Note that the change
of the index of refraction is maximal for δ = 1 and this formula thus holds for
ρ3Dk
−3 < 2/(3π). To make the calculation analytical, we approximate the density
profile by a parabolic one such that n(z = 0) = n0 = 1− (3πρ3Dδ)/[k3(1 + δ2)] and
n(z =
√
σ/π) = 1:
n(z) ' n0 −
n0 − 1
σ/π
z2. (5.8)
Inserting this profile into Eq. (5.6), we find the differential equation for the photon
trajectory:
d2z
dr2
+ 2(n0 − 1)z
n0(σ/π) sin2 θ0
−
(
n0 − 1
n0
)2 2z3
(σ/π)2 sin4 θ0
= 0, (5.9)
whose solution is given by
z(r) =
√
σ/π cos2 θ0√
n0 − 1
1
1− sg(∆) sin θ0
1√
1 + sg(∆) sin θ0
×sn
 r√n0 − 1√
σ/π sin θ0
√
1− sg(∆) sin θ0,
1 + sg(∆) sin θ0
1− sg(∆) sin θ0
 , (5.10)
where sn is the sinus Jacobi elliptic function, sg the sign function and n0 = n(z =
0) = 1− (3πρ3Dδ)/[k3(1+4∆2/Γ2)]. The angle θ0 is finally obtained from the implicit
equation
z(r = `) =
√
σ/π. (5.11)
For positive detuning, Eq. (5.11) always has a solution for θ. At large detuning, this
solution approaches π/2, a regime where kξ(δ  1) ' k` (note that this asymptotic
result coincides with the prediction of Eq. 5.3 at large detuning). For negative
detuning on the other hand, Eq. (5.11) has no solution when δ is smaller than a
certain δc, which is due to the phenomenon of total reflection. When δ < δc, the
escape probability p is no longer limited by the presence of the surrounding scatterers
but by the bending of trajectories. In this regime, the radius of the escape cylinder is
thus no longer given by `, but by the length `c where dz/dr(r = `c) = 0 (`c coinciding
with ` exactly at δ = δc). Consequently, when δ < δc the angle θ is a solution of the
implicit equation
z(`c) =
√
σ/π with dz
dr
(r = `c) = 0. (5.12)
The curves shown in Figs 5.3, 5.4 and 5.7(b) are obtained by numerically solving
Eq. (5.11) (for δ > δc) and Eq. (5.12) (for δ < δc) for θ0, then computing kξ using
Eq. (5.5). The asymmetry of the decay length with detuning is more pronounced at
low densities for the coupled dipole model than for the guiding model. This indicates
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that our simple guiding model gives a good qualitative picture but, in addition,
cooperative effects plays a substantial role in our experiments. One could take into
account, at first order, these cooperative effects by a suitable modification of the
cross section and linewidth appearing in Eq. (5.5).
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Merging of N independent condensates
6.1 Motivation for this work
6.1.1 Kibble-Zurek mechanism and its study in bulk systems
The Kibble-Zurek theory made a breakthrough in the domain of out-of-equilibrium
physics by describing the emergence of an ordered phase after a quench through a
second order phase transition. In particular it quantitatively predicts the related
formation of topological defects.
Phase transitions are usually described by an order parameter, such as the mag-
netization in the case of ferromagnetic system, or the macroscopic wave function
for Bose-Einstein condensation. Consider a system in equilibrium, described by a
coherence length ξ. A second order phase transition can be characterized by several
critical exponents. We will use the static critical exponent ν, linked to the divergence
of ξ when the temperature approaches the critical temperature Tc, as
ξ ∝ |T − Tc|ν , (6.1)
and the dynamical critical exponent z, characterizing the relaxation time τ needed
to establish these diverging correlations,
τ ∝ ξz. (6.2)
As ξ diverges when the temperature of the system decreases towards Tc, τ diverges
as well, making the establishment of equilibrium harder and harder. This leads
during the cooling process to a “freeze-out” period, starting when the relaxation
time τ becomes larger than the remaining time before reaching the transition. The
correlation length is then assumed to remain fixed at a value ξ̂. In the case of BEC,
this results in the formation of phase domains of typical size ξ̂ that have random
independent values of the order parameter.
In most systems, one cannot access the phase domains, but only the result after some
time evolutiona. During this coarsening dynamics, the different domains merge and
might nucleate topological defects. These defects are long-lived and their average
number might be predicted. In his seminal paper [210], Zurek proposed to test this
mechanism with 4He. He proposed a thin ring geometry, with the width of the ring
smaller than the average size of a domain, to relate simply the number of domains
aThe freezing hypothesis has nevertheless been verified in the group of Zoran Hadzibabic [91],
measuring the coherence length (and thus the average domain size) at short times after the quench.
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Figure 6.1 – Geometry proposed by Zurek for 4He. For a ring of cir-
cumference C = 2πR, there will be about C/d domains, which would lead
after coarsening dynamics and repeating the experiment in a distribution
of supercurrents of width ≈
√
C/d. Figure extracted from [210].
.
to the probability of formation of topological defects. In figure 6.1, the different
expected domains in the ring geometry can be seen.
To determine the probability of nucleating a topological defect, he assumed a linear
ramp of temperature T (t), with T (0) > Tc, and Tc reached at time tc:
T (t)/Tc = 1 + (tc − t)/τQ, (6.3)
where τQ is the characteristic quench time. He then obtained a power-law scaling of
the typical domain size with the quench time
ξ̂ ∝ τ ν/(1+νz)Q . (6.4)
It is then possible, using the geodesic rulea, to compute the probability to nucleate a
topological defect, which for the case of BEC are vorticesb. This will be done rigor-
ously in section 6.2.2, and leads for the ring geometry to a width of the distribution
of quantized supercurrents proportional to the square root of the number of domains.
This experiment has never been realized with 4He to our knowledge, but has been
done with long symmetric Josephson tunnel junctions in [213] and with cold atoms
previously in our group in [214].
Other studies focussing on the detection of topological defects in the bulk include
for example works on 3He [215, 216], 4He [217], liquid crystals [218], trapped ions
[219, 220, 221], ferroelectric materials [222], bulk superconductors [223] and cold
atoms (at the MOT stage) in [224]. For ultracold atoms, the first studies were made
in harmonic traps [225, 226, 227], and then in uniform traps [214, 91, 193], which
have been reviewed in [228]. These experiments rely on the detection of topological
defects, and an assumption has to be made to link the size of the domains to the
average number of defects, using the geodesic rule. It is thus important to verify
that the coarsening dynamics happens as predicted by the KZM, which is the object
of this chapter.
aThis rule expresses the fact that the system tends to minimize the absolute value of the relative
phase between neighboring domains due to energetic reasons [211, 212].
bor quantized supercurrents for the ring geometry.
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6.1.2 Disentangling the Kibble-Zurek mechanism: study of coarsening dynam-
ics
The possibility to tune dynamically the potential imprinted on the atoms allows
us to test the second part of the KZM, ie the coarsening dynamics, and thus the
relevance of the geodesic rule for our system. This study extends earlier works on
the merging of two [229] and three [230] condensates in a harmonic trap and on the
dynamics of a large number of condensates in a two-dimensional (2D) optical lattice
[231].
This has also been investigated in a ring geometry using Josephson junctions in [232].
The authors measured the flux randomly generated in a YBa2Cu3O7−δ (YBCO)
loop interrupted by 214 grain-boundary Josephson junctions in series. The YBCO
becomes a superconductor at Tc = 90 K. In their experimental protocol, they
cool the sample from 100 to 77 K. At 90 K, segments of the film separating the
junctions become superconducting, but the junctions themselves are still normal
and the superconducting segments are effectively separated. The coupling energy
of the junction is indeed much smaller than kBT . But when the temperature
decreases further, the critical currents of the junctions increase, and the whole loop
becomes coherent. A comparison of timescales shows that all junctions close in a
time much shorter than the time needed for the coherence in the whole loop to
establish, validating the analogy with the KZM. The result of their paper is the
width of the gaussian distribution of fluxes measured inside the loop, obtained by
repeating the cooling of the system a sufficient number of times. This width is
about two times larger than what is expected from the geodesic rule. They however
recover a theoretical value closer to their experimental one by taking the true energy
dependence of a Josephson junction into account, which is not proportional to the
gradient of the phase squared as is assumed in the geodesic rule.
More generally, the thermalization of isolated quantum systems still contains open
questions today. Investigating phase relaxation as is done in the following work
might help to understand better these dynamics.
6.2 Study of the relaxation dynamics in the merging of N inde-
pendent condensates
The following sections of this chapter were initially published in [233], and are repro-
duced almost without modifications. Only titles have been added and some phrases
changed to be consistent with the rest of the thesis.
In this chapter we investigate the relaxation dynamics of up to N = 12 uncorrelated
Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) after merging them in a ring-shaped optical trap.
We measure the statistical distribution of metastable supercurrents and relate their
emergence to the evolution of the phase defects generated at the boundaries of the
BECs. The experimental protocol is depicted in Fig. 6.2(a). Initially the condensates
are characterized by random phase differences δφi (i = 1, ..., N) between condensates
i and i+ 1, that can lead to a net phase accumulation around the ring after merging
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[Fig. 6.2(b)]. Due to the single-valuedness of the wavefunction, the phase winding
around the ring has to be equal to 2πν, with winding number ν ∈ Z. This correponds
to the formation of supercurrents with quantized velocities, which we detect through
matter-wave interference [Fig. 6.2(c)] with an additional ring-shaped condensate with
uniform phase [234, 214]. Our results show that the magnitude of the supercurrent
scales in quantitative agreement with the geodesic rule.
Additionally we explore the underlying dynamics by merging pairs of neighboring
condensates. First, we study it globally by monitoring the evolution of the winding-
number distribution as a function of time. Secondly, we detect local phase defects and
study their dynamics in a time-resolved manner. The observed relaxation timescales
are compatible with the evolution of soliton-like phase defects.
6.2.1 Experimental protocol
The experiment started by loading a cold cloud of 1.4(2) × 105 87Rb atoms in
the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 state into a pancake-type dipole trap with tight harmonic
confinement along the vertical direction, ωz = 2π × 1.58(1) kHz, and negligible
confinement in the xy-plane [116]. The in-plane trap was shaped using a digital
micromirror device (DMD) in direct imaging with an optical resolution of ∼ 1µm
to create a uniform double-ring trap as illustrated in Fig. 6.2(b). All experimental
studies were performed in the outer ring, which was partitioned into several segments,
while the inner ring served as a uniform phase reference for detection [234, 214].
The distance between the segments as well as between the two rings was 2.5(2)µm,
defined as the full width at half maximum of the density dip in the measured in-situ
distributions [Fig. 6.2(b)]. This separation is large enough to enable the formation
of uncorrelated condensates, as shown in section 6.3.3.
After 2 s evaporative cooling, we reached a final temperature of T < 20 nK, thereby
entering the quasi-2D regime kBT < ~ωz, with kB the Boltzmann constant and ~
the reduced Planck constant. The upper temperature limit of 20 nK is the smallest
detectable temperature using our calibration method. This corresponds to 2D phase-
space densities D = λ2Tn > 80 deeply in the superfluid regimea; here n = 36(4)/µm2
is the 2D atomic density, λT = ~
√
2π/(mkBT ) the thermal wavelength and m the
mass of one atom.
Subsequently, we merged the BECs in the outer ring within 10ms by decreasing
the width of the potential barriers [Fig. 6.2(b)] using our dynamically configurable
DMD. The velocity at which the barriers were closed was chosen small compared to
the speed of sound c0 in order to prevent the formation of shock waves and high-
energy excitations [235, 236]. For our experimental parameters c0 =
√
ng2D/m ≈
1.4(1)mm/s, where g2D = g3D/(
√
2πlz) is the 2D interaction parameter, g3D =
4π~2a/m, a = 5.3 nm the scattering length and lz =
√
~/(mωz) = 0.27µm the
harmonic oscillator length.
After a typical relaxation time of 0.5 s, we detected the phase winding after 2D
aAccording to the Mermin-Wagner theorem there is no true long-range order in low-dimensional
systems, however, for our experimental parameters the characteristic correlation length exceeds the
size of the condensate by several orders of magnitude, which enables the formation of a Bose-Einstein
condensate.
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Figure 6.2 – Experimental protocol. (a) Illustration of the experimental
sequence. An annular trap is partitioned into N segments of equal length.
Uncorrelated BECs are prepared in these segments with random phase
differences δφi, i = 1, ..., N , between adjacent condensates. After merging
into a single annular condensate, supercurrents with winding number
ν ∈ Z are formed. (b) In-situ density distribution in the ring trap for
N = 9 at different times t during the merging. The outer ring has a mean
radius of 19.5µm and a width of 5µm. The inner ring serves as a phase
reference for the detection. It has a mean radius of 13µm and a width of
4µm. Each image is an average over 5 or 6 experimental realizations. (c)
Matter-wave interference after a 2D time-of-flight (TOF) of 6ms. The
chirality of the pattern and the number of spiral arms reveal the winding
number ν of the supercurrent in the outer ring.
time-of-flight by releasing the in-plane confinement abruptly while keeping the
vertical one. We recorded the resulting interference pattern after 6ms using standard
absorption imaging along the z-direction [Fig. 6.2(c)]. The chirality of the pattern
and the number of spiral arms are a direct measure of the winding number ν of
the supercurrent that was formed in the outer ring [234, 214]. In an independent
calibration measurement (see section 6.3.2), we found that the probability of creating
a supercurrent in the inner ring was . 0.6%.
6.2.2 Principle of the measurements
Each repetition of the experiment results in a different set of random phase dif-
ferences δφi that leads to the formation of a supercurrent with winding number
ν = ∑Ni=1 δφi/(2π), where −π < δφi ≤ π. The interval for the phase differences δφi is
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Figure 6.3 – Formation of supercurrents as a function of the number of
BECs N . (a) Probability distributions p(ν) for N = 1, 3 and 9 obtained
from M = 202, 238 and 388 measurements respectively. The insets
display in-situ images before the merging averaged over 4-6 realizations.
(b) Measured rms-width νrms of the probability distributions as a function
of N . Each data point consists ofM > 200 independent measurements.
The corresponding mean values ν̄ are displayed in the inset. The solid
line is the predicted scaling given in Eq. (6.5). All error bars display the
combined uncertainty from the experimental determination of the winding
number and the statistical error due to a finite number of measurements
M, which was evaluated using a bootstrapping approach.
chosen according to the geodesic rule, which expresses the fact that the system tends
to minimize the absolute value of the relative phase between neighboring condensates
due to energetic reasons [211, 212]. By repeating the measurement M times we
extracted the corresponding probability distributions p(ν) as illustrated in Fig. 6.3(a).
We observe an increase of the probability for non-zero winding numbers with N
resulting in a broadening of the distribution. The measured center ν̄ = ∑ν p(ν)ν
and rms-width νrms =
√
M/(M− 1)∑ν p(ν)(ν − ν̄)2 of the individual distributions
are depicted in Fig. 6.3(b).
Ideally the smallest number of domains that allows for the formation of topological
defects is three. In this case the probabilities pth(ν) can be computed following
simple arguments [237, 230]. There are three possible cases: if δφ1 + δφ2 > π, the
total sum of all phase differences has to amount to 2π, if δφ1 + δφ2 < −π the total
sum amounts to −2π and for all other cases it vanishes. The resulting probabilities
are pth(+1) = pth(−1) = 1/8, which is compatible with our experimental results
p(+1) = 0.15(2) and p(−1) = 0.13(2) displayed in Fig. 6.3(a). In general the
probability distribution is determined by the Euler-Frobenius distribution [238] and
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we obtain
νrms(N) =

0 , if N < 3
1
2
√
3
√
N , if N ≥ 3 .
(6.5)
The distribution is symmetric around ν = 0, with ν̄ = 0, which is in agreement with
our experimental data obtained for small N [Fig. 6.3(b)]. For N ≥ 9 there seems to
be a small systematic shift to positive values.
6.2.3 Results for the number of segments
Our experimental results shown in Fig. 6.3(b) are in agreement with the predicted
scaling for N ≥ 3. There is a discrepancy for N = 1, where we measure a non-zero
probability for the formation of supercurrents p(ν 6= 0) = 1.5(8)%. We attribute this
to phase fluctuations of the condensate due to finite temperature effects, which are
enhanced for larger systems. We tested that reducing the radius of the condensate
by one third significantly reduces the probability for non-zero winding numbers. For
N ≥ 3 thermal fluctuations are not expected to have a large influence because the
length of the condensates is smaller. Regarding the case of N = 2 we found that this
particular configuration was very sensitive to the alignment of our trap. Small trap
inhomogeneities had a significant impact on the obtained distributions.
For the largest number of condensates N = 12 we measure slightly smaller values than
expected, most likely due to an increased sensitivity to experimental imperfections
and overlapping timescales. If the merging of the BECs is performed too slowly,
there are two main effects that can lead to a reduction of νrms. If supercurrents are
already formed during the merging, their lifetime could be reduced substantially
due to the presence of residual weak potential barriers [56]. At the same time an
asynchronous merging of the barriers could effectively reduce the total number of
initial condensates, if the phase of neighboring condensates homogenizes before the
merging is complete. We have investigated this in more detail for N = 9 and found
a significant reduction of the winding numbers for merging times larger than 50ms
(see section 6.3.4). Both effects are expected to be more critical for increasing N .
We typically wait 0.5 s after merging the condensates before detecting the supercur-
rents. This waiting time is short compared to the lifetime of the supercurrents in our
trap (see section 6.3.5). Indeed we observe no significant decay of the supercurrents
for waiting times on the order of 10 s. On the other hand it is long enough to let the
system relax to a steady state with a smoothened phase profile, without a significant
number of defects in the interference pattern.
6.2.4 Results on time evolution
In order to gain a deeper insight into the underlying relaxation dynamics, we
performed two separate experiments. First, we probed the evolution of the winding
number distribution by merging the BECs on the ring in two successive steps. The
sequence started by merging pairs of neighboring condensates within 10ms to reduce
the number of condensates by a factor of two, then we let the system relax for a
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Figure 6.4 – Relaxation dynamics from N to N/2 condensates, when
merging them in two successive steps. The in-situ images above the main
graph illustrate the experimental sequence for N = 12. Each image is
an average over 5 individual measurements. The main graph depicts
our experimental results for N = 12 (black) and N = 6 (blue). Each
data point consists ofM > 200 measurements. The corresponding mean
values ν̄ are shown in section 6.3.6. The error bars depict the uncertainty
obtained from our finite number of measurementsM and the experimental
uncertainty in the determination of the winding numbers. The dashed
lines indicate the measured values shown in Fig. 6.3(b) and the shaded
areas illustrate the corresponding error bars. The solid lines are fits of
exponential functions fj(twait) = Aje−twait/τj + Bj, j = {6, 12}, to our
data, where τj is the only free fit parameter and the other variables are
determined by the dashed lines extracted from Fig. 6.3(b).
variable time twait and subsequently merged the remaining N/2 condensates in 10ms
into a single annular BEC (Fig. 6.4). After an additional evolution time of 0.5 s we
detected the probability distributions p(ν) using the detection method explained
above.
We identify two limiting cases for the data shown in Fig. 6.4. If there is no additional
wait time (twait = 0) between the two merging steps, the system has not enough
time to relax and the probability distribution resembles the one discussed in Fig. 6.3,
where all condensates were merged in a single step. On the other hand, if twait is
longer than the relaxation time, the phase of neighboring condensates homogenizes
after the first step, so that we effectively reduce the number of initial phase domains
to N/2 and the distribution approaches the one for N/2 initial BECs merged in
a single step. The measurements were performed for N = 12 and N = 6 and
the dashed lines indicate the limiting cases explained above. In order to extract a
timescale for the relaxation, we fit an exponential decay to each of the two datasets.
The amplitude and offset of the fitting function are determined by the data points
displayed in Fig. 6.3(b). One can infer two different timescales τ12 = 52(17)ms and
τ6 = 90(30)ms associated with the relaxation dynamics, which most likely depend
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Figure 6.5 – Defect dynamics. (a) In-situ density distribution of two
line-shaped condensates (first two images) with dimensions 50µm × 5µm
before and after the merging (averaged over 4 individual realizations).
The condensates are separated by 3µm. After merging the condensates
in 9.5ms the system evolves for a variable time twait. Phase defects are
detected by matter-wave interference after TOF (image on the right). A
typical image for twait = 0.7ms is depicted on the right. The phase defect
at position yd is highlighted by the dashed line. (b) Position distribution
p(yd) of the phase defects as a function of the waiting time twait evaluated
from 200 individual measurements. The histograms are normalized by
the total number of measurements. Phase dislocations are detected, if the
phase difference between neighboring pixels (corresponds to 1.16µm in the
atomic plane) is larger than 0.3π (see section 6.3.7). (c) Mean number
of phase defects Nd as a function of time. The data was evaluated using
a threshold of 0.3π. The shaded area illustrates the sensitivity due to this
analysis (upper bound: 0.16π, lower bound: 0.43π).
on the spatial extent of the condensates, that differ by almost a factor of two for the
two datasets.
In a second set of measurements we focus on the microscopic relaxation dynamics
via the time-resolved detection of local phase defects. We merged two condensates
and probed the evolution of the phase profile through interference with a reference
condensate (Fig. 6.5a). The length of each condensate is comparable to the length
of one segment studied in the relaxation dynamics discussed above for N = 6. At
short times (∼ 1ms), we observe a phase defect in the center of the fringes, at the
original position of the potential barrier (Fig. 6.5b). With increasing time more
phase defects appear and also start to propagate. After 5ms the number of defects
decays and we find an almost uniform distribution of their positionsa. At long
times (> 100ms) almost all defects have disappeared in agreement with the results
displayed in Fig. 6.4.
We interpret the observed dynamics by the formation of dark solitons at the position
aThe asymmetry in the position distribution of the phase defects (third panel of Fig. 6.5b) is
due to a bias in the contrast of the interference fringes.
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of the potential barrier, whereby their shape depends on the random phase differ-
ences between neighboring condensates [239, 240, 241]. Subsequently, the generated
excitations propagate, interact with each other and eventually decay [242, 241] to
form a steady state with a smoothened phase profile (Fig. 6.4b,c). Note, that the
lifetime of solitonic excitations is typically short for 3D systems, but can be strongly
enhanced in low-dimensional geometries [243, 226, 227]. The propagation speed of
dark solitons depends on their depth and is at maximum equal to the speed of sound
c0, which is compatible with the observed relaxation timescales. The round-trip time
at c0 in the ring trap is about 90ms for the configuration studied in Fig. 6.3.
6.2.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have reported the first quantitative study of the
√
N -scaling as
predicted by the geodesic rule and show that the underlying relaxation dynamics
is consistent with the formation of soliton-like defects. Future experiments could
benefit from phase-imprinting techniques [239, 240, 241] to study the dynamics in
a fully deterministic manner. In particular, it would be interesting to study the
dynamics as a function of temperature and geometry.
6.3 Supplementary information
6.3.1 About the experimental sequence
The experimental sequence started by loading a cold cloud (> 500 nK) of 87Rb atoms
into a blue-detuned optical potential at wavelength λ = 532nm. In the vertical
direction the atoms were confined by an optical accordion with an initial lattice
spacing of 11µm. The in-plane confinement was provided by an additional laser
beam that was shaped with a digital micromirror device (DMD) to engineer almost
arbitrary in-plane trapping geometries. A detailed description of the experimental
setup can be found in Ref. [116].
In order to optimize the final atom number in the double-ring trap, displayed in
Fig. 6.2(b), we loaded the atoms into a disk-shaped trap with a radius of about
30µm. Using the dynamical mode of our DMD we then displayed a movie that
successively changed the trap from the disk to the final double-ring configuration.
The movie consisted of 20 images and had a duration of 0.2 s. The last image of this
movie abruptly introduced the potential barriers to partition the outer ring into N
individual segments. At the same time we compressed the optical accordion to a
final lattice spacing of 5.6µm [116]. This has the advantage that we can lower the
power of the accordion beams, which reduces the strength of defects in the optical
potential, while keeping a strong harmonic confinement along the z-direction.
As a next step we implemented a protocol to generate a reliable uniform phase in
the inner ring, which is important for our interference-based detection technique
[234, 214]. In order to achieve that, we introduced an additional barrier in the inner
ring simultaneously with the ones in the outer ring. This prevents the formation
of random supercurrents in the inner ring during evaporation [56]. We cooled the
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atoms within 2 s by lowering the power of the dipole trap. Using an independent
temperature calibration we extracted a final temperature of T < 20 nK. This value
corresponds to the lowest detectable temperature using our calibration method.
Subsequently, we slowly removed the barrier of the inner ring by displaying a movie
of 19 images with our DMD that decreased the width of the barrier gradually in
1.9 s from 2.5(2)µm to zero. This procedure ensures that we have a probability for
creating a supercurrent in the inner ring that is . 0.6%. This value was evaluated
from an independent calibration measurement explained in the following section.
Subsequently we merged the segments in the outer ring within 10ms by displaying a
movie that consisted of 20 images on the DMD with decreasing barrier widths. We
then let the system evolve for 500ms and performed a 2D time-of-flight (TOF). For
that we suddenly switched off the in-plane trap while keeping a slightly increased
vertical confinement with frequency ωz = 2π×2 kHz. After an expansion time of 6ms
we recorded the interference pattern along the z-direction using standard absorption
imaging.
All in-situ images presented in this chapter were taken with partial imaging. The
displayed densities correspond to 15% of the total density and the imaging intensity
was about I/Isat = 0.2, where Isat = 1.67mW/cm2. To obtain a better contrast
for the time-of-flight images we imaged the total atomic density at higher imaging
intensity I/Isat = 0.6.
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Figure 6.6 – Calibration measurement for the inner ring depicted in
Fig. 6.2(b) which serves as a uniform phase reference in our detection
scheme. In-situ images of the atoms in the double-ring trap averaged over
6 and 10 individual images respectively. Initially there is a 2.5(2)µm-wide
barrier in each ring (image on the left). The image on the right shows
the atomic density distribution after removing the barriers in 1.9 s.
6.3.2 Phase reference of the inner ring
To investigate the formation of supercurrents in the inner ring using the protocol
described in the previous section, we loaded the atoms into a double-ring trap with
slightly smaller dimensions (Fig. 6.6). The outer ring has the same dimensions as the
inner ring depicted in Fig. 6.2(b), with an inner radius of 11µm and an outer one of
15µm. The second ring is smaller with an inner radius of 5µm and an outer one of
9µm. The experimental sequence started by loading the atoms into this double ring
potential, where we have introduced a 2.5(2)µm-wide barrier in both rings (Fig. 6.6).
Using the detection method described above, we took M = 159 measurements
without observing any non-zero phase winding. In order to estimate the probability
for non-zero phase windings in the ring we compute an upper bound according to
the maximum likelihood estimation. According to this, the true probability p(ν 6= 1)
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is likely to be smaller than 1/159 = 0.6% [244].
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Figure 6.7 – Relative phase between the two ring-shaped condensates.
The relative phases δφ were evaluated using the data displayed in Fig.
6.3(a) for N = 1 and restricting the analysis to images with ν = 0. The
results are shown in the left panel. The corresponding histogram displaying
the binned probabilities p(δφ) is depicted in the right panel.
6.3.3 Independence of BECs
A crucial ingredient of our experimental protocol is the ability to form uncorrelated
condensates in our trap via the introduction of additional potential barriers. The
height of the potential is determined by the total depth of the optical potential and
the width of 2.5(2)µm is the full width at half maximum of the density dip in the
in-situ distribution. In order to test the independence of the individual condensates
we evaluated the relative phase δφ between two ring-shaped condensates with uniform
phases separated by 2.5(2)µm. For the analysis we took the data displayed in Fig.
6.3(a) for N = 1 and removed all images with non-zero phase winding. For each image
we computed the radial average and subtracted the background obtained by the total
average of all images. The resulting density modulation was fitted with a sinusoidal
function f(r) = A sin(kr + δφ) to determine the phase of the interference pattern δφ
(Fig. 6.7). The period k was set to the mean period obtained from the individual fit
results and the amplitude A and the phase offset δφ were free fit parameters. In total
we have evaluatedM = 180 images, where we have excluded those, where the fit
error of δφ exceeded 0.25π. The obtained distribution (Fig. 6.7) is characterized by
the mean values: 〈cos(δϕ)〉 = 0.11(5) and 〈sin(δϕ)〉 = −0.16(5). Ideally these values
would vanish for a perfectly random distribution. We attribute the residual deviations
to a systematic error in our fitting protocol, which is mainly caused by the non-
uniform shape of the overall time-of-flight distribution. The assumption of initially
uncorrelated BECs is further supported by additional experimental tests, where we
have measured the probability distribution for N = 9 for different thicknesses of the
potential barriers and did not observe any significant change when varying the width
by ∼ ±20 %.
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Figure 6.8 – Width of the distribution for N = 9 as a function of
the merging time tmerge. Each data point was obtained from a set of
50-100 individual measurements. The data point at 10ms corresponds
to the merging time we used for the data presented in section 6.2 and
consists of M = 388 measurements. The vertical error bars denote the
statistical uncertainty due to a finite number of measurementsM and the
uncertainty in the determination of the winding numbers.
6.3.4 Width of the distribution for different merging times
For the measurements presented in section 6.2 we merged the condensates within
10ms. This time was chosen between two limiting regimes. If the condensates are
merged too fast, we may create shock waves and high-energy excitations [235, 236]
as opposed to the quasi-adiabatic generation of supercurrents we want to probe
in the experiment. On the other hand if the merging is performed too slowly, the
formation of supercurrents with non-zero phase winding might be reduced due to an
asynchronous closing of the individual barriers since the phase between neighboring
condensates may homogenize before the merging is complete. Moreover, the lifetime
of the supercurrents may be reduced in the presence of weak potential barriers around
the ring when the supercurrents are formed during the merging [56]. Experimentally
we investigated these effects for N = 9 initial condensates. We found that varying
the merging time by about one order of magnitude between 5ms and 50ms did
not significantly influence our experimental results (Fig. 6.8). When the barriers
were removed abruptly instead we observed a significant increase in the width of the
distribution νrms and the interference pattern exhibited many phase defects.
6.3.5 Lifetime of supercurrents
For the measurements reported in section 6.2 we typically wait 0.5 s after merging
the condensates. We have studied the lifetime of the supercurrents using the same
experimental sequence and increasing the waiting time before detection. The results
are displayed in Fig. 6.9. We observed no significant decay of the supercurrents for
waiting times that are on the order of the atomic lifetime (inset Fig. 6.9). This
timescale is large compared to timescale of a typical experimental sequence.
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Figure 6.9 – Lifetime of supercurrents and atoms for N = 9 segments.
The data points show the measured rms-width νrms as a function of time
t after merging the condensates. Each data point was evaluated from
M > 100 images. The data point at t = 0.5 s corresponds to the typ-
ical experimental sequence with M = 388 [Fig. 6.3(a)]. It is further
highlighted by the dashed line, the shaded area represents its uncertainty.
All error bars display the combined error of statistical uncertainties and
uncertainties in the analysis of the interference patterns. The inset dis-
plays the corresponding atom numbers. For each data point we evaluated
between 2 and 13 measurements and the vertical error bars depict the
standard deviation. The solid line is the fit of an exponential function
f(t) = Ae−t/τ to our data, resulting in τ = 19(1) s.
6.3.6 Center values for the relaxation measurements
In Fig. 6.10 we display the mean values ν̄ of the distributions corresponding to the
data displayed in Fig. 6.4, where we have studied the relaxation from N to N/2
condensates, when merging them in two successive steps. For N = 6 initial segments
we observe consistently larger asymmetries in the distributions and they seemed to
be reproducible over the course of several days. In the case of N = 12 the observed
asymmetries are consistent with statistical fluctuations.
6.3.7 Experimental sequence and data analysis for the merging of two conden-
sates
The experimental sequence for the study of the dynamics of the defects was as follows:
We loaded a rectangle of size 50×30µm with thermal atoms and dynamically reduced
its width to 13µm within 0.2 s. A separation of width 3µm was abruptly introduced
in the middle of the rectangle to create two lines of dimensions 50× 5µm. One of
the lines was further cut into two lines of length 23.5µm. The other line serves as a
phase reference for the detection. The system was then cooled down within 2 s to the
same temperature as in section 6.2. After an equilibration time of 1 s the separation
between the two 23µm-long lines was removed within 9.5ms, following the same
procedure as discussed in the previous sections. We then let the system relax for a
variable time twait and subsequently detected the interference pattern by performing
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Figure 6.10 – Center values ν̄ of the distributions corresponding to
the widths νrms shown in Fig. 6.4 for N = 12 (black) and N = 6 (blue)
respectively. Each data point consists of M > 200 measurements. The
vertical error bars depict the standard deviation obtained from statistical
uncertainties and the experimental uncertainty in the determination of
the winding numbers.
a 2D-TOF of 3ms (as introduced in section 6.3.1) followed by a 3D-TOF of 3ms
during which we removed all confining potentials.
Phase defects in the interference pattern were analyzed in the following way: We chose
a region-of-interest in the center of the cloud in the x-direction, which represents two
periods of the fringes (Fig. 6.11a) and performed a sliding average of the image along
y to smoothen the profile. The wavevector of the fringes along x was determined via
Fourier transform. For each position in the y-direction, the modulus of this Fourier
coefficient gives us the visibility of the fringes and its phase is the local relative phase
of the two lines at this position. The dislocations can be found at the positions
where both the visibility drops and the phase jumps. More precisely we were looking
for coincidences of minima of the visibility and maxima of the absolute value of
the phase gradient along the y-direction. We removed an overall smooth gradient
of the phase across the whole cloud to avoid any systematic bias between positive
and negative phase jumps. We evaluated the data for different threshold values ϕc
between neighboring pixels (this corresponds to an effective pixel size of 1.16µm in
the atomic plane), where a phase dislocation is detected above this threshold. All
phase dislocations below this value are discarded. This threshold is needed in order
to avoid the detection of false dislocations. The extracted positions yd of the detected
phase dislocations are shown in the histograms (Fig. 6.11b), which are normalized
by the total number of individual measurements.
In order to evaluate the total number of defects Nd (Fig. 6.5c) as a function of time
we assume that phase jumps occur with an equal probability in the interval (−π, π].
The threshold value ϕc will artificially reduce the number of detected defects by a
factor (1− ϕc/π). Therefore we use this as a correction factor and rescale our data
accordingly. This is certainly true for short times but it is not necessarily the case
for long times because the relaxation dynamics most likely depend on the initial
phase difference between the two condensates. Nonetheless it helps us to estimate
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Figure 6.11 – (a) Interference pattern after an evolution time twait =
0.7ms detected after a 2D-TOF of 3ms plus a 3D-TOF of 3ms. The
red-dashed lines mark the region-of-interest for the data analysis. The
phase dislocation at xd his highlighted by a black dashed line. (b) Position
distributions p(yd) of the phase dislocations for various evolution times
twait. The histograms are normalized by the total number of images. For
each time twait we have taken about 200 individual measurements. For
this data the threshold for the analysis described in the text is ϕc = 0.3π.
the error we make in the data analysis due to the finite threshold value ϕc. In Fig.
6.5c we display the results for different threshold values between 0.16π and 0.43π.
7
Further characterization of the setup
The project of the next chapter requires precise calibrations of the magnification of the
camera and of the effective cross-section σ of an atom with light in our experimental
conditions. We present here the methods that we used for these calibrations.
7.1 Calibration of the magnifications
A micromirror of the DMD has an effective size M2 ×M1 × dDMD on the vertical
imaging camera, where M1 is the magnification between the DMD plane and the
atomic plane, M2 the magnification between the atomic plane and the camera plane
and dDMD = 13.68 µm is the real size of a mirror of the DMD.
Measuring the product M1 ×M2 is easy and is done section 7.1.1. However one
would like to determine M1 and M2 individually as one wants to know exactly the
distances in the atomic plane. This is possible by also measuring the ratio M2/M1
thanks to Bragg diffraction, as is done section 7.1.2.
The following analysis has been carried out by Raphaël Saint-Jalm while I was writing
this thesis.
7.1.1 Lattice in situ: measure of M1 ×M2
We trap the atoms in lattices with different spacings. Each lattice consists in stripes
of equal sizes of mirrors switched ON and OFF on the DMD. The lattice on the atoms
has a period of M1nDMDdDMD, where nDMD is the period on the DMD expressed in
number of mirrors. On the camera it represents a period of
nCam =
(M1 ×M2)nDMDdDMD
dCam
, (7.1)
where nCam is expressed in number of pixels of the vertical imaging camera and dcam
is the real size of one pixel of the camera (13.0 µm).
For each lattice period we take several images (typically 7) that we average. Figure
7.1a shows an example of the measurements with the image of the atoms taken with
the Princeton camera for nDMD = 24. We compute the profile of the atomic signal
along the direction of the lattice and fit its central part with a sinus function (see
Fig. 7.1b), from which we get a period expressed in units of pixels of the camera.
We then plot the period on the camera as a function of the period on the DMD and
deduce the slope β1 of this linear law: nCam = β1 × nDMD. Figure 7.2 displays the
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.1 – Example of an in situ lattice experiment for nDMD = 24.
(a) Image of the atoms taken with the Princeton camera. (b) Fitted profile
of the image of the atoms. The profile is obtained by integrating a part of
the image along the line perpendicular to the green line on (a).
determination of this slope: we get β1 = 0.1715, meaning according to equation 7.1
that:
(M1 ×M2)dDMD
dCam
= 0.1715. (7.2)
Figure 7.2 – Determination of the factor β1. We get β1 = 0.1715, with
a precision of 0.5%.
7.1.2 Bragg diffraction through a lattice: measure of M2/M1
This experiment is conducted in the following way. We stop the usual experimental
sequence at the evaporated red-detuned crossed dipole trap. The cloud is small
and degenerate. We flash a lattice displayed on the DMD during a short duration
(typically 20 µs). The atomic velocity distribution then exhibits equally spaced peaks
separated by
vrecoil =
~krecoil
mRb
, (7.3)
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where mRb is the mass of one atom of Rubidium and krecoil is the recoil momentum
corresponding to the lattice on the DMD. This can thus be rewritten
vrecoil =
h
mRbM1nDMDdDMD
. (7.4)
Several diffraction peaks can be distinguished after time of flight, allowing us to
measure vrecoil. The atoms however fall during the TOF and gravity has to be
compensated to make a precise measurement. We thus made the experiment with the
atoms in the |F = 1,mF = −1〉 state and with the quadrupole trap compensating
gravity. The effect of the residual harmonic confinement in the plane during TOF
(as described in section 2.5.3) has to be taken into account. The position y` of the
peak number ` (` is a positive or negative integer) will be given by:
y`(tTOF) = y0(tTOF) +
`h
mRbM1nDMDdDMD
sin(2πf⊥tTOF), (7.5)
where f⊥ is the residual frequency of the magnetic trap in the xy-plane, and y0(tTOF)
is the position of the central peak.
We want to measure the distance between two neighbouring peaks as a function of
the time of flight and get the initial velocity vrecoil. For each lattice period we vary
the time of flight between 8 and 20 ms and average a few images (typically 3). For
each image we find the center of each peak (there are usually between five and ten
peaks). We then plot the average distance between neighbouring peaks as a function
of the time of flight duration and fit the result with a sine curve with fixed origin and
free amplitude and frequency. The product of the amplitude and the pulsation gives
us the initial velocity `vrecoil. Figure 7.3 displays an example of the fitting procedure.
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Figure 7.3 – Example of a Bragg diffraction experiment for nDMD = 8
pixels. (a) Image of diffraction after a time of flight of 12 ms. The
profile is then integrated along the line perpendicular to the green line to
determine the position of each peak. (b) Distance between neighbouring
peaks and fit with a sine function (the residual frequency of the magnetic
trap is found to be f⊥ = 12.9 Hz).
We plot the initial velocity of the atoms as a function of the inverse of the period of
the lattice on the DMD nDMD, and determine the slope β2 of the law: vrecoil/dCam =
β2×1/nDMD. Figure 7.4 shows the determination of this slope: we get β2 = 20.39 ms−1,
which means, according to equation 7.4,
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hM2
mRbM1dDMDdCam
= 20.39 ms−1. (7.6)
Figure 7.4 – Determination of the factor β2. We get β2 = 20.39 ms−1,
with a precision of ≈ 1%.
7.1.3 Conclusion of the calibration
M1 and M2 are then obtained combining equations 7.2 and 7.6:
M2 =
√
d2CammRbβ1β2
h
= 11.37, (7.7)
and
M1 =
√
hβ1
d2DMDmRbβ2
= 1.434× 10−2. (7.8)
Commonly used quantities in the lab are rather effective sizes in the atomic plane,
which give an effective pixel size of the camera of 1.144 µm and an effective size of
one mirror of the DMD of 0.1962 µm in the atomic plane.
We note that a period on the DMD of 6 pixels still leads to a good Bragg diffraction
signal. This corresponds for a trapping of the atoms in this lattice to a distance
between two neighbouring sites of 1.2 µm, which offers interesting perspectives for
our system. The expected tunnelling rates between sites were discussed in section
2.3.3.
7.2 Calibration of the effective atomic cross-section with light σ
The precise calibration of the atom number from absorption imaging is usually not
an easy task for cold atom experiments. We remind from chapter 2 that the atomic
density can be inferred as
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n(2D) = − 1
σ
ln
(
Iout
Iin
)
, (7.9)
where Iin/out correspond to the incoming/outgoing numbers of photons, and σ is the
effective cross-section of an atom with light, which might depend on its internal state,
on the polarization of the light and of the ambient magnetic field. We define the
“fudge factor” F as
F = σ0
σ
, where σ0 =
7
15
3λ2
2π . (7.10)
This factor is usually determined using the Bose-Einstein condensation threshold
in a 3D dipole trap, where the critical atom number Nc and temperature Tc in the
ideal gas limit are linked by
Tc =
~ω̄
kB
1.2021/3N1/3c , (7.11)
where ω̄/2π is the geometrical average of the trapping frequencies in the three direc-
tions. This method thus requires a good measure of the three trapping frequencies,
and a precise thermometry. Furthermore, due to the 1/3 power of the atom number
in the threshold, this determination is not very precise. We preferred to implement
a method which could be realized directly in the final trap of our experiment and
thus did this calibration another way, inspired by the group of Philipp Treutlein
[245, 119].
7.2.1 Principle of the calibration
Consider atoms in a superposition of states, usually called a coherent spin state of
the form
|Ψ〉 = (c1 |1〉+ c2 |2〉)⊗N , (7.12)
whereN is the total atom number and c1, c2 are complex coefficients with |c1|2+|c2|2 =
1. For this state the atoms are uncorrelated and after measurement each atom will
have a probability p1 = |c1|2 to be in state |1〉 and p2 = |c2|2 to be in state |2〉.
We now consider the variables N1 and N2 corresponding to the measured atom
numbers in |1〉 and |2〉, respectively. N1 and N2 follow a binomial distribution of
mean and variance:
N1 = p1N, Var(N1) = Np1(1− p1), (7.13)
N2 = p2N, Var(N2) = Np2(1− p2). (7.14)
The variance of these variables will be maximized for p1 = p2 = 1/2 which is the case
that we consider from now on. The idea of our calibration is that there is a relation
between the mean atom number in one state and its fluctuations: the standard
deviation of the measured atom number in one state is the square root of one fourth
of the mean atom number in this state.
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This however assumes that the total atom number N is perfectly reproducible from
one shot to the other, which is not the case in the experiment. To circumvent this,
we rather measure N1 −N2 for which the mean and variance are
N1 −N2 = 0, Var(N1 −N2) = Var(N1) + Var(N2)− 2Cov(N1, N2). (7.15)
The computation of the covariance gives
Cov(N1, N2) = E[(N1 − E[N1])(N2 − E[N2])]
= E[N1N2]− E[N1]E[N2]− E[N2]E[N1] + E[N1]E[N2]
= E[N1(N −N1)]−N2/4
= −N/4. (7.16)
We then have
Var(N1 −N2) = N. (7.17)
A calculation treating the N atoms as a combined quantum system using the second
quantification leads to the same result [119, 246].
We can see that it is better to look at N1−N2 rather than at N1 and N2 individually
with a simple numerical simulation. Let’s assume that we have 10 000 atoms and
that we pick N1 atoms along a binomial distribution of parameter p = 0.5 on 100 000
experiments. If the total atom number is exactly 10 000 for the 100 000 experiments
then the variances of N1 and N2 are close to 2 500 and the variance of N1 − N2
is close to 10 000 as expected from the calculations above. If we now pick atom
numbers with a gaussian noise of 5%, we get about 18 000 for the variances of N1
and N2 whereas the variance of N1 − N2 is still close to 10 000. Using N1 − N2
instead of N1 and N2 individually thus removes additional noise due to total atom
number fluctuations.
7.2.2 Experimental sequence
Measuring both the atom numbers N1 and N2 for each experimental sequence implies
to change a bit the way we image the atoms. Compared to the usual absorption
imaging, we send 3 imaging pulses instead of 2 and use another image without imaging
beam to remove the background. For our vertical imaging path, the frame-transfer
mode of the camera allows us to have a time of the order of 1 ms between the two
imaging pulses. We thus first image the atoms in the |F = 2〉 state, then repump
the |F = 1〉 atoms with a microwave (MW) pulse and image them. In the following,
the two images with atoms are labelled as “subimage 1” and “subimage 2”, and the
image without atom as “subimage 0”.
We choose to perform this method with the atoms in the final trap, because the
depth of field of the microscope objectives is short and thus the vertical expansion
of the atoms should be small. We also use imaging pulses of 30 µs instead of 10
µs usually as we want to increase the number of scattered photons per atom. The
experimental protocol is shown figure 7.5.
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We use data with a total optical depth below 1 to avoid effects observed at higher
densities, where much less atoms are seen in the second pulse than in the first one.
This effect is still present for low densities but is reduced. We attribute it to collisions
between atoms leaving the trap and those who remain.
F=1
F=2
1st MW pulse Imaging Wait Imaging2
p π
2nd MW pulse
Figure 7.5 – Experimental sequence starting when the atoms are in the
final trap. A first MW pulse is applied. During the first imaging pulse,
a fraction p of the atoms is imaged. The vertical black arrows denote
the imaging beams. They should act only on the |F = 2〉 atoms. The
remaining |F = 1〉 atoms must then be transfered to |F = 2〉 by a MW
π-pulse, before being imaged. The big pale clouds correspond to the imaged
atoms which are leaving the field of view of the camera after being imaged.
We checked that they do not have a significant contribution during the
second imaging pulse.
7.2.3 Taking shot noise and read-out noise into account for one image
From equation 7.17, it is in principle possible to extract the wanted fudge factor F by
measuring the variance of N1 −N2 for different total atom numbers. To measure the
correct variance, all other additional noises have to be well estimated. In particular,
the photonic shot noise of Iin/out has to be well understood. We propose here a
method based on a linearisation of the fluctuations to estimate their effect.
• The number of photons detected in one pixel follows a Poisson distribution, of
variance equal to the mean value. We thus describe the photonic shot noise
with a random variable εp,0(q, i), where p stands for photons, 0 is the number
of the subimage, q is the index of the pixel and i the index of the image.
This random variable is of mean 0 and variance 1, and is multiplied by the
square root of the mean photon number to match the variance of the Poisson
distribution.
• The read-out noise of the camera also has to be taken into account. It is
described by the random variable ζp,0(q, i), which is also of mean 0 and variance
1, and will be multiplied by 5.0a.
aThe value 5.0 =
√
50.5/2 was determined by a precise calibration of the read-out noise and
gain of the camera by taking pictures with light at different intensities (and no atoms). Considering
single pixels, a linear fit for the difference between two images gives
Var(Np,1 −Np,2) = 50.5 + 1.0217 (N̄p,1 + N̄p,2). (7.18)
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The number of photons Np,0(q, i) detected in subimage 0, in pixel q, for the image i
can be written
Np,0(q, i) = N̄p,0(q) + εp,0(q, i)
√
N̄p,0(q) + 5.0 ζp,0(q, i), (7.19)
where N̄p,0(q) is the average for this pixel over all the images.
For the images with atoms, the same formula applies. The mean photon number
depends on the number of atoms which will absorb light, following the Beer-Lambert
law. This traduces for the mean number of photons as
N̄p,1(q, i) = N̄p,0(q) e−σN̄a,1(q,i)/Aq , (7.20)
where N̄a,1(q, i) is the mean number of atoms in pixel (q, i) and Aq the area of one
pixel. Taking into account the noises as above, we get
Np,1(q, i) = N̄p,0(q) e−σNa,1(q,i)/Aq + εp,1(q, i)
√
N̄p,0(q) e−σNa,1(q,i)/Aq + 5.0 ζp,1(q, i),
(7.21)
with again ε̄p,1(q) = ζ̄p,1(q) = 0 and Var[εp,1(q)] = Var[ζp,1(q)] = 1. For each pixel q
and each image i, we can calculate the optical density d1(q, i):
d1(q, i) = ln
(
Np,0(q, i)
Np,1(q, i)
)
. (7.22)
Both detected photon numbers are large compared to 1, so that we can perform an
expansion in powers of 1/
√
Np,0/1 and obtain at second order:
d1(q, i) ≈
σ
Aq
Na,1(q, i) +
εp,0(q, i)√
N̄p,0(q, i))
− εp,1(q, i)√
N̄p,1(q, i))
+ 5.0 ζp,0(q, i)
N̄p,0(q, i))
− 5.0 ζp,1(q, i)
N̄p,1(q, i))
+
ε2p,1(q, i)
2N̄p,1(q, i))
+ εp,0(q, i)εp,1(q, i)√
N̄p,0(q, i))
√
N̄p,1(q, i))
+ o
(
1
N̄p,0/1(q, i))
)
. (7.23)
The first line corresponds to the mean value plus the photonic shot noises of each
picture, the second line to read-out noises, and the third line to terms arising from
cross-products, which are negligible for our parameters and will be forgotten in the
following. The average of this quantity over the N images is
d̄1(q) ≡ 〈d1(q, i)〉i ≈
σ
Aq
N̄a,1(q), (7.24)
whereas its variance is
Var[d1(q)] ≈
σ2
A2q
Var[Na,1(q)] +
1
N̄p,0(q)
+ 1
N̄p,1(q)
+ 25.0
N̄2p,0(q)
+ 25.0
N̄2p,1(q)
. (7.25)
There is no significant quadratic contribution at the single pixel level, but there starts to be when
packing 8× 8 pixels in a macropixel.
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Note that we made here a further simplification to evaluate the variance of the third
term of Eq. (7.23)a.
7.2.4 Taking shot noise and read-out noise into account for the difference of
two images
The calibration requires to consider the two atom numbers Na,1 and Na,2 as explained
earlier. In the following we are thus interested in the sum S(q, i) and the difference
D(q, i) of the two optical densities d1 and d2. For the sum, we only need the average
and we treat the various fluctuations at order zero:
S̄(q) = σ
Aq
N̄a(q), (7.28)
with Na = Na,1 +Na,2 the total atom number. For the difference, as
D(q, i) = d1(q, i)− d2(q, i) = ln
(
Np,2(q, i)
Np,1(q, i)
)
, (7.29)
the same result as 7.23 applies, just replacing the index 0 by 2.
Assuming as in (7.27) that we can neglect the fluctuations of Na,1 and Na,2 for the
terms 1/
√
N̄p,1 and 1/
√
N̄p,2, we deduce the mean and the variance of D:
D̄(q) = 0, (7.30)
Var[D(q)] = σ
2
A2q
N̄a(q) +
1
N̄p,1(q)
+ 1
N̄p,2(q)
+ 25.0
N̄2p,1(q)
+ 25.0
N̄2p,2(q)
. (7.31)
To summarize, one should consider the two quantities S̄(q) and
Ṽ (q) = Var[D(q)]−
(
1
N̄p,1(q)
+ 1
N̄p,2(q)
)
− 25.0
(
1
N̄2p,1(q)
+ 1
N̄2p,2(q)
)
, (7.32)
which satisfy the set of two equations:
σN̄a(q) = Aq S̄(q), (7.33)
σ2N̄a(q) = A2qṼ (q). (7.34)
The effect of removal of the shot noise and read-out noise pixel by pixel can be seen
in figure 7.6.
aThe calculation of the variance of the 3rd term of (7.23) actually requires a bit more care,
since Na,1(q, i) is itself a random variable. Setting as above
Na,1(q, i) = N̄a,1(q) + εa(q, i)
√
N̄a,1(q) (7.26)
and assuming that σ
√
N̄a,1(q)/Aq  1 (ie the fluctuations of the OD are small compared to 1,
even if the OD itself can be of order 1), we have for this 3rd term:
εp,1(q, i)√
N̄p,0(q) e−σNa,1(q,i)/Aq
≈ εp,1(q, i)√
N̄p,1(q)
+ εp,1(q, i)εa(q, i)
2
√
N̄p,1(q)
σ
√
N̄a,1(q)
Aq
≈ εp,1(q, i)√
N̄p,1(q)
. (7.27)
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Figure 7.6 – Effect of removal of the shot noise and read-out noise pixel
by pixel, using 91 images. (a) S̄(q), (b) Var[D(q)] and (c) Ṽ (q).
7.2.5 A first method of calibration
Before turning to a more sophisticated method to determine the atom number in a
selected zone, we present a treatment based on a Monte Carlo simulation to check
the validity of the linearisation of the fluctuations used before. We also show the
result of this method when varying the size of the considered zone, and thus the
atom number.
Selection of images
A careful processing of the images is required to extract the correct atom number
fluctuations. First an electronic background, obtained by averaging ≈ 30 imagesa
without atoms and without probe light, is subtracted to each subimage. We also
filter the images keeping only those with no “anomalous” deviation. For each value
of isub (between 0 and 2) and each pixel q, we calculate the average N̄count(isub, q)
and the standard deviation s̄(isub, q) of the number of counts (average taken over
all images for the same parameters). We then eliminate the images which have at
least one pixel q that deviates from N̄count by more than η s̄ for one value of isub.
The threshold factor η is set at η = 4.26, which should lead to the elimination of less
than 1% of the images if the statistics were gaussian. This procedure is repeated
until no image is removed. In practice we eliminate by this way between 5 and 15
images out of 100. We then consider a zone of 8× 8 pixels, optimized such that the
variations of the sum of S̄(q) on the zone are minimal over the images.
Check of validity of linearisation: comparison with an ab-initio simulation
The treatment described above is based on a linearisation of the various sources of
fluctuation, and the validity of this approximation could be questioned. In addition
the treatment does not take into account the losses of atoms between the first and
second images, which we found experimentally. Although they are relatively small,
this could create a significant bias of the results.
In order to address these points, we have developed a simulation which models as
closely as possible the detection process. In practice, each photon count on a given
pixel is randomly drawn using a Poisson distribution with the appropriate mean value.
aThey should be taken the same day as the background value drifts from day to day.
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Npix N̄p,0 N̄p,1 N̄p,2 Flinear N̄a,linear Fsim N̄a,sim
12 449 371 375 5.73 20.86 5.59 20.51
22 1794 1482 1499 2.74 9.90 2.69 9.89
32 4006 3303 3345 2.20 7.95 2.13 7.84
42 7176 5927 5996 1.98 7.11 1.92 7.10
52 10849 8944 9056 1.73 6.23 1.69 6.27
62 16023 13213 13381 1.61 5.79 1.59 5.88
72 21897 18096 18327 1.66 5.88 1.54 5.67
82 28705 23706 23983 1.62 5.78 1.60 5.87
Table 7.1 – Average quantities over an optimized 8× 8 window. N̄p,isub
are the average number of photons detected in a square region of Npix
pixels. It is visible from these numbers that less atoms are present in the
second image than in the first one, as less photons are absorbed. Flinear and
the corresponding N̄a,linear are obtained with the shot noise and read-out
noise removed as described section 7.2.3. Fsim and N̄a,sim are obtained
with the ab-initio simulation.The mean optical depths for this run are
d̄1 = 0.195 and d̄2 = 0.183.
The effect of the π/2 pulse is described by using a random draw from the binomial
distribution and the results of the simulations are processed as the experimental
ones. The details of the simulations are described in appendix in section D.1. Note
that this simulation explicitly uses the gain of the camera, 1.025, determined from
the analysis of images without atoms.
The results for different macropixels (ie pixels binned together in squares of 1× 1 to
8× 8 pixels), shown in table 7.1, lead to two conclusions:
• The simulations are in excellent agreement with the linearised analysis of the
statistics of the measured optical depths. This validates the linearisation of
fluctuations used above, at least in this regime of relatively low optical densities.
• It also confirms that the analysis based on single pixels is not satisfying. The
fudge factor is indeed extremely high (about 6) for single pixels whereas it
drops to about 1.6 for zones bigger than 5× 5 pixels. We attribute this effect
to the spreading of the response of individual atoms on several pixels due to
the finite resolution of the imaging system.
There are two ways to circumvent this. The first one is to focus on macro-pixels and
look for convergence when the size of the macro-pixel is increased. This is what is
done in table 7.1 and in section 7.2.5. The problem with this approach is that if one
is dealing with slightly non-homogeneous samples, it may add extra noise in a way
that is difficult to control. The other way is to try to include in the modelling the
smoothening of the optical response at the single pixel level. This is done in section
7.3.
Results varying the size of interest, removing linearized noise
This analysis can equivalently be done in a way closer to the one of [245, 119],
in which the number of atoms is varied. The authors of [245, 119] used several
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experimental sequences to prepare samples with different the atom number, but
as our sample has a uniform atomic density, the atom number inside a macropixel
can be tuned by changing the number of pixels Npix considered. To solve the set of
two equations 7.33 and 7.34, we plot in figure 7.7 (Aq/σ0)2 Ṽ (q) corresponding to
Var(N1 +N2) versus Aq/σ0 S̄(q) which corresponds to N1 +N2 for different atom
numbersa. The fitted slope is then the inverse of the wanted fudge factor. The run
considered in figure 7.7 had a quite low optical depth S̄ = 0.38 and led to a fudge
factor of 1.68.
However, another run with higher optical depths (S̄ = 0.77) led to a fudge factor of
about 2.3 with this method. This discrepancy of results between the two runs is less
important with the more sophisticated method that we present now.
Figure 7.7 – Result of the analysis on a zone of 8×8 pixels, considering
squares of 1× 1 to 8× 8 pixels. The green points are the results without
removing the shot noise and read-out noise and the blue ones with this
removing. The fit of the blue points by a function y = ax2 + bx gives
a = 0.594 and b = 0.0002 and is thus very close to a linear fit. Confidence
intervals for the points are determined by a bootstrapping method. The
determined fudge factor 1/a is 1.68 for this low density run.
7.3 Calibration by modeling the optical response
The projection of the atoms onto the two different states produces well-controlled
binomial noise with zero correlation length. However, due to the finite resolution
of the imaging system, an atom might affect several pixels, which leads to a wrong
atom number determination for small zones in table 7.1. This spreading of the effect
of one atom on several pixels has been studied and characterized for example in
[70], so that the authors extract the density fluctuations of the 2D Bose gas. We
propose here an alternative method, looking this time at the source of fluctuations
that comes from the projection of the atoms onto the two different states. This gives
aN1 and N2 correspond to the inferred atom numbers according to absorption imaging with
the cross section σ0.
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us the response function of our imaging system together with the atomic density N̄a
in the considered zone.
7.3.1 A coarse-grain approximation
We suppose that the light intensity in a point r on the camera can be written
I(r) = I0(r) exp
(
−
∫
α(r − r′) ρa(r′) d2r′
)
, (7.35)
with ρa(r′) the atomic density at r′. Suppose also that the response function α(r−r′)
varies relatively smoothly on the scale of a pixel. This relation can then be written
in a discrete way:
I(q) = I0(q) exp
− 1
Aq
∑
q′
σ(q − q′) Na(q′)
 , (7.36)
so that the OD at a pixel q is now (to be compared with Eq. (7.23)):
d(q, i) ≈ 1
Aq
∑
q′
σ(q − q′) Na(q′, i) + photon noise (q, i), (7.37)
The photon noisesa between two different pixels qA and qB are not correlated.
However as we show below, there can be some correlations between the fluctuations
of the ODs in qA and qB if there exists an atom in pixel q that contributes significantly
to the pixels qA and qB via the sum over the σ(qA/B − q).
We will use the covariances between pixels and their link to the σ matrix that we
just described to reconstruct the σi and find the atom number on the selected zone.
7.3.2 Extracting the σ matrix using correlations
To deconvolve the effect of the finite resolution of the imaging system, we compute
the different Cov[D(qA), D(qB)], where D is the difference of ODs between the two
images on the same pixel. It is shown in appendix in section D.2 that for qA 6= qB,
the covariances for our experimental protocol correspond to:
Cov[D(qA), D(qB)] =
1
A2q
∑
q
σ(qA − q) σ(qB − q) N̄a(q), (7.38)
and to
Ṽ (qA) =
1
A2q
∑
q
σ2(qA − q) N̄a(q), (7.39)
where Ṽ is obtained from Var[D] by subtracting photon shot noise and read-out
noise as in (7.32). Also the sum of the two ODs reads
S̄(qA) =
1
Aq
∑
q
σ(qA − q) N̄a(q). (7.40)
aWe include here the read-out noise in the photon noise to reduce the amount of notation.
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The set of equations (7.38-7.39-7.40) allows one to reconstruct the imaging transfer
function σ(q− q′) as well as the pixel contents Na(q) from the measured covariances.
The link is however quite complicated to describe and is also done in appendix, in
section D.2.
To obtain a better signal to noise ratio, we average the covariances for allQ = qB−qA
on a selected zone. This is shown in figure 7.8a forQ ranging from (-3,-3) to (3,3). The
Cov[D](Q) matrix is symmetric along the x and y axes. We chose to take advantage
of these symmetries, and take the corresponding averages for the covariances, which
are named C0, ..., C5 as shown in figure 7.8b.
It is then possible to extract the σi of the σ matrix, as explained in section D.2.
We chose to model the response function of the imaging system with 5 coefficients
σ0, ..., σ4 as shown in figure 7.8c. We obtain together with these coefficients the
atomic density in the selected zone.
(a) Cov[D](Q)
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Figure 7.8 – Method that we used for extracting the σi coefficients from
the measured covariances between pixels. (a) Cov[D](Q) corresponding
to the averaged covariances for all Q = qB − qA on a selected zone. (b)
Ci coefficients obtained by averaging the Cov[D](Q) corresponding to the
same IQI. (c) σi coefficients obtained by solving the system given in
appendix, in section D.2.
7.3.3 Robustness using subsets of images
In order to check the robustness of the results, which depends on the stability of the
experiment when the various runs were taken, one can perform the same analysis for
only a subset of images in each run. We have chosen the following selection criterion:
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Table 7.2 – Value of the fudge factor depending on a subset of images for
three different runs. The average value of the optical depths for subimages
1 and 2 are also indicated. The run used as an example in this chapter is
run 2.
d̄1 d̄2 1 2 3 4 5
Run 1 0.354 0.309 1.37 2.04 1.42 1.34 1.32
Run 2 0.195 0.183 1.66 1.69 1.68 1.66 1.56
Run 3 0.410 0.360 1.80 1.81 1.71 1.67 1.80
• choice 1: all images (about 100) provided they pass the stability test indicated
in section 7.2.5
• choice 2: only images between 51 and 100
• choice 3: only images between 1 and 50
• choice 4: only even images
• choice 5: only odd images
The results are given in table 7.2. Clearly the runs 2 and 3 are more stable than
Run 1. This is also visible on the analysis of section 7.2.5 where a much stronger
quadratic contribution is seen compared to the two other runs (but not shown here
for this run). The fudge factor of 1.6 is confirmed for run 2, but the result F = 2.3
of section 7.2.5 for run 3 is now only 1.8. It is this result which should be kept as the
finite optical resolution of the imaging system is taken into account in this analysisa.
aWe note that the found fudge factor could be modified for our usual imaging due to the fact
that for the analysis of this chapter the imaging lasts 30 µs versus 10 µs for the usual one. We
checked that this has almost no effect by comparing different runs. For run 2 the OD is not modified
and for run 3 it goes from 0.77 to 0.80 for the usual imaging.

8
Study of Sound propagation
8.1 Motivation for this project
Propagation of sound waves is at the heart of the study and understanding of
quantum fluids. In liquid helium, the two-fluid model introduced by Laszlo Tisza was
confirmed by the observation of first and second sound modes [247]. In this system
the first sound corresponds to a density wave for which the normal and superfluid
fractions oscillate in phase, whereas second sound is a temperature wave for which
the two components oscillate out of phase.
Sound wave propagation is also central to the study of dilute quantum gases. The
existence of first and second sound modes within an hydrodynamic two-fluid model
was predicted for weakly interacting Bose-Einstein condensates (BEC) [248] and
propagation of sound in an elongated BEC was observed in Refs. [249, 250]. Sound
velocity measurements were also exploited, for instance, in one-dimensional systems
to determine their Luttinger parameter [251]. Weakly interacting Bose gases are
compressible systems (compared to liquid helium) and the nature of first and second
sound is strongly modified. In this case, second sound is mainly an oscillation of the
superfluid part alone and is a direct continuation of the Bogoliubov excitations at
low temperatures. Sound waves were also predicted [252] and observed [253, 254] in
ultracold strongly interacting Fermi gases, whose behavior is closer to the case of
liquid helium.
Propagation of sound in weakly interacting two-dimensional (2D) Bose gases was
recently discussed in Ref. [75]. Similarly to the 3D case, the existences of first
and second sound modes were predicted within a two-fluid hydrodynamic approach.
However, in 2D, as described earlier in this thesis, the velocity of second sound
exhibits a jump when crossing from the normal to the superfluid state the Berezinskii-
Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) critical point. This discontinuity is a signature of the
jump of the superfluid density at the transition point. Indeed, in the limit of very
dilute Bose gases the speed of sound is directly proportional to the square root
of the superfluid fraction [255]. Experimentally, 2D Bose fluids were first realized
with liquid helium films adsorbed on a substrate [256]; in this case the presence of
the substrate blocks the motion of the normal component and thus prevents the
investigation of such phenomena.
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8.1.1 Hydrodynamics and two-fluid model
The two-fluid model forms the basic framework for understanding the occurence
of first and second sound in superfluid systems. We follow here the lines of [257]
to derive the quartic equation whose solutions are the two speeds of sound. The
two-fluid model assumes that the system can be described as composed of two parts:
a normal and a superfluid one. The mass density ρ = nm and the mass current are
then:
ρ = ρs + ρn, (8.1)
mj = ρsvs + ρnvn. (8.2)
The continuity equations of the fluid read (Eq. (8.4) reflects the fact that the entropy
is carried only by the normal part):
∂ρ
∂t
+∇ ·mj = 0, (8.3)
∂s
∂t
+∇ · svn = 0. (8.4)
In addition, hydrodynamic equations at equilibrium give
m
∂j
∂t
+∇p = 0, (8.5)
m
∂vs
∂t
+∇µ = 0. (8.6)
All these equations combined with the usual thermodynamic relation
ρdµ = −msdT + dp, (8.7)
lead to the two coupled equations, with s̃ = s/ρ:
∂2ρ
∂t2
= ∇2p, (8.8)
∂2s̃
∂t2
= ρss̃
2
ρn
∇2T. (8.9)
We describe the propagation of a sound wave of velocity c by linearizing these
equations around equilibrium. Writing the perturbations as
ρ = ρ+ ρoscei(kx−ωt), (8.10)
p = p+ poscei(kx−ωt), (8.11)
s̃ = s̃+ s̃oscei(kx−ωt), (8.12)
T = T + Toscei(kx−ωt), (8.13)
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and using the relationships
δρ = ∂ρ
∂p
δp+ ∂ρ
∂T
δT, δs̃ = ∂s̃
∂p
δp+ ∂s̃
∂T
δT, (8.14)
we get the quartic equation whose positive solutions are the two speeds of sound:[
∂s̃
∂T
∂ρ
∂p
− ∂s̃
∂p
∂ρ
∂T
]
c4 +
[
∂s̃
∂T
+ ρss̃
2
ρn
∂ρ
∂p
]
c2 + ρss̃
2
ρn
= 0, (8.15)
where the derivatives with respect to T are taken at constant pressure and vice-versa.
The quantities involved in this formula are however not very convenient to compute.
We first rewrite this equation in terms of other thermodynamic variables that we
define now.
8.1.2 Reminder of thermodynamics
In addition to the phase-space-density D which has been described in chapter 1, we
introduce other thermodynamic variables such as the pressure P , the entropy per
particle S and specific heat per particle Cv. We use their dimensionless counterparts:
P = λ
2
T
kBT
P, S = S/kB, and Cv = Cv/kB. (8.16)
The reduced pressure P was theoretically [258] and experimentally [66, 64] determined.
All these quantities are related, using X = µ/kBT , by
D = dP/dX, S = 2P/D −X, Cv = 2P/D −D/(dD/dX). (8.17)
8.1.3 Prediction
Using once again thermodynamic relations, equation (8.15) can be rewritten, with
c̄ = c/cB the speed of sound normalized to the Bogoliubov speed of sound:(
g̃D
2π
)2
c̄4 − g̃2π
(
2P + DS
2
Cv
fs
1− fs
)
c̄2 + DS
2
Cv(dD/dX)
fs
1− fs
= 0, (8.18)
which corresponds to the result of [75]. Knowing all needed thermodynamic quantities,
the two solutions c̄1 and c̄2 of the equation can be found. Using an interpolating
function on the results of Prokof’ev and Svitsunov [259] to get the thermodynamic
variables, one can plot the two solutions, as done in figure 8.1.
8.2 Experimental study
The following sections of this chapter were initially published in [260], and are
reproduced almost without modifications. Only titles have been added and some
phrases changed to be consistent with the rest of the thesis.
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First sound
Second sound
Figure 8.1 – Expected normalized speeds of sound for different degen-
eracies. An interpolation of the results of Prokof’ev and Svitsunov [259]
is used to get the thermodynamic variables required to solve the quartic
equation (8.18).
In this chapter, we report on the first observation of sound propagation in a 2D
Bose fluid. We observe a single density sound mode both in the superfluid and
normal regimes. Deep in the superfluid regime, the measured sound speed agrees
well with the Bogoliubov prediction. We measure a weak damping rate compatible
with Landau damping, a fundamental mechanism for the understanding of collective
modes of superfluids at finite temperature [261]. For higher temperatures, we observe
a decrease of the sound velocity consistent with the second sound speed variation
predicted in Ref. [75] from two-fluid hydrodynamics. The damping of sound increases
with temperature and, above the critical point, we still observe strongly damped
density waves with no discernable discontinuity at the critical point. The discrepancy
with the two-fluid model predictions could be due to a departure from hydrodynamic
behavior.
8.2.1 Protocol for travelling waves
Our experimental setup has been described in Refs [116, 233] and more details can
be found in section 8.3. Briefly, we confine 87Rb atoms in the |F = 1,m = 0〉 ground
state into a 2D rectangular box potential of size Lx × Ly = 30(1)× 38(1) µm (see
Fig. 8.2a). The confinement along the vertical z direction can be approximated by a
harmonic potential of frequency ωz/(2π) = 4.59(4) kHz. We always operate in the
quasi-2D regime where interaction and thermal energies are smaller than ~ωz. The
gas is characterized by the effective coupling constant g = ~2g̃/m = (~2/m)
√
8π as/`z,
where as is the s-wave scattering length, `z =
√
~/(mωz) and m the atomic mass
[76]. We operate here in the weakly-interacting regime: g̃ = 0.16(1). In the quasi-2D
regime and for a given g̃, the equilibrium state of the cloud is only characterized by a
dimensionless combination of T and n2D, thanks to an approximate scale-invariance
[76]. In the following we use the ratio T/Tc, where Tc = 2πn2D~2/[mkB ln(380/g̃)] is
the calculated critical temperature for the BKT phase transition [102]. In this work,
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we study Bose gases from the highly degenerate regime (T/Tc ≈ 0.2) to the normal
regime (T/Tc ≈ 1.4).
We first investigate propagating waves which we excite by a density perturbation.
Prior to evaporative cooling in the box potential, we apply to the cloud a repulsive
potential, which creates a density dip on one side of the rectangle (see Fig. 8.2a). The
extension of this dip is about 1/4 of the length of the box and its amplitude is chosen so
that the density in this region is decreased by a factor of 1/3. After equilibration, we
abruptly remove the additional potential and monitor the propagation of this density
dip. We show in Fig. 8.2b a typical time evolution of the density profile integrated
along the transverse direction to the perturbation for a strongly degenerate gas. In
this regime, the density perturbation propagates at constant speed and bounces
several times off the walls of the box. Using the calibrated size of the box, we extract
a speed c = 1.49(3)mm/s. This value is slightly lower than the Bogoliubov sound
speed cB =
√
gn2D/m = 1.6(1)mm/s expected at zero temperature for the measured
density n2D = 29(3) µm−2. The measured speed is also close to the second sound
mode velocity c(2)HD = 1.4(1)mm/s, estimated from two-fluid hydrodynamics at our
experimental value of T/Tc = 0.37(12) [75]. The first sound, expected to propagate
at a much higher speed c(1)HD = 3.3(3)mm/s [75], does not appear in our measurements
that feature a single wavefront only. The absence of first sound in our experiments
can be explained by its very small coupling to isothermal density excitations in a
weakly interacting gas [75].
Figure 8.2 – Experimental protocol and observation of propagating waves.
(a) Absorption image of the cloud perturbed by a local additional potential.
The excitation is delimited by the horizontal dashed line and depletes the
atomic density by a factor around 1/3. (b) Example of time evolution of
the variation of the density profile n2D with respect to its spatial mean
value (integrated along x) obtained after abruptly removing the additional
potential. For this example T/Tc = 0.37(12) and n2D = 29(3) µm−2. The
position of the dip is fitted by a triangle function (black solid line) which
gives, c =1.49(3) mm/s.
8.2.2 Analysis of the data of travelling waves
In order to probe the role of the cloud degeneracy on the sound wave propagation, we
vary both n2D and T . For each configuration, we excite the cloud with the protocol
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described above, while adjusting the intensity of the depleting laser beam to keep
the density dip around 1/3 of non-perturbed density. At lower degeneracies, sound
waves are strongly damped and the aforementioned measurements of the density dip
position become inadequate. We thus focus on the time evolution of the lowest-energy
mode [262]. We decompose the density profiles integrated along x as
n(y, t) = n̄+
∞∑
j=1
Aj(t) cos(jπy/Ly), (8.19)
where n̄ is the average density along y and the Aj are the amplitudes of the modes.
The choice of the cosine basis ensures the cancellation of the velocity field on the
edges of the box. Our excitation protocol mainly couples to the lowest energy modes.
We keep the excitation to a low value to be in the linear regime while still observing
a clear signal for the lowest-energy mode, which in return provides a too weak signal
for a quantitative analysis of higher modes a. For each duration of the evolution,
we compute the overlap of the atomic density profile with the lowest-energy mode.
Examples of the time evolution of the normalized amplitude Ã1(t) = A1(t)/A1(0) for
different degrees of degeneracy are shown in Fig. 5.3. We observe damped oscillations
with a damping rate increasing with T/Tc. We fit the experimental data by an
exponentially damped sinusoidal curve e−Γt/2[Γ/2ω sin(ωt) + cos(ωt)] to determine
the energy damping rate Γ and the frequency ω b. We then determine the speed of
sound c = Lyω/π and the quality factor of this mode Q = 2ω/Γ.
8.2.3 Results
We consolidate all our measurements of speed of sound and quality factors in Fig. 8.4.
To facilitate comparison with theory, we show in Fig. 8.4a the values of c normalized
to cB. The non-normalized results are reported in section 8.5 for completeness. In
the temperature range T . 0.9Tc, we measure weakly damped density oscillations,
corresponding to a well-defined sound mode (Q & 10). In this regime, we observe
a significant decrease by about ≈ 25% of the sound velocity for increasing values
of T/Tc . The measured velocities agree well with the prediction from two-fluid
hydrodynamics [75] combined with the equation of state of the 2D Bose gas [263].
According to the analysis of [75] for weakly interacting gases, the change of speed of
sound is mainly due to the variation of the superfluid fraction fs from ≈ 1 at T = 0
to ≈ 0.5 close to T = Tc with the approximate scaling c(2)HD ∝ f 1/2s [264]. We note
the absence of a discernable discontinuity of sound velocity at Tc, in disagreement
with the two-fluid hydrodynamic approach.
In order to explain this disagreement, we first note that collective excitations in
ultracold Bose gases can be of different nature depending on the relative amplitude
aThe study of the second spatial mode gives oscillation frequencies that are in good approxima-
tion twice larger than the lowest-energy mode and thus results in very similar speeds of sounds.
However, the damping rate of this mode is also larger (see Fig. 8.5) and we cannot robustly estimate
its lifetime for our deliberately weak excitation protocol.
bThe choice of this oscillating function ensures a null derivative of the amplitude of the mode
at t = 0, when the potential creating the density dip is removed. This behavior is expected from
the continuity of the wavefunction and of its derivative describing the state of the gas at t = 0.
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Figure 8.3 – Time evolution of the normalized amplitude of the lowest-
energy mode for (a) T/Tc = 0.21(11), (b) T/Tc = 0.95(5), (c) T/Tc =
1.38(18). The solid line is a fit of an exponentially damped sinusoidal
oscillation. For (b) and (c) graphs, each data point is the average of
three measurements and the error bars represent the associated standard
deviation. In (a) each point corresponds to a single measurement.
of mean-field effects and collisions between particles [266, 267, 268]. In the very
degenerate regime T  Tc, the system is naturally described within quantum
hydrodynamics [269], where interactions between particles occur via a mean-field
energy Eint. This is valid for ω  Eint/~, which is satisfied for our setup. In this
regime we expect sound waves propagating at cB, as observed in the experiment. For
larger temperatures, but still below Tc, the normal fraction becomes significant. In
order to use an hydrodynamic two-fluid model in that case, the local equilibrium
condition also requires ω  Γcoll, where Γcoll = ~g̃2n/(2m) is the collision rate
[96]. The same condition holds for the single fluid case above Tc. The opposite
“collisionless” regime has been recently studied in Refs. [270, 271]. It also leads to the
existence of a sound mode, originating solely from mean-field interactions described
for example by a Landau-Vlasov kinetic equation. For T & Tc this collisionless sound
mode has a velocity notably smaller than the hydrodynamic result and close to the
prediction of Ref. [75] for the second sound velocity at Tc. For our data above Tc
we estimate Γcoll/ω to be in the range 1.6 − 3.4, which indicates that we are in a
crossover between these limiting hydrodynamic and collisionless regimes.
The distinction between the quantum hydrodynamics regime and the crossover regime
(Γcoll ∼ ω) is supported by the study of the measured quality factors (see Fig. 8.4b).
For T  Tc, damping can be described at first order by the decay of low-lying
collective excitations via scattering on thermal excitations [261, 272], the so-called
Landau damping mechanism. It predicts an increase of the quality factor when
decreasing temperature due to the reduction of the number of thermal excitations
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Figure 8.4 – Speed of sound and quality factor. (a) Measured speed of
sound c normalized to cB. The vertical dashed line shows the position
of the critical point. The solid line shows the result from the two-fluid
hydrodynamic model applied to the 2D Bose gas [75]. A fit to the data
points below Tc by this hydrodynamic model with a free multiplicative
factor shows that the measurements are globally 3% above the theoretical
prediction. This could correspond to a 6% systematic error in the cali-
bration of n2D used to determine cB ∝ n1/22D . Our estimated uncertainty
on n2D is on the order of 11% (see section 8.4.3) and our measurements
are thus compatible with the predicted value of the speed of second sound
c
(2)
HD. (b) Quality factor Q = 2ω/Γ of the lowest-energy mode. The solid
line is the prediction for Landau damping [265] (continued as a dashed
line for T > Tc). For both graphs, the error bars represent the statistical
uncertainty extracted from the fitting procedures used to determine c, Γ
and T/Tc.
available for scattering with the sound mode a. This perturbative approach is
meaningful for large enough quality factors and does not take into account interactions
between phonon modes. The solid line in Fig. 8.4b corresponds to Landau prediction
for a 2D system [265]. It shows an overall good agreement with our data, even close
to Tc where it gradually looses its validity. Finally, above Tc, we measured low quality
factors, showing that the observed sound mode is strongly damped, in agreement
with the predictions of the collisionless sound mode [270].
aNote that Beliaev damping, another mechanism for the decay of low-lying excitations, is absent
for the first spatial mode of the box. Indeed, it corresponds to a decay of a low-lying excitation
into two excitations with lower energies and thus does not exist for the lowest energy mode.
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8.2.4 Standing waves
In the highly degenerate regime, the low damping rate allows us to observe standing
waves. To study them, we modulate sinusoidally the amplitude of the potential
creating the dip of density on one edge of the box [273]. After ≈1 s we extract, for
each frequency ν of the excitation, the amplitude of the (time-dependent) density
modulation induced on the cloud (see section 8.4.1 for details). We show in Fig. 8.5
the contribution of the three lowest-energy modes to the amplitude of the modulation
as a function of the excitation frequency. For each mode j we observe a clear
resonance peak centered at a frequency νj. We display in the insets the resonance
frequencies and width of the modes. The νj’s are equally spaced, as confirmed by
the linear fit. In addition, the right inset shows the widths of the peaks. They also
increase approximately linearly with j a, meaning that the quality factor associated
to these peaks is almost the same, as expected for Landau damping.
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Figure 8.5 – Observation of standing waves in the box potential. Con-
tribution of the three lowest-energy modes to the amplitude of the density
modulation: j = 1 (circles), j = 2 (squares), j = 3 (diamonds). The solid
lines are Lorentzian fits. The two insets show the resonance frequencies νj
and the full widths at half maximum Γj resulting from these fits. The solid
lines in the insets are linear fit to the data and the shaded areas represent
the uncertainty on the fitted slope. From the slope c/(2Ly) of the fit to
the resonance frequencies, we find c = 1.90(9)mm/s. For this specific
experiment, the length of the cloud is Ly = 57(1) µm and the degree of
degeneracy is T/Tc = 0.41(7).
8.2.5 Conclusion
We focus in this work on a weakly interacting Bose gas which features a large
compressibility compared to liquid helium or strongly interacting Fermi gases. A
natural extension of this work would thus be to investigate second sound propagation
for increasing interactions [264]. It would also be interesting to investigate first sound,
e.g. by applying a localized temperature excitation [254]. During the completion of
aBecause of the finite duration of the excitation (1 s), the width of the peaks is Fourier limited
at a typical width of 1Hz, which should be taken into account for a more quantitative analysis.
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this work we were informed that a related study with a homogeneous 3D Fermi gas
was currently performed at MIT a.
8.3 Supplementary information
8.4 Experimental setup
We confine 87Rb atoms in the |F = 1,m = 0〉 ground state into a 2D rectangular
box potential of size Lx × Ly = 30(1)× 38(1) µm. The trapping potential is made
by a combination of far-detuned repulsive optical dipole traps [116, 233]. The
confinement along the vertical z direction can be approximated by a harmonic
potential of frequency ωz/(2π) = 4.59(4) kHz corresponding to a dimensionless
interaction parameter g̃ = 0.16(1). The value of g̃ is slightly modified by the effect of
interactions. We estimate that g̃ varies by about 10% for the range of surface densities
explored in this work. We control the temperature T thanks to evaporative cooling
by varying the height of the potential barrier providing the in-plane confinement.
The surface density n2D of the cloud is varied from 10 to 80 µm−2 by removing
a controlled fraction of the atoms from our densest configuration. This removal
is realized by a partial transfer of the atoms to the |F = 2,m = 0〉 state with a
microwave resonant field and a subsequent blasting of the transferred fraction with
a resonant laser beam. We determine the ratio T/Tc by a method inspired from
Ref. [274] and based on a measurement of the equation of state of the system that
we detail below.
8.4.1 Protocol for characterizing standing waves
We consider a cloud in a rectangular box of size Lx × Ly. We create an excitation of
density at frequency ω at one end of the rectangle and we choose this excitation to
be invariant along the x-direction. We decompose this excitation on density modes
whose gradient vanishes on the edges of the box and which are invariant along the
x-direction. We define these spatial modes by Sj(x, y) =
√
2/(LxLy) cos(kjy/2),
where kj = 2jπ/Ly and j ∈ N∗.
In the linear regime, the response of the system is expected to occur at the same
frequency ω, and each mode Sj will be excited with an amplitude Bj(ω) and a phase
shift ϕj(ω) with respect to the excitation. Therefore, the density profile at time t
will be given by
n2D(ω, t, x, y) = n̄2D+ ∑
j
Bj(ω)
√
2
LxLy
cos
(
kjy
2
)
cos[ωt+ ϕj(ω)], (8.20)
where n̄2D is the mean density. Our aim is to determine the amplitudes Bj(ω).
However, measuring the full time evolution of n2D for all frequencies would correspond
aM. Zwierlein, talk at the BEC 2017 Frontiers in Quantum Gases, Sant Feliu de Guixols
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to a large amount of data acquisition. Instead, even without any prior knowledge of
ϕj(ω), the amplitudes can be extracted using the following strategy: We measure the
density profile at four different times ti, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}, and we choose these times so
that we explore one oscillation: ωti = ωt1 + (i− 1)π/2. We get four density profiles
ρi(ω, y), and we compute two quantities q1 and q2:
q1(ω, y) = ρ3(ω, y)− ρ1(ω, y) (8.21)
= −2
∑
j
Bj(ω)
√
2
LxLy
cos
(
kjy
2
)
cos[ωt1 + ϕj(ω)], (8.22)
and
q2(ω, y) = ρ4(ω, y)− ρ2(ω, y) (8.23)
= 2
∑
j
Bj(ω)
√
2
LxLy
cos
(
kjy
2
)
sin[ωt1 + ϕj(ω)]. (8.24)
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Figure 8.6 – ntegrated spatial profile of the density modulation as a
function of the modulation frequency. Each column shows q2 which is
the squared amplitude of the density modulation integrated along the x
direction, determined from four pictures at different times and averaged
over two runs. For this specific experiment, the length of the cloud is
Ly = 57(1) µm and the degree of degeneracy is T/Tc = 0.41(7).
We separate the contribution of the different modes by projecting q1(ω, y) and q2(ω, y)
on the eigenmodes of the box:
c
(j)
l (ω) =
√
2
LxLy
∫ Lx
0
∫ Ly
0
ql(ω, y) cos
(
kjy
2
)
dx dy (8.25)
= −2Bj(ω) cos [ωt1 + (l − 1)π/2 + ϕj(ω)] , (8.26)
for l = 1 or 2. The contribution of the j-th mode is then given by
[Bj(ω)]2 =
1
4
([
c
(j)
1
]2
+
[
c
(j)
2
]2)
. (8.27)
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We display in Fig. 8.5 a quantity proportional to B2j (ω) for the three first modes.
In addition we also compute the quantity
q2(ω, y) = q21(ω, y) + q22(ω, y), (8.28)
which is displayed in Fig. 8.6. If the different modes are well separated, the excitation
frequency ω is resonant with at maximum one spatial mode and the sum in Eq. (8.20)
contains only one term. Therefore, we have
q2(ω, y) ≈ 8B2jω(ω)/Ly cos
2(kjωy/2), (8.29)
where jω is the number of the mode that is excited at frequency ω. In this case,
q2(ω, y) has a simple interpretation: It is proportional to the squared amplitude of
the mode and it reveals the spatial dependence of the mode with y.
Figure 8.7 – Surface density in the dip as a function of the applied
potential Vdip along with the fit with the equation of state. The two
insets are the average of absorption images for two example values of the
potential in the dip. The star shows the expected position of the BKT
phase transition. The value of the fit to Vdip = 0 gives the degree of
degeneracy of the cloud. For this cloud we get T/Tc = 0.21(11), where
the uncertainty is given by the 95% confidence interval from the fitting
procedure. Each data point is the average of three measurements.
8.4.2 Determination of the cloud’s degeneracy
The state of a weakly-interacting two-dimensional Bose gas at equilibrium and for
a given g̃ can be characterized by a single dimensionless parameter, for instance
T/Tc or equivalently its phase-space density D = n2Dλ2T , where λ2T = 2π~2/(mkBT ).
Taking advantage of this scale invariance, we use here a method inspired from [274] to
determine directly the phase-space density of the cloud without independent measure-
ments of the atomic density and the temperature, and hence without accumulating
errors in these two calibrations.
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The principle of the measurement is to use an additional potential Vdip in a small
region of the cloud (dip zone). Atoms inside this zone are in thermal equilibrium
with the rest of the cloud but they experience an effective local chemical potential
µdip shifted from the overall chemical potential µ: µdip = µ − Vdip. By measuring
the surface density in the dip as a function of Vdip and using the known equation of
state (EoS) of the gas, we determine the degree of degeneracy of the cloud.
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Figure 8.8 – Two additional examples of the determination of the degree
of degeneracy for different parameters (violet diamonds: T/Tc = 0.95(5),
red squares: T/Tc = 1.86(19). Each data point is the average of three
measurements. The stars correspond to the positions of the BKT phase
transition. In the inset we show that all points of Fig. 8.7 and this figure,
when properly rescaled in terms of phase-space density and chemical
potential, collapse on the EoS of the 2D Bose gas (black solid line).
In more detail, we shine on the cloud confined in the usual box potential an additional
disk-shaped repulsive laser beam, as shown in the insets of Fig. 8.7. The disk-shaped
region has to be small enough so that the change of potential in this part does not
influence the rest of the gas: We use here a disk of radius 5 µm in a rectangle of
30 µm × 38 µm which corresponds to approximately 7% of the total area of the box.
We now write the equation of state of the gas with phase-space density D and in the
dip zone with phase-space density Ddip,
D = f
(
µ
kBT
)
and Ddip = f
(
µdip
kBT
)
, (8.30)
where we have assumed equal temperatures for the two regions and where µdip = µ−
Vdip. The function f describes the equation of state of the 2D Bose gas. Introducing
the surface densities n and ndip in the main region and in the dip of the cloud we get
n = 1
λ2T
f
(
µ
kBT
)
and ndip =
1
λ2T
f
(
µ− Vdip
kBT
)
. (8.31)
A typical measurement of the surface density ndip as a function of the applied
potential Vdip is shown in Fig. 8.7. For a large value of the potential Vdip the density
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tends to zero in the dip (see left inset). In the limit of no additional potential
we recover a uniform density distribution (see right inset). Note that the range
of measured ndip being large we use a partial imaging method [127] to adjust the
density of cloud probed with our absorption imaging beam. It is indeed crucial that
the measured optical depth scales linearly with the atomic density and it is known
that it is not the case for optically dense samples [186].
The data points are then fitted with a rescaled EoS:
ndip = p1f
(
p2 − V
p3
)
, (8.32)
where p1, p2 and p3 are three fitting parameters. The phase-space density Ddip then
simply reads
Ddip =
ndip
p1
. (8.33)
The same fitting parameter p1 is used to extract the phase-space density D = n/p1
of the unperturbed gas. The results of this procedure for different clouds are shown
in Fig. 8.8 along with their determined degree of degeneracy.
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Figure 8.9 – Speed of sound and damping. (a) Speed of sound (not
normalized to Bogoliubov speed of sound). The color code gives the temper-
ature for each point. The variation of c from 0.8 to 2.5 mm/s is mainly
due to the change of density of the cloud. (b) Measured speed of sound
normalized to the Bogoliubov speed of sound cB with the same color code
as in (a) (c) Quality factor Q = ω/Γ of the first mode determined for the
experimental points with the same color code as in (a).
8.4.3 Density calibration
Atom number calibration is a difficult task in our system because of the important
role of dipole-dipole interactions in standard absorption imaging techniques [186]
and the complex atomic level structure of the Rb atom. In this work we use the
method inspired from Ref. [275]. Starting from a dilute cloud trapped in the optical
box potential and in the |F = 1,m = 0〉 state, we use a π/2 microwave pulse to
create a coherent superposition of this initial state with the |F = 2,m = 0〉 state.
We measure independently the population N1 ≈ N/2 and N2 ≈ N/2 in these two
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states for each experimental run, where N is the total atom number in the region of
interest. We extract from typical sets of a hundred measurements the variance of the
population difference Var(N2−N1), which for a pure projection measurement, equals
to N and then allows one to determine the atom number. For more details about
the influence of laser intensity noise and finite imaging resolution, see chapter 7.
From this calibration we deduce that the cross-section for our absorption imaging is
decreased by a factor 1.8(0.2) with respect to the two-level case with an infinitely
narrow line: σ0 = (7/15)× 3λ2/(2π), where λ is the resonant wavelength. The factor
7/15 originates from the average of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for π−polarized
light resonant with the |F = 2〉 to |F = 3〉 D2 transition, as used in our experiment.
This projection noise calibration is done with clouds with a typical optical depth of
0.4. The measurements of the cloud’s density for determining the Bogoliubov speed
of sound were done with a larger optical depth around 1. Using the results from Ref.
[186], we then add another correction of 15% to take into account the decrease of
the cross-section because of light-induced dipole-dipole interactions for an optical
depth of 1 compared to 0.4. In conclusion, we correct our bare measurements of
optical depth by η = 2.07(0.23). Note that this correction is only used for the scaling
of the vertical axis of Fig. 8.4a, and that all the measurements reported in section
8.2 are independent of the correction factor thanks to the direct determination of
degeneracy of the cloud described above.
8.5 Summary of the measurements
We report in Table 8.1 the direct results from the measurements and the determination
of the quantities plotted in Fig. 8.4. The determination of T/Tc and n2D is described
in the previous sections of this Supplemental Material. From these two parameters
and using the formula Tc = 2πn2D~2/[mkB ln(380/g̃)] we determine the temperature
T . From the fit of the time evolution of the density profile we determine Γ and
ω = πc/Ly and hence c/cB and Q = 2ω/Γ, where cB =
√
gn2D/m. The data shown
in Fig. 8.3(a-c) correspond to measurements I, N and H, respectively.
8.5.1 Complementary results
The degeneracy of the gas is scanned by varying both the sample’s temperature and
density. The bare results for the speed of sound, without dividing by cB, are shown
in Fig. 8.9a. The temperature of the sample can be extracted from the measurement
of the degeneracy of the cloud and of its density, as D ∝ n2D/T . The resulting
temperatures are shown by the color of the points in Fig. 8.9.
The density is varied by a factor 7 and the temperature by a factor 4. Figs. 8.9b
and 8.9c show the same results as in section 8.2 but giving the temperature for
each data point. The collapsing of all the points of Fig. 8.9 on a single curve in
Fig. 8.9b is expected for the propagation of sound in the hydrodynamic regime in
weakly-interacting 2D Bose gases, due to their scale-invariant behavior.
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# T/Tc n2D [µm−2] T [nK] c [mm/s] Γ [s−1] c/cB Q
A 0.43 67 132 2.27 15.3 0.95 24.8
B 0.94 28 118 1.23 38.6 0.80 5.4
C 1.29 21 124 0.89 60.1 0.66 2.6
D 0.37 27 45 1.46 8.90 0.96 27.2
E 0.44 65 127 2.36 11.6 1.00 33.3
F 0.44 22 43 1.19 12.4 0.88 16.0
G 0.77 15 51 0.92 14.0 0.82 11.1
H 1.38 11 66 0.81 32.7 0.85 4.2
I 0.21 53 50 2.20 5.50 1.04 64.5
J 0.56 50 125 1.79 25.3 0.87 11.9
K 0.56 69 175 2.08 31.0 0.85 11.4
L 1.13 43 217 1.51 94.7 0.79 2.7
M 0.95 52 225 1.47 39.6 0.70 6.3
N 0.95 52 225 1.53 31.0 0.72 11.1
O 0.69 63 195 1.94 19.3 0.84 17.0
P 0.55 71 176 1.98 44.1 0.81 7.6
Table 8.1 – Summary of all the measurements reported in this chapter
8.5.2 Landau damping
Landau damping mechanism describe the decay of phonons due to interaction
with thermal excitations. Landau damping rate Γ for two-dimensional systems has
been computed in Refs. [265, 276]. The damping of a given sound mode can be
characterized by a dimensionless quality factor Q = ω/Γ, where ω is the mode
frequency. This quality factor is independent of the mode and only depends in 2D on
the dimensionless ratio T/Tc. Its explicit expression, which is plotted in Fig. 8.4b is
1/Q(τ) = g̃16πτ ×
∫ ∞
0
dx
(
2√
1 + x2
+ 11 + x2
)3/2
(
√
1 + x2 − 1) Csch2[x/(2τ)],
(8.34)
where
Csch = 1/ sinh and τ = 2π
g̃ ln(380/g̃)
T
Tc
. (8.35)
In the regime T/Tc  g̃/(2π) relevant in our experiments, the integral can be
approximated by its asymptotic expression for τ  1, leading to the simplified
expression
Q ' 2
π
ln(380/g̃)Tc
T
.
In the opposite regime of very low temperatures T/Tc  g̃/(2π), we find the asymp-
totic behavior
Q ' 2√
3π3
g̃ ln(380/g̃)2
(
Tc
T
)2
.
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We remind that for bosonic superfluids in 3D, including liquid 4He, the Landau
damping rate scales as T 4 in the low-temperature regime, i.e. Q ∝ 1/T 4 [277].
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Figure 8.10 – Normalized speed of sound for a gas in the degenerate
regime (T/Tc ≈ 0.25) for different excitation protocols. (a) Influence
of depth of the excitation dip. The data in section 8.2 were taken for
a dip depth of 0.16 a.u.. The value of 1 corresponds to an almost fully
depleted dip. (b) Influence of the size of the excitation region. For the
data presented in section 8.2, we used an excitation size of 25%.
8.5.3 Influence of the excitation
We checked that our measurements of speed of sound are independent of the details
of the excitation protocol. We show in Fig. 8.10a the influence of the amplitude of
the excitation dip (where the density is about 2/3 of the total density in section 8.2)
and observe no important variation of the speed of sound even for an almost full
depletion in the dip region. We report in Fig. 8.10b the influence of the size of the
excitation region (25% of the box length in section 8.2) and also observe no strong
influence of this parameter.

9
Conclusion and perspectives
9.1 Conclusion of the thesis
In this work, the theory of the uniform 2D Bose gas has been discussed, and a
uniform 2D Bose gas has been realized. The experimental setup benefits from several
improvements thanks to the previous generations of experiments built in the team.
The vertical confinement (“optical accordion”) is in particular made as a proposed in
[121], allowing for the compression of the atomic cloud along the transverse direction.
This enables us to load a significant number of atoms in a single plane and then
to compress the cloud to reach vertical confinement frequencies of up to 10 kHz.
Such a high frequency places the gas far in the quasi-2D regime for the range of
temperatures and densities used. The tunability of the setup allows furthermore
to change the interaction strength g̃ dynamically. During this thesis, the setup has
proven to be very stable and robust. The high tunability of the in-plane confinement
of the atoms has also been widely used.
The interaction of the cloud with near resonant light has been studied, first probing
mainly the coherent part of the scattered light through absorption imaging. This led
in particular to the first observation of a blue shift of the resonance, which was ex-
pected for homogeneously-broadened dense uniform slabs of atoms. Non-Lorentzian
behaviour of the resonance curves far from resonance was also demonstrated. Per-
spectives for this work could be to measure the shift for a sample of very small size,
and check if the redshift seen for example in [180] is also recovered. Properties of a
mirror made of a single layer of atoms were also discussed in section 4.5. This is an
interesting topic as such an object is surely one of the lightest mirror which could be
realized.
The setup also provides a new platform to study propagation of light in a spatially
resolved way. The characteristic length on which photons propagate was studied and
a detuning-dependent guiding effect in the slab was shown. A model was proposed
for this effect in collaboration with Nicolas Cherroret and Dominique Delande (from
Laboratoire Kastler Brossel). This type of experiment is to our knowledge quite
new in the field. There is however room for improvement for the two works on
light scattering presented here. A quite long probing times (10 µs) was for example
required, during which the atomic repartition might change, as the dipole-dipole
induced interactions correspond to strong forces between atoms at our densities.
Out-of-equilibrium physics of the gas was then studied. The expected distribution
of supercurrents from the merging of uncorrelated BECs in a ring geometry was
recovered and a timescale for this return to equilibrium was measured for different
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lengths of the system. The propagation of defects was also observed, with a speed
compatible with the expected speed of sound in the system.
Finally, the speed of sound was measured in our uniform Bose gas for different
degeneracies. In the degenerate regime the measured sound is the second sound, and
the measurements match nicely the predictions of [75]. Above the BKT transition
however, the proposal [75] predicts a single sound mode whose speed should be more
than two times larger than the one of second sound below the BKT threshold. We
still observe a sound above TBKT, but its speed is very close to the values measured
in the degenerate regime, in contrast to the predictions. This behaviour might be
explained by the non-hydrodynamicity of the gas above the transition [278]. This
study might be extended to a gas with stronger interactions, which could also lead
to an observation of the first sound predicted in [75].
9.2 Remaining experimental challenges of the 2D Bose gas
The two main challenges remaining for the experimental study of the 2D Bose gas
are a precise measurement of the decay of the first order correlation function and a
determination of the superfluid fraction for different degeneraciesa.
In the case of a uniform and infinite system, the first order correlation function
should jump from an exponential to an algebraic decay of power 1/4 at the BKT
transition. Density and phase fluctuation scalings within the critical region have
been investigated via the measure of the power spectrum after different times of flight
[71, 72], but these measurements did not allow yet to characterize properly the decay
of the first order correlation function with distance. The analysis of the contrast
in the interference patterns of atoms emerging from two traps as a function of the
spatial range done in [34] led to the observation of a decrease in the degree of phase
order close to the transition. The results below the BKT transition are compatible
with an algebraic decay of power 1/4, but the authors pointed out that this might be
partly fortuitous. Indeed, even though they concentrated on the quasi-uniform part
of the images, geometrical effects due to the trapping might still be important. The
change of behaviour from exponential to algebraic has been seen in [73] in the case
of fermionic atoms in the bosonic regime, but the measured coefficients of algebraic
decay are far from the theoretical value. This might be explained by the harmonic
trapping as discussed in [74]. It is thus favorable to measure it in our setup with a
uniform cloud, as described in the perspectives.
Concerning the second challenge, a direct observation of superfluidity in terms of
frictionless flow has been made by rotating a moving obstacle formed by a micron-
sized laser beam in a harmonically trapped gas in [279]. The authors did not observe
a significant heating of the gas below a critical velocity when the obstacle was
moved in a region of the trap where the system is superfluid, whereas a heating was
reported when probing the normal part. Another observation of superfluidity in this
system was reported with the measurements of frequency of so-called scissor modes in
[280] via a local correlation analysis. However, these measurements did not provide
aIndependent measurements are desirable even if there is an intimate link between the algebraic
decay exponent η and the superfluid density ns with the thermal wavelength λT as η = 1/nsλ2T.
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a quantitative determination of the superfluid fraction for different degeneracies.
Proposals have been made to measure this quantity [281, 282, 283], but require the
implementation of an artificial gauge field. We rather implemented another proposal
[75], by measuring the speed of sound in the gas from the thermal to the degenerate
regime. It is an interesting quantity as it is related to the superfluid fraction. The
link is however not so clear as the hydrodynamic criterion required in the proposal
[75] might not be valid for all degeneracies in our system. More theoretical work
is required to be able to link this measurement of sound speed to the superfluid
fraction.
9.3 Perspectives
We now have at our disposal a robust and tunable setup, which allows us to study a
wide range of subjects. I briefly describe here a series of experimental projects which
have either already been started in the lab or could be implemented in the future,
before discussing briefly broader perspectives on the setup.
9.3.1 First-order correlation function measurements
As discussed in the previous section, one of the remaining challenges on the 2D
Bose gas is a better observation of the decay of the first order correlation function
with the distance. The momentum distribution measurement using the method of
condensate focussing described in section 2.5.3 could be a way to achieve this goal.
For an infinite system, the Fourier transform of the momentum distribution is indeed
the first order correlation function. This technique is used in [73], but we hope to
make a cleaner measurement thanks to the uniformity of our sample.
However in our case the long vertical expansion (of the order of 50 µm) and the short
depth of field of the microscope objective (about 5 µm) lead to a degradation of the
signal. We plan to overcome this limitation by imaging only a selected slab of the
cloud.
9.3.2 Demixing experiments
Demixing experiments between a binary mixture of Bose-Einstein condensates have
been performed quite soon after the first realizations of BECs [284]. It has been
observed with different species [285], and the influence of an external magnetic field
on the pattern formation between different spin states has been studied [286]. this
has been studied in harmonic but not yet in box-like potentials to our knowledge.
We noticed that after transferring part of the atoms from one hyperfine state to
another and letting them evolve, reproducible spatial patterns could be observed for
each species. More precisely, starting from a degenerate sample, half of the atoms
are transferred from the |F = 1,mF = 0〉 to the |F = 2,mF = 0〉 and the system is
then let free to evolve. Pictures are then taken at different times as shown in figure
9.1. We checked that the other species corresponds to the complementary image.
The two species thus seem to demix. The transfer between two states could be done
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in a spatially resolved way by using Raman beams combined with the projection
technique used to create the box potentials.
Figure 9.1 – In-situ images of the atoms in |F = 2,mF = 0〉 at different
times after the MW pulse. The images are taken at 0, 50, 100 and 150
ms.
9.3.3 Broader perspectives
In addition of the two remaining challenges on the 2D Bose gas that I discussed above,
our experimental setup allows us to study other areas of physics. Light scattering,
which has been explored in a part of this thesis constitutes a first example. The
agreement between the models and the obtained results remains partial, and further
investigation would be welcome. This could be addressed from an experimental point
of view by better filtering the observed spatial modes of the light, for example by
coupling it into an optical fiber. It might also enable a time-resolved measurement of
the transmission. The complex level structure of 87Rb atoms might explain some of
the differences, and experiments with “two-level” atoms, like those reported recently
in [192] would be very helpful.
Another topic of broad interest which can be studied is out-of-equilibrium physics.
The thermalization of isolated quantum systems, and its fundamental link to sta-
tistical mechanics is still an open question today. Cold atoms offer an interesting
platform to study these mechanisms because they are naturally a quantum many-
body system, very isolated from the environment. Important studies on this topic
have been performed for example in the group of Jörg Schmiedmayer (see among
others [287, 288]).
A long-term goal of our setup is to investigate transport of atoms in a narrow channel.
This has been studied with fermions in Zurich for two reservoirs linked by a 2D
[58, 289, 59] or 1D channel [60], but experiments with bosons remain sparsea [61].
aSome of the experiments with fermions in Zurich were done on the BEC side of the BEC-BCS
crossover, but in this case the gas is strongly interacting, contrary to the case that we would
investigate.
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Transport is usually induced by a temperature difference and/or a chemical potential
imbalance between two connected reservoirs, which can be created in our setup. The
connection between the two reservoirs can be made in many different ways (single or
multimode channel, channel with a periodic lattice or a disordered medium inside...)
and the regime of the gas in the reservoirs can be varied from thermal to superfluid
leading to many possible interesting situations. The dynamics of the fluid at the
edges of the channel where vortices are expected to form is also an interesting problem
[290]. Moreover, adding disorder in the channel by projecting a laser speckle pattern
might lead to the realization of a superleak, letting the superfluid pass through the
channel but not the thermal part [291].
Finally, the implementation of gauge fields is possible on the setup, via the idea of
optical flux lattices [292, 293]. Artificial gauge fields have been implemented with
success on cold atoms, using different techniques [18, 19, 294, 295, 53, 296, 297, 298].
They however have their individual challenges in the view of reaching strongly
correlated regimes and optical flux lattices may turn out to exhibit an improved
performance in this regard.
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A
Implementation of Monte Carlo simulations
We present here in more details the simulations briefly described in section 1.5.1.
A.1 Modelisation
We consider a square of side L filled with Na atoms at a temperature T . We describe
this gas by a classical field ψ(x, y) normalized as∫
|ψ(r)|2 d2r = Na, (A.1)
and with the Dirichlet boundary conditions
ψ(0, y) = ψ(L, y) = ψ(x, 0) = ψ(x, L) = 0. (A.2)
The field can be expanded in modes adapted to this geometry:
ψ(r) = 2
L
∑
qx,qy
sin
(
πxqx
L
)
sin
(
πyqy
L
)
φ(q), qx, qy ∈ N∗ (A.3)
which can be inverted in
φ(q) = 2
L
∫
sin
(
πxqx
L
)
sin
(
πyqy
L
)
ψ(r) d2r. (A.4)
A.2 Space discretization
For the numerical calculation we will evaluate the fields ψ and φ on sites of a lattice.
For convenience we will take a square of (Ns + 1)2 sites. We will now use the index
jx and jy such that:
xjx =
L
Ns
jx, yjy =
L
Ns
jy, 0 ≤ jx, jy ≤ Ns. (A.5)
According to our boundary conditions, only (Ns − 1)2 sites can have a non-zero
value. For the classical field simulations, as discussed in section 1.5.1 we must now
implement an ultraviolet cutoff.
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A.2.1 Implementation of the ultraviolet cutoff
The implementation of a cutoff on the q is very natural when one does simulations
on a grid. As ψ(r) is defined on a Ns×Ns grid, φ(q) is defined on a grid of the same
size. This cutoff must match the one defined in equation (1.74):
~2π2q2cut
2mL2 = kBT → qcut =
2√
π
L
λT
. (A.6)
The vectors q we have to take into account are thus in the first quarter of a disk of
radius qcut, or in an area q2cutπ/4 = (L/λT )2. As we work on a square grid both for
ψ and φ, we take a square of the same area, so for the discretized components of q:
1 ≤ qx, qy ≤
L
λT
. (A.7)
As we have Ns sites on the side of the grid, we thus have Ns = L/λT , meaning that
the step of our grid is ` = L/Ns = λT .
As the phase space density D = λ2TNa/L2 = Na/N2s , we see that changing D in our
simulations keeping the grid constant corresponds to changing the atom number. For
the classical field approximation, we assumed that we have at least one atom per mode,
which means that for a given grid of size Ns ×Ns, we must keep Na > N2s ⇒ D > 1.
The temperature is a bit more hidden in our simulations. We will discuss it more in
section A.4 when all variables will have been defined.
A.2.2 Normalization of the fields
We normalize the discretized field such that it has a modulus of one on each site:
Ψ(j) =
√
L2
Na
ψ(rj). (A.8)
Because of the chosen boundary conditions, we have to use the sine Fourier transform
instead of the usual Fourier transform. The two discrete sine Fourier transforms
linking the discretized fields Ψ(j = (jx, jy)) and Φ(q = (qx, qy)) are
Φ(q) = 2
Ns
∑
j
sin
(
πjxqx
Ns
)
sin
(
πjyqy
Ns
)
Ψ(j), (A.9)
and
Ψ(j) = 2
Ns
∑
q
sin
(
πjxqx
Ns
)
sin
(
πjyqy
Ns
)
Φ(q). (A.10)
The chosen normalization of Ψ(j) leads to a relation between Φ(q) and φ(q). One
has indeed, starting from (A.4):
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φ(q) = 2
L
L2
N2s
∑
j
sin
(
πxqx
L
)
sin
(
πyqy
L
)
ψ(rj) (A.11)
= 2
L
L2
N2s
√
Na
L2
∑
j
sin
(
πxqx
L
)
sin
(
πyqy
L
)
Ψ(j) (A.12)
= 2
L
L2
N2s
√
Na
L2
Ns
2 Φ(q) (A.13)
=
√
D Φ(q). (A.14)
A.3 Field evolution
The energy of the gas is the sum of the kinetic energy (energies of the modes of the
box)
Ekin =
~2
2m
∫
|∇ψ|2d2r = ~
2π2
2mL2
∑
q
(q2x + q2y)|φ(q)|2, (A.15)
and the interaction energy
Eint =
~2
2mg̃
∫
|ψ|4d2r. (A.16)
For the field evolution we compute these energies, in terms of the discretized fields,
and per atom per unit of kBT . We get
1
Na
Ekin
kBT
= 1
NakBT
~2π2
2mL2 D
∑
q
q2 |Φ(q)|2 (A.17)
= π4
1
N4s
∑
q
q2 |Φ(q)|2, (A.18)
and
1
Na
Eint
kBT
= 1
NakBT
~2
2m g̃
L2
N2s
∑
j
|ψ(rj)|4 (A.19)
= 1
NakBT
~2
2m g̃
N2a
N2s L
2
∑
j
|Ψ(rj)|4 (A.20)
= g̃D4π
1
N2s
∑
j
|Ψ(rj)|4. (A.21)
Starting from a certain field, we compute its evolution using the splitting method,
alternating the evolution linked to kinetic and interaction energy. We use as time
step the one associated to the lattice:
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t0 =
m`2
~
= 2π~
kBT
. (A.22)
The evolution linked to kinetic energy is expressed in the momentum space, using
τ = t/t0:
i
∂Φ
∂τ
= Q
2
2 Φ(q), with Q = π
q
Ns
, (A.23)
and the evolution linked to the interaction energy
i
∂Ψ
∂τ
= G|Ψ(j)|2Ψ(j), with G = g̃D. (A.24)
A.3.1 Algorithm used
The starting point is a state Ψ(j) with white noise. We let this state evolve by the
splitting method according to the equations above for a certain number of iterations
so that it thermalizes thanks to the non-linearity in the interaction energy evolution.
We then compute the phase-space density D looking at the variance of the population
of the modes of high q, for which the interaction energy is negligible compared to
the kinetic energy. Indeed:
〈|φ(q)|2〉 ≈ kBT
εq − µ
, (A.25)
which gives for the variance of the discretized field, and using µ εq
〈|Φ(q)|2〉 ≈ 1
D
1
πq2/4N2s
. (A.26)
We then get D:
D ≈ 4
π〈|Φ(q)|2q2/N2s 〉
. (A.27)
The found microscopical states are then post selected so that the D found after
evolution is compatible with the initial D used for the evolution with a relative error
of less than 10%. An example of result after thermalization is shown figure A.1. It is
also possible to look at vortices in these simulations directly looking at the phase, as
is done for example in [299].
A.4 Useful variables of the model
We specify only three variables in the simulations to describe the system: Ns, G and
D. They are linked to the usual parameters used to describe the gas, Na, L, g̃ and
λT by:
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Figure A.1 – Plots of |ψ|2 in (a) and |φ| in (b) of one microscopical
state for D = 6 on a 64× 64 grid.
Ns =
L
λT
(A.28)
G = g̃Na
(
λT
L
)2
(A.29)
D = Na
(
λT
L
)2
(A.30)
It is thus clear that the temperature is only defined through the combination of
variables λT/L. Two systems with different sizes and different temperatures but
same Na, g̃ and ratio λT/L will then lead to the same simulation.
As shown in section 1.5.2, these simulations are good enough to recover the transition
from an exponential to algebraic decay of the correlation function even in a finite-size
system. We also used them to compare the speeds of sound to the ones found in the
experiments of chapter 8 of this thesis.
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The experimental realization of two-dimensional (2D) Bose gases with a tunable interaction strength is an
important challenge for the study of ultracold quantum matter. Here we report on the realization of an optical
accordion creating a lattice potential with a spacing that can be dynamically tuned between 11 and 2 μm. We show
that we can load ultracold 87Rb atoms into a single node of this optical lattice in the large spacing configuration
and then decrease nearly adiabatically the spacing to reach a strong harmonic confinement with frequencies larger
than ωz/2π =10 kHz. Atoms are trapped in an additional flat-bottom in-plane potential that is shaped with a high
resolution. By combining these tools we create custom-shaped uniform 2D Bose gases with tunable confinement
along the transverse direction and hence with a tunable interaction strength.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.95.013632
I. INTRODUCTION
Thanks to their high degree of isolation from the environ-
ment and the rich toolbox developed from atomic physics,
quantum gases are ideal platforms to study strongly correlated
systems [1] or to develop new metrology devices [2]. A
key ingredient is the development of custom-shaped optical
potentials allowing one to confine atoms in tunable geometries.
Atoms are routinely trapped in low-dimensional setups, optical
lattices, or, as recently demonstrated, flat-bottom potentials
for three-dimensional (3D) [3] and two-dimensional (2D)
[4,5] gases.
Low-dimensional systems are of particular interest for
several reasons. The role of thermal and quantum fluctuations
is enhanced compared to 3D and leads to rich physics such as
the existence of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless superfluid
phase in two dimensions [6,7]. When placed in (artificial)
magnetic fields, they can give rise to topological phases of
matter similar to those appearing in the quantum Hall effect [8].
From a more technical point of view, 2D systems, now
routinely used in “atomic microscope” experiments [9,10],
are well suited to implement high-resolution imaging or trap
shaping with a resolution typically better than 1 μm, without
being limited by a short focal depth or line-of-sight integration.
In 2D cold atomic clouds the interparticle interactions are
characterized by a dimensionless parameter g̃ = √8πa/z,
where a is the s-wave scattering length and z is the harmonic
oscillator length along the strongly confining direction [11].
Varying the confinement (hence z) thus opens the possibility
of controlling the interaction strength for a fixed value of a
and eventually entering the strongly interacting regime for
large values of g̃ [12,13].
One of the challenges of realizing 2D systems is to load
a large fraction of an initial (3D) Bose-Einstein condensate
*beugnon@lkb.ens.fr
(BEC) in a single highly anisotropic trap with relatively weak
confinement in the xy plane and a strong one along the third
(z) direction. A possible approach consists of making a single
potential minimum using either phase plates, creating a node
of intensity of blue-detuned light [14], or a tightly focused
red-detuned single beam [15]. Another approach consists of
making an optical lattice by crossing two interfering beams
at a fixed angle. In that case, the lattice spacing and hence
the achievable strength of the confinement along the z axis are
limited by the requirement of a single node loading [16,17]. Yet
another possibility is to use a small-spacing lattice, load several
planes, and then remove atoms in all the planes but one [18].
This procedure may lead to an important atom loss that is
detrimental for exploring large systems. Single-plane 2D Bose
gases have also been demonstrated in radio-frequency-dressed
magnetic traps with a moderate transverse confinement [19] or
in more complex setups involving an evanescent optical field
close to a dielectric surface [20].
In this paper we create a single 2D cloud with a large
number of atoms and a tunable confinement using a so-called
“optical accordion.” It consists of loading atoms in a single
node of a large-spacing lattice and then increasing the angle
between the two interfering beams to make the confinement
stronger. This technique has been demonstrated optically, but
not implemented on an atomic cloud, in Refs. [21,22] and
used to increase the spacing of a lattice trapping ultracold
atoms [23]. Compression of quantum gases has been reported
in Ref. [24] using a different technique involving a reflexion
on a dielectric surface. It has also recently been mentioned
in Ref. [25], without any technical detail or study of the
compression process. In this work we demonstrate single-
plane loading and a fivefold increase of the trapping frequency
of a Bose gas in an optical accordion and study the adiabaticity
of the compression stage. With far-detuned light and moderate
power we obtain clouds of 105 87Rb atoms confined with
frequencies ωz/2π higher than 10 kHz. We show that this
compression can be realized in about 100 ms with a small
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amount of additional heating compared to the ideal adiabatic
evolution. These experiments are carried out with a flat-bottom
in-plane potential.
II. ACCORDION OPTICAL SETUP
The design of our accordion lattice is inspired from [22] and
depicted in Fig. 1(a). A single laser beam of wavelength λ =
532 nm is split by a pair of polarizing beam splitters (PBSs) into
two parallel beams propagating along the y axis. These two
beams cross in the focal plane of a lens, and their interference
forms a one-dimensional (1D) optical lattice. The position of
the incoming beam on the PBSs is moved thanks to a motorized
translation stage. This position controls the distance between
the two beams reflected by the PBSs, hence the angle between
the beams in the focal plane and the fringe spacing. The relative
phase between the two beams, which determines the absolute
position of the fringes, is controlled by a piezoelectric stack
glued on the mirror reflecting the top beam. The two beams
are transmitted through a common polarizing beam-splitter
cube positioned just before the lens [not shown in Fig. 1(a)]
to ensure that they have identical polarization. In this work
we use an elliptical beam with measured waists at atom
positions of wx = 88(2) μm and wz = 38(6) μm in the hor-
izontal and vertical directions, respectively. The uncertainty
corresponds to the standard deviation of the measurement
for the different lattice spacings studied here. The choice
of these values for the waists results from the compromise
between getting the highest intensity with the available power
and having a large enough horizontal waist to get a uniform
confinement over the sample size (see next section) and a
large enough vertical one to ensure a robust overlap between
the two beams when changing the lattice spacing, as discussed
below.
In our setup we change the full angle θ between the two
interfering beams from 3◦ to 15◦. The maximum angle is
limited by the available numerical aperture on this axis, and
the minimum angle is constrained by the finite size of the
beams, which should not be clipped by the edges of the PBSs.
We measure the lattice period i resulting from the interference
of the two beams by imaging the intensity pattern in the atom
plane on a camera, and we obtain the results shown in Fig. 1(b).
By translating the initial beam by 11.5 mm, we vary i from
11.0(1) to 1.9(1) μm. The data points are fitted by
i = λ
2
√
1 + [f/(d + d0)]2, (1)
where d is the displacement of the stage from the position
giving our largest lattice period. Here, d0 is an arbitrary offset,
and f is the focal length of the lens.
The main challenge for realizing the accordion lattice is
to avoid displacements of the beams in the focal plane when
changing their angle. A large displacement of the two beams
decreases their overlap and leads to a lower lattice depth and
hence to a reduction of the trapping frequency or even to atom
loss. In our setup, the main limitation is the imperfect quality
of the lens. For instance, spherical aberrations and surface
irregularities induce variations of the beam positions. We have
tested standard achromatic doublets and an aspherical lens
(Asphericon A50-100) and have found that the displacement
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the optical design allowing one to change
the angle between the two interfering beams as proposed in [22]. The
initial beam is moved (bottom arrow) by a distance d with a motorized
translation stage (model LS-110 from PI miCos) that changes the
distance between the two beams reflected by the polarizing beam
splitters (PBS) of 25 mm size. These two beams are then focused
on the atomic cloud by an aspherical 2-inch-diameter lens of focal
length f0 = 100 mm. The top beam is reflected on a mirror glued on
a piezoelectric stack and goes twice through a quarter-wave plate. (b)
Measured lattice spacing i of the vertical lattice at the atom position
for different positions d of the translation stage. The data points
are fitted by Eq. (1) with f and d0 as free parameters. We obtain
f = 103(1) mm and d0 = 2.46(3) mm. The one-standard-deviation
errors obtained from the fit on the measured lattice spacing are smaller
than the size of the points.
is much smaller for the aspherical lens [26]. We show in
Fig. 2 the positions of the centers of both beams in the z
direction. The beams move by typically less than 20 μm in
both directions, justifying our choice of wz = 39 μm. We
measure a displacement with a similar amplitude along the
horizontal axis. We note that this motion of relatively small
amplitude of the beams could induce irregular variations of the
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FIG. 2. Variation of the vertical positions z0 with respect to their
initial positions of the two interfering beams for different values of
the lattice spacing i. Squares (circles) correspond to the bottom (top)
beam. The shaded area corresponds to ±wz, where wz is the averaged
measured vertical waist over all the lattice spacings.
trap depth and center that may induce heating when changing
the lattice spacing as discussed in Sec. IV.
III. MAKING A UNIFORM 2D BOSE GAS
We now describe the experimental system and the pro-
cedure used to realize 2D uniform gases. A sketch of the
setup is shown in Fig. 3. We use two identical microscope
objectives (numerical aperture of 0.45) above and below a
glass cell. The bottom objective is used for absorption imaging
of the cloud on a CCD camera with a typical resolution of
1 μm. The top objective allows us to image, with a similar
resolution and a magnification of 1/70, a trapping potential
programmed on a digital micromirror device (DMD). This
spatial light modulator is an array of 1024 × 784 square
mirrors of size 13.8 μm. The orientation of each of these
mirrors can be chosen between two states. In this work, all
the mirrors are set in a state reflecting light towards the atomic
cloud except the ones from a central disk-shaped area whose
image in the atomic plane has a radius of 20 μm. The DMD
reflects a blue-detuned beam at a wavelength of 532 nm with a
maximum power of about 300 mW and a waist of 45 μm at the
atom position. These parameters correspond to a maximum
potential height at the edge of the disk of kB × 4 μK. In
all the experiments described in the following, atoms are
confined in the optical potential created by the combination
of this box-potential beam and the accordion beams described
in the previous section. The cloud is imaged using standard
absorption imaging techniques either along the vertical axis or
along the horizontal axis common with the accordion beams.
To load the 2D box potential we first prepare a 3D BEC
using standard methods. We start from a 3D magneto-optical
trap of 87Rb atoms which contains 109 atoms. After cooling,
compression, and optical pumping into the F = 1 manifold
we load the atoms in the F = 1, mF = −1 state in a
magnetic quadrupole trap realized by a pair of conical coils
along the vertical axis. After compression we proceed to
FIG. 3. Sketch of the experimental setup. The vacuum cell,
simply depicted here as two horizontal glass plates, is surrounded by
a pair of identical microscope objectives with a numerical aperture of
0.45. Atoms (in blue in the center) are trapped in the combination of
blue-detuned dipole traps. Confinement along the vertical direction
is realized by the interference of two beams at an angle (on the right)
that create the accordion lattice. In-plane confinement is ensured by
imaging the surface of a DMD on the atomic plane thanks to the
top microscope objective. Here we created a disk-shaped uniform
potential. This trap is loaded from a 3D BEC.
forced evaporative cooling using a radio-frequency field ramp.
Afterward, we decompress the magnetic trap to load atoms
in an optical dipole trap consisting of two beams operating at
a wavelength around 1064 nm and crossing at a right angle
in the horizontal plane. Their vertical and horizontal waists
are, respectively, 30 and 90 μm, and the depth potential is
calculated to be around 70 μK. We then lower the trap depth
to realize forced evaporative cooling, and we get almost pure
BECs with typically 3 × 105 atoms.
We now detail the loading of the 3D BEC in the box
potential. We first ramp the box potential beam to full power
in 300 ms. We then compress the BEC vertically to obtain a
robust single-plane loading by increasing the power of one of
the red-detuned dipole trap beams back to its maximum initial
value in 125 ms while decreasing the other dipole trap power to
zero. We then ramp the power of the accordion beams to their
maximal value of 325 mW per beam in 25 ms with a maximum
spacing of the accordion lattice of 11 μm. Finally, we ramp
off the crossed dipole trap beams. The global spatial phase
of the accordion lattice is adjusted thanks to the piezoelectric
stack to get a dark fringe centered on the initial position of the
atomic cloud. The optical alignment of the accordion beams
is optimized so as to load the atoms in a fringe which is not
moving when compressing the accordion lattice. We can then
reliably load the atoms in a single plane [see Fig. 4(a)] [27].
Further evaporative cooling can be performed by lowering the
power of the box potential beam and/or of the accordion beam
to reach the 2D regime for which the thermal energy and the
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FIG. 4. In situ absorption images of the trapped cloud before
compression with ωz/2π = 2.1 kHz and T = 800 nK. The cloud
diameter is 40 μm. To avoid saturation of the absorption signal, we
transfer, using a microwave field, only a small fraction of the 105
atoms from the F = 1 state to the F = 2 state before imaging atoms
in F = 2. (a) Side view (transferred fraction: 100%, average of five
pictures). The weak signals above and below the main cloud are
fringes due to the propagation of light through our dense sample. We
have checked that their position is independent of the lattice spacing
of the accordion lattice. (b) Top view (transferred fraction: 2.4%,
average of 35 pictures).
interaction energy are smaller than ωz. A typical picture of
the cloud taken along the vertical axis is presented in Fig. 4(b).
IV. COMPRESSION IN THE ACCORDION
The main feature of this setup is the possibility to compress
the gas along the z direction once the atoms are loaded in
a single node of the lattice. In this section we describe our
characterization of the compression process starting from
atoms loaded in the largest-spacing configuration. First, we
measure the oscillation frequency of the cloud in the vertical
direction for different lattice spacings at maximum power.
This frequency is determined as follows. We excite the
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FIG. 5. Measured oscillation frequency along the vertical direc-
tion for different lattice spacings. The solid line is the calculated
frequency with the independently measured parameters of the beams,
and the shaded area corresponds to the uncertainty on the calibration
of the beam parameters. The error bars represent the standard
deviation given by the fit algorithm on the measured frequency and
are close to the size of the data points and not visible for the low
frequencies.
center-of-mass motion of the cloud along the z direction by
suddenly changing the power in the accordion beams, we
let the cloud oscillate, and, finally, we measure the vertical
position of the atomic cloud after a short free expansion. The
trapping frequency is given by a sinusoidal fit of the data. The
results are shown in Fig. 5. By compressing the lattice spacing
from 11 to 2 μm we observe an increase of the oscillation
frequency from 2.15(5) to 11.2(3) kHz. We also plot in Fig. 5
the expected frequency calculated with the measured power,
waists, and lattice spacing. Our measurements are consistently
below this calculation. We attribute this effect to the inaccurate
calibration of the beam waists and powers and the imperfect
overlap of the beams.
We now discuss the effect of compression on the cloud’s
temperature T , which is measured with a method detailed in
Appendix A. In order to avoid evaporation of atoms during this
compression, we first proceed to a cooling stage. It consists of
lowering the power of the in-plane confining laser to evaporate
the cloud and then setting it back to its initial value. After this
evaporation cooling, we typically obtain N = 3 × 104 atoms
in the large-spacing lattice at a temperature of T0 = 180 nK.
With these parameters, the total 2D phase-space density,
defined as D = Nλ2T /A, with A being the disk area and λT
being the thermal de Broglie wavelength, is D = 4.8, which
corresponds to a noncondensed gas [5]. We then compress
the cloud to various final vertical confinements at a constant
velocity of the translation stage (90 mm/s) within 0.13 s while
keeping the overall sequence duration constant. We show in
Fig. 6(a) the measured final temperature (blue circles) for
various final trapping frequencies. We observe a significant
increase in the cloud’s temperature by a factor of about 2 for
the largest final frequency. The atom number is unchanged
during this compression, and thus it rules out any evaporation
process.
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FIG. 6. Compression in the optical accordion. (a) Temperature
measured after compression to a final frequency ωz (circles) and
corrected by the fit of the measured heating displayed in (b) (squares).
The solid line is a calculation for an adiabatic compression of an ideal
Bose gas with our trap geometry (see Appendix B). (b) Temperature
Tf measured after a compression to the intermediate frequency ωi
and decompression to the initial frequency. The solid line is a linear
fit to the data. The measured heating is divided by 2 before subtraction
to the data in (a), considering that the heating for a full cycle is two
times larger than the heating for the single compression.
The measured increase of temperature during the compres-
sion process could have two origins. (i) It could simply result
from the change in density of states in a purely adiabatic
process [solid line in Fig. 6(a)]. (ii) There may be an additional
heating process due to imperfections in the trap compression
as discussed in Sec. II. In order to test the adiabaticity of the
process we realize a compression up to a given intermediate
frequency ωi followed by a decompression to the initial
frequency. The measured final temperatures Tf are reported in
Fig. 6(b). For a purely adiabatic compression-decompression
cycle we expect no increase in temperature. We observe a
deviation from adiabaticity which can reach 90 nK for a
full compression-decompression sequence or, assuming the
same amount of additional heating for compression and
decompression, 45 nK for the compression stage. This heating
remains small compared to the 150 nK increase in temperature
expected for a purely adiabatic process as described in the next
paragraph. This heating varies approximately linearly with the
target frequency ωi . We have measured a similar heating for
lower velocities of the translation stage.
To further explore the origin of the temperature increase
observed here, we compare our results to the prediction
for adiabatic compression of an ideal Bose gas confined in
our trap geometry. The result of this calculation, detailed in
Appendix B and applied to the measured initial temperature
and frequency, is shown in Fig. 6(a) as a solid line. We also
show the measured temperatures corrected by half the heating
measured for the compression-decompression cycle [Fig. 6(b)]
as squares. They are in good agreement with the calculated
temperature. We conclude that the deviation from adiabaticity
in our experimental setup leads to an additional heating
that remains small compared to the increase of temperature
expected in the adiabatic case.
V. OUTLOOK: AN ADJUSTABLE INTERACTION
STRENGTH
We have realized a 2D uniform Bose gas with a tunable
confinement. As discussed in the Introduction, in such gases
the role of interactions is described, up to logarithmic cor-
rections [11], by the dimensionless parameter g̃ = √8πa/z,
where z =
√
/(mωz) is the harmonic oscillator ground-state
length for a particle of mass m in the harmonic potential
of frequency ωz. Tuning the confinement thus allows one to
control the strength of interaction in such systems without
tuning the scattering length via a Feshbach resonance [13] or
adding an in-plane lattice potential to control the effective
mass of the atoms [12]. In our setup, by varying ωz/2π
between 1 and 11 kHz by tuning the lattice spacing or the
laser power, we can adjust g̃ between 0.08 and 0.26. Obtaining
such comparatively large values of g̃ is of great interest for
realizing strongly correlated states for which the gap between
the ground state and the excited states usually scales linearly
with g̃ [28]. The demonstration of such an optical accordion
is thus a significant step in this direction.
Our system is compatible with the realization of flat-bottom
potentials with a shape that can be changed, potentially in a
dynamic way, thanks to the use of DMDs. Our system is thus
an ideal platform to study in- and out-of-equilibrium many-
body physics in two-dimensional systems. Another asset of
this geometry is the possibility to realize evaporative cooling
with this accordion lattice. In the usual evaporation schemes
a particle is evaporated when it has a high enough energy
and when it reaches a position in the trap where it could be
lost (like the edge of the box potential in the work described
here). In this situation temperature gradients might be created
in the sample. Lowering the depth of the accordion lattice by
decreasing its intensity or by adding a magnetic field gradient
allows for an evaporation independent of the atom position and
could lead to more efficient evaporative cooling. This feature
is particularly interesting when studying quench cooling of 2D
quantum gases [5].
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APPENDIX A: TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
The temperatures reported in the main text were measured
using the following procedure. Immediately after loading the
atoms in the optical box potential, we send a short pulse of
a microwave field that transfers a small fraction of about
10% of the atoms from the |1〉 = |F = 1,m = −1〉 state to
the |2〉 = |F = 2,m = −2〉 state. We then proceed to forced
evaporation by lowering the power of the box potential beam
and realize the experimental sequences discussed in the main
text. We assume that the atoms in state |2〉 thermalize with
the main cloud of atoms in |1〉. By choosing the fraction
of atoms in state |2〉 to be small enough we always prevent
the formation of a Bose-Einstein condensate in this state. To
extract the temperature of the sample we release the atoms
from the trap and image the density distribution of atoms in
state |2〉 integrated along the vertical direction and after a
time-of-flight of 8.7 ms. For each point we average typically
10 images with the same experimental conditions.
We compare the radially averaged profile of these dis-
tributions to a numerically computed profile considering an
ideal gas with an initial velocity distribution given by the
Bose distribution and an initial uniform position in the box
potential and assuming an expansion without any interparticle
interaction. The theoretical profile has two free parameters,
the temperature T and the fugacity z, which we optimize to
obtain the best fit to the experimental data points. With our
signal-to-noise ratio, there is a continuous set of (z,T ) that
fits almost equally well a given experimental profile, making
a robust estimate of the temperature difficult. We circumvent
this issue by using the independently measured atom number
as an additional input parameter to compute z(T ), leaving T
as the only free parameter.
From the distribution of temperature measurements for
a fixed experimental sequence, we estimate that the one-
standard-deviation statistical error bars on the temperature
measurement are around ±3% of the measured temperature.
The main source of uncertainty is given by the uncertainty on
the atom number that we use to estimate the temperature. In
our range of parameters, the estimated uncertainty of 25% in
the atom number calibration leads to an uncertainty of about
15% in the temperature. In the main text, we display error bars
corresponding to only the ±3% statistical uncertainty.
APPENDIX B: ADIABATIC COMPRESSION
We consider a gas of noncondensed bosons of mass m
confined in the xy plane in a box potential of surface A
and along the vertical direction in a harmonic potential of
frequency ωz. We set ρ0 = mA/(2π2) for the in-plane density
of states and zj = z exp(−jβωz), where z is the gas fugacity,
β = 1/kBT , and j is the integer labeling the j th state of the
vertical harmonic oscillator. The average occupation number
2 4 6 8 10
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FIG. 7. Adiabatic compression. We show, for an initial tempera-
ture of 180 nK and an initial frequency of 2.1 kHz, the temperature
increase during compression calculated numerically for different
models. The thick solid line corresponds to the bosonic case. The
green solid line is given by an analytical result obtained in the classical
case with a weak confinement along z and scales as ω1/2z . The dashed
line and the dot-dashed line are associated with the fermionic and the
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics cases, respectively.
n̄j,k of a given energy state with an in-plane wave number k is
n̄j,k =
{
z−1 exp
[
β
(
jωz + 
2k2
2m
)
− 1
]}−1
. (B1)
Introducing the polylogarithm function gα(z) =
∑∞
k=1 z
k/kα ,
we compute Nj , Jj , and SJ , which are, respectively, the atom
number, the grand-canonical potential, and the entropy of
state j .
Nj = ρ0kBT g1(zj ),
Jj = −ρ0(kBT )2g2(zj ),
Sj = −∂Jj
∂T
∣∣∣∣
μ,ωz
= ρ0kBT [2g2(zj ) − g1(zj ) ln(zj )]. (B2)
We compute the temperature evolution for an adiabatic com-
pression by evaluating, for each value of the final compression
frequency ωz, the temperature and the fugacity, keeping
S = ∑j Sj and N = ∑j Nj constant. The result of this
calculation is shown in the main text in Fig. 6 and is reproduced
in Fig. 7.
The previous calculation can be straightforwardly extended
to fermionic statistics and to the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann
statistics by replacing gα(z) by fα(z) = −gα(−z) and by
z, respectively. The results for these cases are also repre-
sented in Fig. 7 as a dotted line and a dot-dashed line
respectively, and show that, in all cases, the increase in
temperature during adiabatic compression is larger than for
the bosonic case. Indeed, Bose statistics leads to a larger
population of the low-lying states of the vertical harmonic
oscillator than the classical distribution and thus to a smaller
increase of temperature when increasing the confinement
frequency.
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Finally, we also plot in Fig. 7 an analytical result obtained
for the classical Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics but assuming a
weak confinement along the vertical direction (βωz  1). In
this case the 3D density of states is given by ρ(ε) = ρ0/(ωz) ε,
and the entropy reads
S/(NkB) = 3 + ln[ρ0(kBT )2/(Nωz)]. (B3)
An adiabatic compression thus leads to an increase in tem-
perature as T ∝ √ωz, which corresponds to the green solid
line shown in Fig. 7 and which is very close to the numerical
calculation for the Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics. We note that
in the experiments presented here the fugacity is close to 1 and
the Maxwell-Boltzmann approximation is clearly not valid.
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C
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients
The interaction Hamiltonian of a single-electron atom in an electromagnetic field is
of the form (in Coulomb gauge) [300]
H = 12m [P− qA(R, t)]
2 + V (R)− q
m
S ·B(R, t), (C.1)
where R, P and S are the position, momentum and spin operators of the electron
and B(R, t) and A(R, t) are the magnetic field and vector potential operators.
It can be split into a time independent and a time dependent part
H = H0 +W (t), (C.2)
with
H0 =
1
2mP
2 + V (R), (C.3)
and
W (t) = − q
m
P ·A(R, t)− q
m
S ·B(R, t) + q
2
2mA
2(R, t). (C.4)
The last term in C.4 can be neglected for small fields, and W (t) can be expanded in
electric dipole (ED), magnetic dipole (MD), electric quadrupole (EQ) and higher
order terms:
W (t) = WED(t) +WMD(t) +WEQ(t) + ... (C.5)
The electric dipole is dominant by a factor λ/a0 where a0 is the Bohr radius and λ
the wavelength of light, but the other terms become important when the transitions
via the electric dipole are forbidden by selection rules.
A probability of transition from a state |1〉 to a state |2〉 which are eigenstates of the
time independent Hamiltonian can be computed in the framework of time-dependent
perturbation theory. The transition probability between two states if W (t) varies
sinusoidally at the frequency of the transition ν = (E2 − E1)/h is (see for example
[300], chapter 13)
P12 ∝ | 〈2|W (t) |1〉 |2. (C.6)
We compute the matrix elements in the case of an optical and a MW transitions to
define the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients which are used in the main text.
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C.1 Electric dipole
It can be shown that WED ∝ R [300]. The driving of an atom by a nearly-resonant
optical radiation is thus characterized by the dipole matrix element 〈F mF |R |F ′m′F 〉
between the two hyperfine sublevels, where the primed variables refer to the excited
states and the unprimed ones to the ground states. It is possible to factorize this
matrix element thanks to the Wigner-Eckart theorem in terms of a Wigner 3 − j
symbol (also called Clebsch-Gordan coefficient) as:
〈F mF |Rq |F ′m′F 〉 = 〈F |R |F ′〉 (−1)F
′−1+mF
√
2F + 1
(
F ′ 1 F
m′F q −mF
)
(C.7)
where q is labelling the component of R in the spherical basis. The computation of
the coefficients have been performed in [124], and we report the modulus square of
these coefficients normalized to the strongest transition in figure C.1.
Figure C.1 – Modulus square of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the
F = 2→ F ′ = 3 transition normalized to the strongest transition.
The average of the coefficients of the π transitions gives 7/15. This factor is used in
this thesis to rescale the light cross-section of the atoms. It corresponds to assuming
that the |F,mF 〉 states are all equally populated at the beginning of the imaging
pulse and that these transitions are driven togethera.
C.2 Magnetic dipole
For the case of magnetic transitions, it can be shown that the relevant Hamiltonian
is WMD ∝ (L + 2S) · ε, where ε is along the polarization of the magnetic field. As
for Alkali atoms L = 0, it can be computed as WMD ∝ S · ε. The Clebsch-Gordan
coefficients can then be found in [125], or computed by decomposing the |F,mF 〉
states on the |I,mI , S,mS〉 states. The result shown in figure C.2 is then obtained.
aThis also assumes that the levels are degenerate, meaning that the magnetic field should be as
small as possible on the experiment.
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Figure C.2 – Modulus square of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients of the
F = 1→ F = 2 transition normalized to the strongest transition.
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Appendix of the atom number calibration
D.1 Monte Carlo simulations for checking validity of linearisation
of noise
We describe here the simulations used in section 7.2.5 to validate the linearisation of
the fluctuations. As the photonic shot noise has a non-trivial effect, which depends
on the optical depth on the pixel, these simulations use photon numbers rather than
optical depths. We keep here the notations of chapter 7. In absorption imaging, the
mean number of photons after interaction with the atomic cloud is
N̄p,1 = N̄p,0 exp
(
−N̄a,1 × n̄
N̄p,0
)
, (D.1)
where n̄ is the number of photons absorbed by each atom. The absorption imaging
thus gives us only the value of the product N̄a × n̄. The aim of these simulations
is to simulate the expected noise on the number of collected photons for different
n̄ and to compare it to the experimental result to find the individual values n̄ and
N̄a. More precisely, we compare the experimental data to Monte Carlo simulations
following this procedure:
• We choose a region of interest and compute over all the iterations: the mean
photon numbers on the three images and the variance of the number of photons
for subimage 1 minus the one of subimage 2 (which is thus related to the
variance of Na,1 −Na,2).
• We then try to reproduce the experimental means and variance assuming a
binomial law for the number of atoms Na,1, due to a Bernoulli event for each
atom, and a poissonian law for all the measured photon numbers, due to the
coherence of the light.
To do this, we fix the product N̄a × n̄ according to the data as:
N̄p,1 = N̄p,0 exp
(
−(N̄a/2)× n̄
N̄p,0
)
, (D.2)
As we already showed that taking the difference of two images gets rid of the
fluctuations of the total atom number Na, we consider in this analysis that
Na = Na,1 +Na,2 does not fluctuate, whereas Na,1 and Na,2 of course fluctuate.
We also check that adding a noise on Na in the simulations does not change
the result.
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• The aim is to find a couple (N̄a, n̄) which has the good product, and for which
the variance Var(Np,1 −Np,2) matches the experimental one.
We thus implement a loop on n̄. For each n̄:
– We calculate the corresponding N̄a.
– We pick Na,1 according to a binomial law of parameter p. (We in fact
only worked with p = 1/2).
– We then should have Na,2 = N̄a−Na,1, but we noticed experimentally that
there are always less atoms in the second pulse than in the first one. And
this effect increases with the atomic density. To take this into account,
we instead use
Na,2 = γ(N̄a −Na,1), with γ =
ln
(
N̄p,0/N̄p,2
)
ln
(
N̄p,0/N̄p,1
) . (D.3)
The number of photons Np,i which should be detected on the camera are
then picked following a poissonian law of mean µ̄i (for i= 1 or 2), with
µ̄i = N̄p,0 exp
(
−Na,1 × n̄
N̄p,0
)
. (D.4)
– For each value of n̄, 100 000 values are computed and then averaged. We
checked that the results were not different between 100 000 and 1 000 000.
• The couple (N̄a, n̄) giving the values closest to the experimental ones is selected.
D.2 Modelling the optical response
We present in this section the protocol developed in the team, that we used to extract
the response function of the imaging system and to recover the correct atom number
in a selected zone.
D.2.1 Correlations between pixels
To deconvolve the effect of the finite resolution of the imaging system, we compute
the different covariances between pixels. We thus have to relate them to the model
that we described in section 7.3.1.
We remind the equation (7.37)
d(q, i) ≈ 1
Aq
∑
q′
σ(q − q′) Na(q′, i) + photon noise (q, i),
which leads to:
Cov[d(qA), d(qB)] =
1
A2q
∑
q′A
∑
q′B
σ(qA−q′A) σ(qB−q′B) Cov[Na(q′A), Na(q′B)]. (D.5)
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We suppose that there are no significant correlations between the fluctuations of
atom number in two different locations q′A and q′B, so that
Cov[Na(q′A), Na(q′B)] = Var[Na(q′A)] δq′A,q′B (D.6)
We thus get
Cov[d(qA), d(qB)] =
1
A2q
∑
q
σ(qA − q) σ(qB − q) Var[Na(q)] (D.7)
which corresponds to what was discussed qualitatively in section 7.3: the fluctuations
between pixels qA and qB are correlated because they are linked to the same source
q. Note that in the case qA = qB one has to add the photonic and read-out noises
to (D.7).
The process was explained for simplicity for a single image, but it is straightforward
to extend it to the case of difference of ODs. We then get:
D(q, i) ≈ 1
Aq
∑
q′
σ(q − q′) [Na,1(q′, i)−Na,2(q′, i)] + photon noise(q, i). (D.8)
For qA 6= qB, this leads to the set of equations (7.38-7.39-7.40) of the main text
which is copied here for convenience:
Cov[D(qA), D(qB)] =
1
A2q
∑
q
σ(qA − q) σ(qB − q) Var[(Na,1 −Na,2)(q)]
= 1
A2q
∑
q
σ(qA − q) σ(qB − q) N̄a(q), (D.9)
Ṽ (qA) =
1
A2q
∑
q
σ2(qA − q) N̄a(q), (D.10)
where Ṽ is obtained from Var[D] by subtracting photon shot noise and read-out
noise as in (7.32). Also the sum of the two ODs reads
S̄(qA) =
1
Aq
∑
q
σ(qA − q) N̄a(q). (D.11)
This set of equations allows one to reconstruct the imaging transfer function σ(q−q′)
as well as the pixel contents Na(q).
D.2.2 Computation of spatial correlations of the differences of ODs
Working on the same 8 × 8 quasi-uniform zone as in section 7.2.5, we determine
the different Cov[D(qA), D(qB)]. For a best signal to noise ratio, we average the
obtained Cov[D(qA), D(qB)] when Q = qB − qA is the same, and obtain a matrix
Cov[D](Q). More precisely:
• We choose qA inside the inner 6× 6 central window;
• We set qB = qA +Q with −3 ≤ Qx,y ≤ +3 (we authorize to pick pixels outside
of the 8× 8 region for this averaging);
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• We average the result over the 36 possible positions of qA to obtain Cov[D](Q),
which is a set of 7× 7 values;
• For the central value Q = 0, we subtract the photonic shot noise and the
readout noise as in (7.32).
An example of obtained Cov[D](Q) matrix is shown in the main text in figure 7.8a.
The imaging transfer function σ(q − q′) can in principle be reconstructed for the set
of equations (7.38-7.39-7.40). It has however many unknowns, and the resolution
is greatly improved by taking advantages of the symmetries visible in figure 7.8a:
x→ −x and x→ y. We chose to take advantage of these symmetries, and take the
corresponding averages for the covariances, which are named C0, ..., C5 as shown in
figure 7.8b.
Taking this into account, we model the response σ(q, q′) by 5 numbers:
• The on-site response
σ0 = σ(q − q′)) with q′ = q; (D.12)
• The nearest-neighbour response
σ1 = σ(q − q′) with q′x = qx ± 1, q′y = qy or q′x = qx, q′y = qy ± 1; (D.13)
• The “corner” response
σ2 = σ(q, q′) with q′x = qx ± 1, q′y = qy ± 1; (D.14)
• And two further responses
σ3 = σ(q − q′) with q′x = qx ± 2, q′y = qy or q′x = qx, q′y = qy ± 2; (D.15)
σ4 = σ(q − q′) with q′x = qx ± 2, q′y = qy ± 1 or q′x = qx ± 1, q′y = qy ± 2.
With this parametrization and assuming a uniform atom distribution Na in the
selected zone, we obtain from the set (7.38-7.39-7.40) the following equations:
S̄ = 1
Aq
(σ0 + 4σ1 + 4σ2 + 4σ3 + 8σ4) N̄a ≡
σtot
Aq
N̄a (D.16)
V̄ (0, 0) = 1
A2q
(
σ20 + 4σ21 + 4σ22 + 4σ23 + 8σ24
)
N̄a (D.17)
Cov[D](0, 1) = 1
A2q
(2σ0σ1 + 4σ1σ2 + 2σ1σ3 + 4σ2σ4 + 4σ3σ4) N̄a (D.18)
Cov[D](1, 1) = 1
A2q
(
2σ0σ2 + 2σ21 + 4σ2σ3 + 4σ1σ4 + 2σ24
)
N̄a (D.19)
Cov[D](2, 0) = 1
A2q
(
σ21 + 2σ22 + 2σ0σ3 + 4σ1σ4 + 2σ24
)
N̄a (D.20)
Cov[D](2, 1) = 1
A2q
(2σ1σ2 + 2σ1σ3 + 2σ0σ4 + 2σ2σ4 + 2σ3σ4) N̄a (D.21)
Cov[D](2, 2) = 1
A2q
(
σ22 + 2σ23 + 4σ1σ4
)
N̄a (D.22)
(D.23)
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The coefficients of equations (D.16) to (D.22) are determined from the set of equations
(7.38-7.39-7.40). They arise from the computation of Cov[D(qA), D(qB)] with qB =
qA +Q. One has to count the number of possibility for going from qA to the wanted
qA +Q in two stepsa. This can be shown graphically as done in figure D.1. We have
7 equations and 6 unknowns (σ0, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, N̄a).
Cov[D](0,0)
Cov[D](1,0)
Cov[D](1,1)
Cov[D](2,0)
Cov[D](2,2)
Cov[D](1,2)
Figure D.1 – Determination of the coefficients of equations (D.16) to
(D.22). The σi are shown at the top of the picture. For each Cov[D](Q),
one has to count the number of possible ways to make the vector Q
(symbolized by the two green squares) using two σi.
aWe note that there should be more symmetrical coefficients such as Cov[D](1, 0). We chose not
to include them in the system of equations which is still valid, but to average them in the images.
Cov[D](0, 1) in table D.23 is in fact computed on the images as [Cov[D](0, 1) + Cov[D](1, 0)]/2.
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Table D.1 – Fitting parameters σ0,1,2,3=4 and N̄a for the correlations of
the ODs on different pixels. Bottom: determination for a 6× 6 central
window.
σ0/Aq σ1/Aq σ2/Aq σ3=4/Aq σtot (µm2) F N̄a
Run 1 0.0302 0.0082 0.0027 0.0002 0.0991 1.37 8.75
Run 2 0.0299 0.0073 0.0031 -0.0007 0.0818 1.66 6.07
Run 3 0.0252 0.0063 0.0022 -0.0001 0.0752 1.80 13.23
In principle σ3 and σ4 can be treated as independent and one needs to solve a
non-linear system of 6 equations. However it turns out that the solution is not very
stable for some runs. Since the distance between the two pixels for σ3 and σ4 are
quite similar (2.0 vs.
√
5 ≈ 2.2), we impose in the following σ4 = σ3 and we are
left with a system of 5 unknowns for the first 5 equations given above. The two
remaining ones can be used as sanity check of the proposed solution. The results are
given in table D.1 for three different runs, and shown in figure 7.8c for run 2 which
is used as an example in this chapter. The robustness of the results can be checked
looking at subsets of images, as it is done in section 7.3.3.
E
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Résumé
Les atomes ultrafroids constituent depuis une
vingtaine d’années un domaine fructueux
pour l’étude de la physique à N corps. Cepen-
dant l’inhomogénéité des nuages atomiques,
induite par les méthodes de piégeage util-
isées habituellement, constitue une limite
pour les études portant sur de grandes
échelles de longueur. Nous reportons ici la
mise en place d’un nouveau dispositif expéri-
mental, combinant un potentiel modulable à
bords raides et fond plat dans le plan atom-
ique, avec un confinement versatile dans la
troisième direction. Nous nous intéressons
à différentes excitations du système, pre-
mièrement des degrés de liberté internes des
atomes via leur interaction avec la lumière,
puis deuxièmement de leur mouvement col-
lectif avec la propagation de phonons.
La répartition des atomes dans un plan est
particulièrement adaptée aux études de dif-
fusion de la lumière. Elle permet en effet
de sonder de fortes densités atomiques, en-
traînant de fortes interactions dipôle-dipôle
induites, tout en gardant un signal transmis
suffisant pour effectuer des mesures. Nous
avons mesuré la déviation au comportement
d’un atome isolé pour de la lumière proche
de résonance lorsque la densité atomique est
modifiée. Nous avons également étudié la dif-
fusion de photons dans un disque d’atomes
en injectant de la lumière seulement au cen-
tre du disque.
Nous nous sommes ensuite intéressés aux
excitations collectives du gaz. Nous avons
mesuré la vitesse du son dans le milieu, qui
est liée à la fraction superfluide du système,
et comparé nos résultats aux prédictions d’un
modèle hydrodynamique à deux fluides. En
utilisant une géométrie adaptée, nous avons
en outre étudié la dynamique de retour à
l’équilibre d’un système isolé, en imageant la
phase du condensat de Bose-Einstein résul-
tant de la fusion de jusqu’à douze conden-
sats.
Mots Clés :
condensat de Bose-Einstein, basse
dimension, interaction lumière-
matière, superfluidité, systèmes
hors-équilibre, atomtronique
Abstract
Ultracold atoms have proven to be a power-
ful platform for studying many-body physics.
However the inhomegeneity of atomic clouds
induced by potentials commonly used to trap
the atoms constitutes a limitation for studies
probing large length scales. Here we present
the implementation of a new versatile setup
to study two-dimensional Bose gases, com-
bining a tunable in-plane box potential with
a strong and efficient confinement along the
third direction. We study different excitations
of the system, either of internal degrees of
freedom of the atoms with light scattering, or
of their collective motion with phonon propa-
gation.
The slab geometry is particularly well suited
for light scattering studies. It allows one
to probe high atomic densities, leading
to strong induced dipole-dipole interactions,
while keeping a good enough light transmis-
sion for measurements. We monitor the devi-
ation from the single atom behavior for near
resonant light by varying the atomic density.
We additionally monitor the spreading of pho-
tons inside the slab by injecting light only at
the center of a disk of atoms.
We also investigate collective excitations of
the atomic gas. We measure the speed of
sound which is linked to the superfluid den-
sity of the cloud and compare our results to
a two-fluid hydrodynamic model predictions.
Using a relevant geometry, we additionally
study how an isolated system goes back to
equilibrium. This is done by imaging the
phase of the resulting Bose-Einstein conden-
sate (BEC) after merging up to twelve BECs.
Keywords :
Bose-Einstein condensate, low di-
mensionality, light-matter interaction,
superfluidity, out-of-equilibrium sys-
tems, atomtronics
